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ABSTRACT
Particle swarm optimization techniques are typically made up of a population of simple agents interacting locally with
one another and with their environment, with the goal of locating the optima within the operational environment. In this
paper, a robust and intelligent particle swarm optimization framework based on multi-agent system is presented, where
learning capabilities are incorporated into the particle agents to dynamically adjust their optimality behaviours.
Autonomy is achieved by the use of communicators that separate an agent’s individual operation from that of the swarm,
thereby making the system more robust.
Keywords: Particle Swarm Optimization, Multi-Agent System, Intelligence, Autonomy
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
N. V. Blamah, A. O. Adewumi, G. M. Wajiga & B. Y. Baha (2013). An Intelligent Particle Swarm Optimization Model based on Multi
Agent System. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 6, No. 3. Pp1-8

1. INTRODUCTION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) belongs to the field
of swarm intelligence, which is a collection of techniques
based around the study of collective behavior in
decentralized, self-organized systems. PSO is inspired by
the social foraging nature of animals such as the flocking
behaviors of birds moving towards an optimal goal [4].
The technique was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart
[8] as a stochastic global optimization method for
continuous functions, with the idea that the particles,
situated within an environment, move towards fitter
members of the swarm and generally bias their
movements towards historically good areas of the
environment.

The particles try to achieve the optimal goal by
cooperating with their neighbours in addition to taking
independent decisions and actions. Although there is
normally no centralized control structure dictating how
individual particles should behave, local interactions
among the agents often lead to the emergence of global
behavior. Since the development of the early model in
Kennedy and Eberhart [8], there have been numerous
advances on the model [7, 15, 17] emphasizing on
different aspects with the view to improving the overall
performance. These have viewed the problem from the
traditional sense of implementation, where the particles
in the system lack the basic qualities that typical agents
possess.
1
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Implementing the PSO scheme from conventional
supervised approach has a number of setbacks. To begin
with, it lacks the autonomy a system of such nature
deserves; the particles achieve their goals by executing a
fully elaborate program, and they are limited by the
highly cohesive implementation since they have a
uniform algorithm for execution that prohibits selfsufficiency and intelligence. But PSO innately fits a
system where the agents are delegated goals in some high
level way, and then the agents decide for themselves how
best to accomplish their goals – the agents here have the
ability to decide how best to act so as to accomplish their
delegated goals.
The scalability that is desired in such a system is also
lacking since a static population is usually assumed
during optimization process. There are variants of PSOs
where membership of the total swarm population grows
or shrinks dynamically [2, 6, 11, 12], depending on the
strengths and behaviors of members of the system.
Therefore scalability in the form of population growth or
reduction is desirable, which is quite difficult to do in a
monolithic and highly cohesive system. An ideal model
will therefore not assume fixed neighbourhood of particle
agents; agents should be capable of moving from one
neighbourhood to another, which may have different
sizes. This feature is inherently available in Multi Agent
System (MAS), since each agent is treated separately.
Complex communication patterns arise among the
particles within a typical PSO system, and if not properly
implemented, communication can be inherently
synchronous. This drastically degrades the overall
systems performance especially if the population size is
too high. With the MAS approach, there is a natural
asynchronous communication, because concurrency is
natural, as agents execute independently. Implementing a
population-based algorithm without regards for isolated
treatment of each candidate of the population makes the
entire process a complex one, especially with a large
population. Since each particle has a separate behaviour
from other particles within the system, it is highly
desirable to model the system as such.
A number of other characteristics of PSO [18] that make
it suitable for MAS exist; Natural algorithm: it is based
on the behavior of real birds/fish which are real agents;
Parallel and distributed algorithm: the swarm is a
population of agents move simultaneously, independently
and without a supervisor; Cooperative particles: each
agent chooses a new point partly based on the
information received from other agents. To address these
issues, literatures on MAS-based PSOs exist [1, 10, 16].
However, the emphases in these literatures are based on
modeling, implementations, and load balancing/faulttolerance. In this paper, we present a robust and
intelligent PSO framework based on MAS where learning
capabilities are incorporated into the particle agents to
adjust their optimality behaviours.

2. BRIEF BACKGROUND OF INTELLIGENT
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM
Intelligence is connected with the way reasoning is
carried out in order to arrive at a conclusion. It refers to
the ability to come to correct conclusions about what is
true or real, and about how to solve problems [5].
Reasoning in a general sense is a broad subject matter
that refers to the capacity to make sense of things, to
establish and verify facts, and to change or justify
practices and beliefs [9]. We use a practical reasoning
model to agency [14, 20] to represent intelligent actions.
Practical reasoning is the capacity for resolving, through
reflection, the question of what is to be done.
Deliberation of this kind is practical in the subject matter,
insofar as it is concerned with action. But it is also
practical in its consequences or its issue, insofar as
reflection about action itself directly moves an agent to
act [19].
The notion of practical reasoning agent is modeled by
looking at an agent as having a set of beliefs which are
the perceptions of the agent’s operating environment, set
of desires which are the various options at the agent’s
disposal, and set of intentions which are selections made
from the desires by filtering the best options. Practical
reasoning is comprised of two major components [20]:
Deliberation (what state of affairs to achieve, which
becomes the agent’s intention) and Means-Ends
Reasoning (how to achieve the intentions, which yields a
plan). The intentions here are the future directed
intentions, which simply represent the state of mind of
the agent, with no actions taken.
Deliberation is modeled as option generation and filtering
processes [20], which are thus described as follows:

Option generation function takes the current beliefs
and current intentions in order to yield the agent’s
desire set.
Thus,
………….. (1)



Then the intentions to be committed to are obtained
by filtering and selecting the best options using the
following function:
……(2)

The agent updates its belief through a belief review
function defined as:
……………… (3)
where
is a set of percepts of the operating
environment.
2
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Practically, a particle agent within the swarm will arrive
at an alternative by first deliberating on the available
options, and then make decisions by acting on the best
alternatives. A Particle agent starts by having a particular
set of beliefs which are stored in a belief database, and
then commits to intentions for actions based on the initial
beliefs and desires. As time progresses, the beliefs about
the real world may be refined, and the agent’s desires and
intentions may also be redefined to reflect the changes in
the belief database. After an agent deliberates and
produces intentions to which it is committed, the agent
needs to plan how to accomplish the intentions based on
the current state of the environment (agent’s belief) and
the actions that are available to it. This is means-ends
reasoning.
So a particle agent perceives its environment and then
adjusts its belief database appropriately, upon which it
derives its intentions, and then uses practical reasoning to
take an action that alters the real world, which advances
the system towards a potential solution.
3. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION AS
MULTI- AGENT SYSTEM
The properties of the conventional Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) model make it a suitable candidate
for Multi-Agent System (MAS) implementation. In the
MAS-based PSO, we model into MAS the appropriate
qualities of the conventional PSO and then introduce
concepts that improve on the overall systems
performance as an optimization technique.
Agents within a MAS consider problems by weighing
conflicting considerations for and against competing
options, where the relevant considerations are provided
by what the agent desires or values and what the agent
believes [3, 20]. An agent takes action by first
deliberating on what state of affairs to achieve from the
available options, which represents its Intentions that
alter its state of mind. Then the agent reasons on how to
achieve the chosen state of affairs, which results in a plan
of how best to achieve the option. By so doing,
intelligence is built into the system.

With this approach, a particle is tied to a fixed
neighbourhood for interaction with each iteration without
planning ahead and envisaging better fitness values with
other neighbourhoods within the same iteration; so when
an agent belongs to a neighbourhood, it does not share
information with agents outside the neighbourhood
within a single iteration to see if such interaction will
yield better fitness values. In our agent-based approach
to PSO, cohesion and diversity within the search space is
increased in order to avoid blind commitment that easily
gets agents trapped in specific local minima.
The agents use the Believe-Desire-Intension (BDI)-like
reasoning and dynamically alternate neighbours
(whatever neighbourhood topology is used) in the search
process. In each iteration, an agent computes several
fitness values in parallel (based on neighbourhood bests
of the main neighbourhood and other neighbourhoods),
and keeps the history for future reference. Depending on
the best results obtained with time, the agent sticks to
neighbours that yield better fitness values. So the best
global behaviour emerges as the agents interact.
In the conventional PSO, an agent’s decision, and hence
its action, is influenced by both personal cognitive
component and social component. These innate attributes
of PSO place it as good candidate for MAS design, where
the cognitive component is modeled as part of the
individual agent’s execution, and the social component as
part of the multi-agents’ execution while the agents
interact.
This is accomplished by the use of
communicators, a concept that is defined later. Learning
is highly desirable within a complex system like PSO. A
belief database will be designed, which is well suited for
keeping the agents’ learned experiences overtime as the
agents keep refining their beliefs. The qualities described
here make the PSO particle agents more autonomous and
intelligent.

The idea behind the neighbourhood approach in PSO [13]
was the reduction of the global information exchange
scheme to a local one, where information is diffused only
in small parts of the swarm at each iteration. Each
particle assumes a set of other particles to be its
neighbours and, at each iteration, communicates its best
position only to these particles, instead of to the whole
swarm. Thus, information regarding the overall best
position is initially communicated only to the
neighborhood of the best particle, and successively to the
rest through their neighbours.

3
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4. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let us consider the original Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) model represented as:

Definition 1: We define the state of environment in
which the agent’s search space may be as follows:
……………………………. (6)

…… (4)
…………………..…………… (5)
where t denotes the iteration counter, R1 and R2 are
random numbers distributed within [0,1], C1 and C2 are
weighting factors representing the cognitive and social
parameters respectively,
is the best position
known so far by the particle i,

is the

neighbourhood best,

is the velocity of particle i in

iteration t+1, and
iteration t+1.

is the particle’s position in

Since variants of the PSO [11, 12] show that population
can grow or shrink, it means within each iteration, the
particle agents in a swarm can communicate with any
number of agents ranging from 1 to n-1, n being the total
swarm population. So in the agent-based PSO, an agent
does not limit its communication to a fixed number of
agents, and also to a fixed neighbourhood all the time, for
the reason that follows.
Each agent is assigned few other prospective
neighbourhoods besides the main neighbourhood it
belongs to. In each iteration, the
values of these
prospective neighbourhoods are communicated to the
agent alongside the
value from the main
neighbourhood, and the agent computes both prospective
and main fitness values, velocities and positions in
parallel. After the computations, the agent stores all the
prospective values in a belief database through a vector
(hereafter called prospective neighbourhood vector), but
uses the main fitness value to keep membership of the
main neighbourhood by moving in its direction. After a
certain time-stamp equivalent to the size of the belief
database, agents take appraisal of their execution history
and compare them with the values in the belief database.
The neighbourhoods of the system is then reformulated
based on more promising fitness values of agents up to
the time of appraisal, and the agents will move in the
directions of best fitness values. The time stamp is
reinitialized and the process is repeated.
The agent choses more promising neighbours based on its
previous knowledge and experience. The desires of the
agent increases towards more promising neighbours and
it updates its beliefs, and subsequently gets attracted
towards more promising regions.

where
is the best positions
ever visited by each particle agent, representing the
present state (
,
being the population
size and

the current iteration counter).

Definition 2: Each particle agent has a range of actions at
its disposal, which are the consequences of agent’s
invocation. If we generally define the set of actions as
, then specifically, the i th particle agent
in the system has these actions:
…………………………… (7)
where
and
are the velocity and position functions
respectively of the agent within the main neighbourhood,
is the prospective neighbourhood vector described
earlier, which is an action that computes the values for
the belief database and updates same, and
is a
communicator which the agent uses to communicate with
other agents, thereby separating the social activities of the
Multi-Agent System (MAS) from the individual agent’s
activities. is a recap function that permits an agent to
appraise its history from the last time stamp in order to
decide whether or not to change neighbourhood.
Particle agents in the search space have single-minded
commitments, because an agent continues to maintain an
intension of improving the fitness values within a
particular neighbourhood until it believes either that the
intension has been achieved, or else it is no longer a more
feasible option to remain in that neighbourhood, in which
case it is rational for the agent to move away to a more
promising neighbourhood. We assume that the size of
neighbourhoods can vary because there may be increase
or decrease in population, agents can move from one
neighbourhood to another, or any other unforeseen factor.
Definition 3: A run, , of an agent in an environment is a
sequence of interleaved environment states and actions.
If we let be the set of all such runs, then we have:
…………………………………… (8)
Let

be the subset of these that end with an action and
be the subset of these that end with an environment
state.

4
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Definition 4: When a particle agent invokes an action on
an environment, it transforms the environment state, and
this effect is modeled by the state transformer function
defined as:
……………………………………… (9)
where

Definition 7: We define Swarm to be the set of all
agents, as follows:
……………………………. (12)
and the Swarm System is thus defined as
is the set of all runs.

, where

is the power set of .

This means that from runs which end with actions taken
by a particle agent, the system will always end up in a
particular environment state; taking an action by a
particle agent on a previous environment state moves the
environment to another state.
Definition 5: We define an environment as a tuple:
……………………………… (10)
where is the set of environment states,
is an
initial state, is a state transformer function,
is the
active topology in the environment, and
is a set of
neighbourhoods defined as
, where
is the total number of neighbourhoods.
Definition 6: In a MAS, the agents drive the system. The
state of the environment emerges as a result of the
agents’ actions – based on the behaviours and
interactions among the agents.
Since actions are
produced by agents when they execute in the system, we
model agents as function of execution, which yield an
action (whose effect is the state transformer function).
Thus, a particle agent is defined as:
……………………………………. (11)
So if an action, say the position update function
,
is desired of a particle agent , the agent produces this
action by executing on an existing run ending with
environment state, say , which is its current position, as
follows:

This leaves the run to end with an action. The effect of
taking this action, which is modeled by the state
transformer function, , is to produce a new environment
state.

5. ALGORITHM AND DISCUSSIONS
Having established the definitions and the relationships
above, we now describe the algorithms that aid practical
reasoning particle agents to execute within the swarm.
Particle agents need to plan ahead and envisage better
fitness values with other neighbourhoods within the same
iteration by sharing information with agents outside the
main neighbourhood. The particle agents thus maintain
single-minded commitments of achieving better fitness
values by making practical reasoning and dynamically
alternating neighbours in the search process.
Within each iteration, an agent computes several fitness
values in parallel and keeps the history for future
reference, and as time progresses, the agent sticks to
neighbours that yield better fitness values. So the best
global behaviour emerges as the agents interact. As
earlier explained, Practical reasoning = deliberation +
means-ends reasoning
Deliberation = option generation function and Filtering
function
Means-end reasoning = planning
These components of the practical reasoning are obtained
below.
The environment state as initially perceived by particle
agents, denoted by equation (6), represents the initial
belief of the agents. So
The agents will initially look at the state of affairs to
achieve as their initial intentions. The desired state of
affair at the beginning is to apply the velocity function of
equation (4) and then take a move using the position
function of equation (5).
These are initialized in

5
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Having obtained the initial beliefs and the initial
intentions, an agent can be executed using the algorithm
in figure 1, where lines 1 and 2 are the initial beliefs and
intentions, respectively.
1: B = Bo;
// Initial beliefs
2: I = Io; //initial intentions
3: while true do
4:
get next percept ρ of the swarm by making a
call to communicator C;
5:
B ← brf (B, ρ);
6:
D ← option (B , I);
7:
I ← filter (B, D, I);
8:
π ← plan(B, I, Ac) ;
9:
whi1e not (empty(π) or succeeded(I, B) or
impossible(I, B)) do
10:
α ← head(π);
11:
execute (α);
12:
π ← tail(π);
13:
get next percept ρ of the swarm by
making a call to communicator C;
14:
B ← brf (B, ρ);
15:
if reconsider(I, B ) then
16:
D ← option (B , I);
17:
I ← filter (B, D, I);
18:
end-if
19:
if not sound(π, I, B ) then
20:
π ← plan(B, I, Ac) ;
21:
end-if
22:
end-whi1e
23: end-whi1e

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The design presented above provides for natural way of
implementing the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm. Particle agent’s intentions and actions as
influenced by both personal cognitive component and
social component are separated into the individual
agent’s execution and the multi-agents’ execution
respectively, as the agents interact. This is realized by the
use of the communicators. This way, autonomy is
achieved within the particle agent system. Also since
multi-agent systems are inherently modular, it is easier to
add new agents to a multi-agent system than it is to add
new entities to a non-multi-agent-based system.
The desired learning capabilities are also incorporated
into the design, since agents make parallel computations
of fitness values and store them in the belief database for
future reference. These qualities make the PSO particle
agents intelligent and more autonomous.
In order to have a wider scope of application for the
intelligent multi-agent based PSO model, we intend, in
the future, to discretize and apply it to the Travelling
Salesman Problem.

Figure 1: Agent-based Particle Swarm Optimization
The percept ρ on line 4 is a process where an agent
perceives its environment by using its previous belief,
and then communicating with other agents through the
communicator component
of equation (7) to get the
current
value. Line 5 is the Belief update process,
which is obtained using equation (3). Lines 6 and 7 are
the deliberation process that is carried out by option
generation and filtering using equations (1) and (2)
respectively, to produce the corresponding Desires and
Intentions.
Having obtained these values, a particle agent carries the
means-ends reasoning by formulating a plan on line 8
using the new values of the belief (line 5), intention (line
7), and the available actions at its disposal (represented
by equation (7)). The agent can then execute its stated
intentions, which is accomplished by the intention loop
[20] from lines 9 through 20.

6
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ABSTRACT
Utilizing the correct elevation angle on each cell in a cellular network is important to ensure that the signal level is
maximized within the dominance area of a cell and minimized everywhere else. Consequently, by deploying the most
appropriate tilt angle, the network service quality within the dominance area of a cell is maximized, leading to optimum
system performance. In this paper, the coverage shaping and interference impacting capabilities of BS antenna tilt
technique was explored to optimise the performance of networks. It was found based on empirical model predictions that
at optimum downtilt angles which ranged from 50 to 70, the networks coverage, capacity and service quality can be
improved by 10%, 15% and 20% respectively on the average using SNR, Service outage probability, and throughput as
key performance indicators. The conclusion arising from the above approach is of special importance to engineers
involved directly in cellular wireless network planning and optimisation.
Keywords: Downtilt, Performance, Correction, Network, Communication & Terrain.
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
J. Isabona & O.D Ojuh (2013). Optimum Downtilt Gain Correction and Performance Optimization of Wireless Communication
Network in Built-up Terrains. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 6, No. 3. pp 9-24

1. INTRODUCTION
Interference is a limiting factor in the performance and
capacity characteristics of the cellular systems.
Interference is anything which interferes with the integrity
of a signal travelling between a transmitter and a receiver.
The sources of interference are the mobile station in a cell,
base stations with the same frequency, or any other
nonlinear systems that inadvertently affect the frequency
range of cellular systems. Interference on voice channels is
cross-noise, in consequence of which the quality of
transmission of voice traffic. Interference leads to increase
«blocked» traffic due to the increase of errors in digital
signaling (Kashtanov, and Arkhelyuk, 2009).
Interference factor is particularly relevant to built-up
urban areas, where the density of mobile users and base
stations is much higher than outside of the city. In Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) the main limiting
factor for bandwidth because communications occur on the
same frequency band. So reducing the interference leads
to improve network service quality. Also, the CDMA2000
radio interface can carry voice and data services with
various data rates, traffic requirements and quality of
service (QoS) targets; and the operating environments vary
considerably from outdoor macro cells to indoor micro
cells.

Careful configuration of the network and its cell parameters is
required and crucial to the network operator, because they
determine the capability to provide services, influence the
QoS, and account for a major portion of the total network
deployment and maintenance costs. Voice is more forgiving
than data. But, data corrupted due to interference may have to
be re-transmitted, and this puts additional pressure on the
network. Figure 1 shows the growth in data traffic from 20102015, and a 26X increase is predicted. This will put severe
strain on networks, so reducing interference so that capacity is
not wasted, will become more important. Hence, it is
necessary also to make decisions regarding how best to reduce
the interference in network to deliver the best possible
coverage and capacity with good service quality.
The level of interference can be controlled in many ways
using cell sectoring, primary common pilot channel (PCPICH) power level control, correct base station antenna
configurations and antenna tilt. From the above methods of
interference control, the BS antenna tilt parameter is the most
effective and responsive parameters in shaping the cell
coverage mitigate service degradation and achieve better
network performance (www.reverbnetworks.com).
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However, too aggressive downtilting may result in insufficient
coverage and mobility support. Luketic et al, (2011) confirm
that adjusting antenna tilt angles to adapt to current
geographical load distribution gives capacity gains in UMTS
networks and show that the amount of capacity gain is
proportion to the imbalance in the load distribution across the
network. However, when the user distribution is non-uniform
and terrain renders varied signal propagation across the
network, intelligent tilt adjustment can improve both coverage
and capacity in cellular networks (Isabona, 2013). This
deduction can be intuitively predicted since unbalanced traffic
conditions can lead to some cells being congested while others
are left with spare capacity. Moreover, constant network
evolution due to variation of subscriber density and addition of
new cells requires on-going modification of the tilt angle to
ensure that cell performance is constantly maximized.

Fig 1: Global mobile data traffic will increase 26X from 2010
to 2015. (Source: Fergal and Regis, 2012).
In this paper, taking South-South part of the Nigeria as a case
study, we present a measurement-based network performance
optimisation of two pioneer CDMA service providers,
operating in typical built-up environments, by tackling those
QoS performance indicators such as received signal strength
(RSS), Signal to Noise ratio (SNR), outage probability, among
others, that most influence their planned coverage and
Capacity of the system. Three locations were used for the
study. They are Benin City in Edo state, Port Harcourt in
River state and Uyo in Akwa Ibom state. A total of eighteen
base station sites; six for each of the three locations were
investigated and the choice of the number of sites in each
environment was based on the availability of the network
provider.

Figure 1a: The concept of Antenna Tilting
As shown in Figure 1a, the change in antenna pattern as a
result of a change in vertical tilt has two profound effects on
the network – a change in coverage of the cell and a change in
the interference the cell causes to users in other cells. These
two changes can then be used for two corresponding
controlled effects in the network. First, a downtilt-uptilt
operation in neighboring cell antennas will cause the bestserver coverage boundaries between the two cells to shift, and
therefore offload users from the shrinking cell to the
expanding cell. This is the basis of the tilt-optimized load
balancing.

For confidential and legal purposes, the names of the two
service providers will be designated as Operator A and B all
through the paper. In the following, we will be investigating
the influence of optimum BS Antenna tilt on the performance
of studied CDMA2000 network.
2. ANTENNA TILTING CONCEPT
Antenna tilt is defined as the angle of the main beam of the
antenna below the horizontal plane as shown in (figure 1a).
Positive and negative angles are referred to as downtilt and
uptilt respectively. Antenna tilt as a tool for coverage and
capacity optimisation (CCO) in cellular communication
networks has been widely studied in previous literature. In
(Lee, and Xu, 1997; Forkel et al, 2002; Niemela and
Lempiainen, 2004; Manholm et al, 2004; Bundy,1999; Karner,
2003), antenna downtilting has been identified as an efficient
means to reduce the inter-cell interference in both uplink and
downlink and consequently increase the capacity.

Second, an identified interferer to users in neighboring cells
can have its antenna downtilted to reduce interference and
improve SNR in those cells. Both of these characteristics are
CCO steps: load balancing optimizes coverage between cells
while optimizing resource usage by uniformly distributing
traffic, and hence increasing the overall capacity of the
network; interference reduction increases overall SNR in the
network, thereby accommodating more users in the cell or
increasing throughput while also increasing the interference
limited coverage of those cell where the interference is being
reduced.
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2.1 Downtilting of Antennas to Optimum Value

An optimum down-tilt angle has been observed to depend on
the geometrical factor (θgeo) and on antenna vertical
beamwidth (θVerB) (also expressed as θ-3dB) - either for
mechanical down tilt or electrical down tilt. A mechanical
down-tilt is illustrated in Figure: 1b.

There is always an optimum value for the downtilting, which
depends on the environment, cell radius, user locations and the
antenna radiation pattern (Karner, 2003)). If the tilting angle is
too high, the service area could become too small.
Furthermore, if the downtilting reaches a certain value, the
interference in the neighboring cells increases again due to the
side lobes of the vertical antenna pattern. Hence, the optimum
adjustment of the antenna downtilt would be to achieve
maximum antenna gain for the mobile stations in the own cell
and at the same time having maximum loss in the far end
interference area, that means in the neighbouring cells.

A macro-cell down-tilt θtilt,, is related to the above quantities
as in Equation 1 ( Wu and Yuan, 1996).
θtilt= θgeo+ θ-3dB/2antenna gain A(θ)
In figure 2, θgeo is calculated as

(1)

θgeo=tan-1(HBS−hMS/r), where the distance d, between the
transmitter (BS) of the height HBS and the MS of a height hMS
is given by
r= (HBS - hMS) /tan (θgeo)

(2)

Figure.1b: Mechanical Downtilt
Due to the fact that performing a down-tilt angle selection
with the expression provided in Equation (1), as in (Wu and
Yuan, 1996); it overestimates or underestimates the Base
Station Sector down-tilt angle which was argued in (Jarno
et al., 2005). But then in (Jarno et al., 2005), an empirical
equation for an optimum down-tilt angle selection was
derived given as in equation (3).
GBS (θopt)= 3[(ln(HBS)-r0.8)].log10(θ-3dB)

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In most practical optimisation work, the search of an
optimal configuration is performed over a simplified model
of the system to be optimised. Such a model is used to find
the best parameter settings, which are later extrapolated to
the real system. Firstly, in this paper, an empirical signal
power model was developed from field measurement and
secondly, a compensation factor parameterized based on
optimum antenna downtilt formula was introduced for the
vertical antenna gain correction seen from the elevated base
station in the direction towards the user equipment.

(3)

where r is the cell radius in km.

3.1 Received Signal Power from Field Measurement
With the aid of testing tool (i.e. NOKIA mobile handset)
running on the software mode, calls were initiated at each
test point until it is established and the signal power
information sent over the air interface between the base
station (BS) and the mobile station (MS) were read. For
every site, received signal power was measured at a
reference distance of 100m from the base station and at
subsequent interval of 100m.
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All measurements were taken in the mobile active mode
and in three sectors of each base station. This was to ensure
that the mobile phone was in constant touch with the base
station. Also, measurements were taken on a uniform grid
of outdoor static positions. This methodology is slightly
different from the usual convectional drive-test procedure
which may not cover certain inaccessible areas. At the
same time, it presents some advantages because continuous
measurement at the same point is captured, and this reduces
systematic errors by properly windowing and averaging
data. Averaging is done to compensate for variation in
signal strength at a given location over time. The values of
the received signal power level measured were converted
into power loss prediction model as expressed by:
- PMS

3.2 Including antenna Downtilt in Signal Power
Prediction
A straightforward extension to the previous empirical
model in (7) is to introduce a compensation factor for the
vertical antenna gain seen from the elevated base station in
the direction towards the user equipment. The vertical gain
can be calculated from the available antenna patterns
provided by the manufacturer, and the average received
power can be estimated as indicated in (7), at least within a
restricted range of distances as it will be seen later.
For simplicity, only the broadside direction will be
considered in this paper, but extensions to the full azimuth
direction can be based on e.g. the pattern multiplication
model often used in simulation studies [1]. From now on,
GBS (θopt) will be referred as the Optimum Downtilt Gain
Correction (ODGC).

(4)

The transmitter EIRP refers to the total amount of power
density that transmits from the base station into the
propagation medium. EIRP is given by:
T+GBS (θ)+GMS–LT–LR

In this paper, ODGC is applied by considering the
geometry in the vertical plane connecting base station and
user equipment at the street level (SL): Gain seen by the
user equipment at street level. In this case the gain is a
function of downtilt angle (θtilt), distance from base station
to user equipment (r), base station height (h BS) and user
equipment height (hUE).

(5)

Considering equation (2) in equation (1) gives:
T+GBS (θ)+GMS

– LT – LR -PMS (6)

ODGC(SL)→GBS(θ)=GBS(θtilt,r,HBS,hMS,θ-3dB)(8)

The expression in (3) can be re-arranged to give,
PMS=PT+ GBS (θ)+GMS-LT–LR-PL

The influence of antenna down tilt on SNR, signal outage
probability, Pout and throughput capacity using the
expressions in (7) and (8) are shown in the result section.

(7)

where PT is BS transmitted power, PMS is the received
signal power at the user equipment measured received
signal strength, GBS is the vertical gain pattern of
transmitting base station antenna in the broadside direction
.and G MS is the antenna gain of the mobile station
equipment antenna, and LT and LR are feeder losses, all in
dB scale.

4 Results and Analysis
4.1 Antenna Downtilt effect on Signal-to Noise Ratio
The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is the power
ratio between the received signal strength and the
background noise, or put in another way, the SNR
describes how strong an intended signal is in comparison to
the background noise. The SNR will give a better measure
for the actual operating conditions of the receiver than the
PMS value, since the SNR value takes into account
interference and noise conditions in addition to signal
strength (Grønsund et al, 2007). Where PMS measures the
amount of signal power received at the antenna as
expressed in (7), SNR measures operational conditions of
the system where interference and noise is taken in
consideration
The SNR is calculated from the measured PMS data by
(Grønsund et al, 2007; Jeruchim, Balaban, and Shanmugan,
1992):
(8)
34
SNR 
1

5.2  1013  9
1 

 102  PMS4 
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Figure 3 (d): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator A,
location 2

Figure 3 (a): SNR performance, for BS 1operator A,
location 1

Figure 3 (e): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator A,
location 2

Figure 3 (b): SNR performance, for BS 2operator A,
location 2

Figure 3 (c): SNR performance, for BS 3 operator A,
location 1

Figure 3 (f): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator A,
location 2
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Figure 3 (g): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator A,
location 3

Figure 3 (j): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 1

Figure 3 (h): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator A,
location 3

Figure 3 (k): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B,
location 1

Figure 3 (i): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator A,
location 3

Figure 3 (l): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator B,
location 1
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Figure 3 (m): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 2

Figure 3 (p): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 3

Figure 3 (n): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B,
location 2
3 (q): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B, location 3

Figure 3 (o): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator B,
location 2
Figure 3 (r): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator B,
location 3
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TABLE 1(A):PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON SNR FOR BS SITES OF OPERATOR A
BS
Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cell

Mean SNR (dB) before Optimum
downtilt
23.3667
24.3018
19.4795
25.0681
24.9201
23.9041
24.5743
23.6113
27.2427

Mean SNR (dB) after Optimum
downtilt
27.6189
28.5506
25.3835
28.6721
29.0118
28.1989
28.7196
30.1242
30.2174

Percentage
improvement
18.19
17.48
30.21
14.38
16.42
17.97
16.87
27.58
11.01

TABLE 2(B):PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON SNR FOR BS SITES OF OPERATOR B
BS
Cell Mean SNR (dB) before Optimum Mean SNR (dB) after Optimum Percentage
Site
downtilt
downtilt
improvement
1
24.3349
28.0753
18.10
2
24.9201
29.0218
16.45
3
26.5892
29.6303
11.43
4
25.0988
28.7616
14.59
5
26.5892
30.0345
12.95
6
25.2479
29.0716
15.14
7
26.7679
29.7849
11.27
8
25.8179
29.1632
12.96
9
27.4876
30.4056
10.61

As shown in the figure 3(a)-(r) and summarized in table 1
(a) and ((b), the average SNR has improved by 10-30%
compared to the base line set up. This can be attributed to
antenna downtilt capability to concentrate its beam to incoverage users tuned at optimum angle while at the same
time reducing other cell interference.

SNR  



9)

)

Figure 4 (a): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator A,
location 1

Where

Q( x) 

1
2





x

e

t2

2

(%)

In a practical CDMA mobile telecommunications industry,
the required SNR threshold of the CDMA system is about
7dB for a bit-error rate less than 10-3 (Dotche, 2010). In
order to decrease the outage probability, the threshold value
is defined as 7.4 dB (www.tek.com/Measurement). Here,
we present impact of antenna optimum downtilt on signal
outage performance in the various study BS sites as 4 (a)(r) follows:

4.2Antenna Downtilt Effect on Call Outage Probability
In a fading radio channel, it is likely that a transmitted
signal will suffer deep fades that can lead a complete loss
of the signal or outage of the signal. Outage is a drop in the
required QoS below a predefined target. The outage
threshold is protected value of the SNR, above which the
quality of service (QoS) is satisfactory. Outage is said to
occur whenever the SNR drops below a threshold, δ, for a
period over a period time causing that the call is dropped
over the entire coverage area of the cell (Leibnitz, 2003;
Rappaport, 1996; Singh and Brahmjit, 2008). So outage
probability is another established metric for evaluating the
performance of cellular systems and it can be expressed as
(Singh and Brahmjit, 2008):

Pout ( SNR   )  Q (

(%)

dt
(10)
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Figure 4 (b): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator A,
location 1

Figure 4 (f): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator A,
location 2

Figure 4(c): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator A,
location1

Figure 4 (g): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator A,
location 3

Figure 4 (d): SNR Performance, for BS 1, operator A,
location 2

Figure 4 (h): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator A,
location 3

Figure 4 (i): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator A,
location 3

Figure 4 (e): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator A,
location 2
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Figure 4 (k): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 1

Figure 4(n): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B,
location 2

Figure 4 (l): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B,
location 1

Figure 4 (o): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 3

Figure 4 (m): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator B,
location 1

Figure 4 (p): SNR performance, for BS 2, operator B,
location 3

Figure 4 (n): SNR performance, for BS 1, operator B,
location 2

Figure 4 (p): SNR performance, for BS2, operator B,
location 3
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Figure 4 (a)-(r) shows the outage probability, Pout as
function of BS and MS separation distance. As can be
observed from the figures, the outage probability increases
when the distance increases. As can be expected, outage
probability after optimum antenna downtilt is lower as
compared to before optimum downtilt (see table 2(a) and
2(b) outage performance improvement).

Figure 4 (r): SNR performance, for BS 3, operator B, location 3
TABLE 2(A): PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON OUTAGE PROBABILITY (P OUT) OF BSS SITES OF OPERATOR A

BS Cell Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mean Pout
downtilt
0.1584
0.1043
0.2233
0.1363
0.1114
0.1173
0.1511
0.1252
0.0677

before

Optimum

Mean Pout
downtilt
0.0411
0.0249
0.0411
0.0431
0.0265
0.0335
0.0399
0.0099
0.0185

after

Optimum

Percentage
improvement
74.05
76.12
81.59
70.08
74.47
71.44
73.59
92.02
72.67

(%)

TABLE 2(B):PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON OUTAGE PROBABILITY (P OUT) OF BSS SITES OF OPERATOR B

BS Cell Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mean Pout before Optimum
downtilt
0.1295
0.1114
0.0779
0.0920
0.0831
0.0611
0.0731
0.0707
0.0601

Mean Pout
downtilt
0.0392
0.0264
0.0236
0.0215
0.0218
0.0094
0.0198
0.0157
0.0179

4.3 Antenna Downtilt effect on Cell Throughput
For any multi-user cellular system, the measure of its
economic usefulness is the peak load that can be supported
within a given QoS. In communication systems, throughput
is a common network performance parameter. As an end
user parameter it is defined as the average rate of successful
data transmissions over the overall propagation channel
(including the antennas), as experienced by the user of the
receiving terminal (Vanja, 2011). The throughput data
reflects the effective network capacity. Throughput is
affected by the channel environment such as the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, the fading state of
the channel, and the noise and interference power
characteristics.

after

Optimum

Percentage
improvement
69.72
78.63
69.70
76.63
73.76
84.62
72.91
77.79
20.21

(%)

The link between the system throughput and the computed
SNR is given by Shannon’s throughput capacity formula
(Richard, 2001; Yiyan et al, 2011):
Throughput capacity=WLog2 (1+SNR)

(11)

Where W = 1.228800 MHz the bandwidth of the channel
Figure 5 (a)-(r) exemplary depicts a mean user throughput
versus relative distance to the serving base station).
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Figure 5 (a): Throughput performance, for BS 1,
operator A, location 1

Figure 5 (e): Throughput performance, for BS 2,
operator A, location 2

Figure 5 (b): Throughput performance, for BS 2,
operator A, location 1

Figure 5 (f): Throughput performance, for BS 3, operator
A, location 2

Figure 5 (c): Throughput performance, for BS 3,
operator A, location 1

Figure 5 (g): Throughput performance, for BS 2,
operator A, location 3

Figure 5 (d): Throughput performance, for BS 1,
operator A, location 2

Figure 5 (h): Throughput performance, for BS 3,
operator A, location 3
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Figure 5 (i): Throughput performance, for BS 3, operator
A, location 3

Figure 5 (k): Throughput performance, for BS 1,
operator B, location 2

Figure 5 (j): Throughput performance, for BS 1, operator
B, location 1

Figure 5 (l): Throughput performance, for BS 2, operator
B, location 2

Figure 5 (k): Throughput performance, for BS 2,
operator B, location 1

Figure 5 (n): Throughput performance, for BS 3,
operator B, location 2

Figure 5 (l): Throughput performance, for BS 3, operator
B, location 1

Figure 5 (o): Throughput performance, for BS 1,
operator B, location 3
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Figure 5 (r): Throughput performance, for BS 3, operator
B, location 3

Figure 5 (q): Throughput performance, for BS 2,
operator B, location 3

As in summarized in table 3 (a) and (b), throughput performance improvement is observed in the cell sites due to increase in SNR
level at optimum downtilt angle. Thus, for a particular bit rate to be reliable, the signal level must be higher than the noi se level
in order for the radio to decode the data. This relationship is known as the signal to noise ratio (SNR). As bit rates increa se, the
SNR needs to increase also, otherwise the radio may not be able to decode the data. This becomes a problem in longer link s, as
noise is relatively constant, and signal decreases with distance.
TABLE 3(a): PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON THROUGHPUT CAPACITY FOR BS SITES OF OPERATOR A

BS Cell Site

Mean
Capacity
downtilt

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TABLE 3 (a):

BS Cell Site

Cell Throughput
before Optimum

Mean Cell Throughput Capacity
before Optimum downtilt

Percentage
improvement

5.6910

6.2118

9.28

5.8671
5.3990
5.8756
5.9487
5.7344
5.8844
5.7859
6.1346

6.2118
6.0043
6.2297
6.2850
6.1862
6.2513
6.1460
6.3574

5.89
11.21
6.03
5.65
7.88
6.24
6.23
3.64

(%)

PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT ON THROUGHPUT CAPACITY FOR BS SITES OF OPERATOR B

Mean Cell Throughput Capacity
before Optimum downtilt

1
5.8876
2
5.9487
3
6.0926
4
5.8887
5
6.0926
6
5.9445
7
6.0932
8
6.0328
9
6.1526
Table 3 summaries the improvement in throughput gain for
data rates. Improvements of 3-11 % were achieved.
Significant improvements, which can only lead to greater
user satisfaction
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Mean
Cell
Throughput
Capacity
before Optimum
downtilt

Percentage
improvement

6.2118
6.2858
6.3291
6.2381
6.3578
6.2771
6.3342
6.2979
6.3770

5.51
5.67
3.88
5.96
4.55
5.59
4.39
4.39
3.65

(%)
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT
The importance of attendance taking and processing in educational institutions and corporate organizations cannot be over
emphasized. Up till date, most institutions engage in the use of paper and pen in taking and processing of class attendance and
this has proven to be very stressful, time consuming, unreliable, inaccurate and inefficient. However, it has been empiricall y
proven over the years that no two human beings have the same fingerprint. Therefore, we adopted fingerprint biometrics in this
work to develop an object-oriented web based software application named OBCAMS (Online Biometrics-based Class Attendance
Management System) for processing and management of class attendance. The developed system is not only robust but trial tests
conducted using 60 sample students in Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria, achieved an average of 89.33% accuracy for first
signing attempt.
Keywords: Attendance, Biometrics, Fingerprint & OBCAMS
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
E. Adetiba, O. Iortim, A.T. Olajide & R. Awoseyin (2013). OBCAMS: An Online Biometrics-based Class Attendance
Management System. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 6, No. 3. pp 25-38.

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for an effective and reliable attendance system in
any organization (such as schools, banks, factories, hospitals
and etc) has become of paramount importance as this can
help determine the timeliness of any staff or student. In
tertiary institutions in Nigeria for instance, it is mandatory
for all students to make 70% attendance before they are
eligible to write the exams in a given course. Hence, there
has to be reliability and accuracy when taking this
attendance. Apart from paper and pens used in taking
attendance, a lot of researchers and designers have come up
with various other methods in taking attendance. Some of
these methods include: Web-Based, Smart Board, Mobile
devices, RFID chips and Biometric based attendance
systems.

In biometric based systems, bio-features of each student such
as their fingerprints, voice, face, palmprint and iris can be
used to verify student’s presence in class. Biometric methods
are much more reliable, help to save the cost of producing
smart (RFID) identity cards, easy to use and quite affordable.
They have proven to be very handy in curbing the problems
related to forgotten pins, lost cards, and the potential for
misuse due to bullying. Instead of basing identity
authentication on what someone possesses or what someone
knows, biometric identification is based on what one is, or
how one behaves. This approach to identification is made
possible by technology developments that enable precise
measurement coupled with computational power that allows
measurements to be transformed into mathematical
representations that can be rapidly compared [1].
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Fingerprint biometrics is one of the most common biometric
methods and it has been used for more than one hundred
years as a proof of individual identification for forensic and
law enforcement purposes. These days with advancement in
technology, fingerprints of individuals are acquired by
electronic or optical sensors that turn patterns once only
defined as whorls and arches into mathematical
representations called biometric templates. A lot of research
works have adopted fingerprint biometrics to develop
electronic attendance system with remarkable benefits and
some inherent shortcomings.

However, it was reported that fingerprint scanners used tend
not to read fingerprints properly and this lead to denial of
some students from taking their examinations. Mohd
Zamzury Bin [4] built an attendance management system
using fingerprint scanner to monitor the students in lectures
and tutorials in a more efficient way as compared to the
traditional means of paper and pen. Meanwhile, the system
is a windows desktop application which inherently imposed a
constraint on prompt generation of students’ attendance
report.
Most fingerprint biometrics-based attendance systems
developed so far are prone to the same shortcomings
reported by the reviewed works in this paper, some of which
include; low sensitivity of fingerprint scanner and standalone desktop based architecture. However, OBCAMS is
developed to overcome most of these shortcomings. It is a
web-based platform which can be deployed on a server
within a campus wide intranet. With this kind of architecture,
processing of attendance data that are captured from different
classrooms are centralized on the server and reports can be
generated, viewed and printed by any host(s) on the same
network as the server. Also, SecuGen fingerprint scanner is
adopted for capturing of students’ fingerprints. SecuGen
Hamster Plus, the model utilized for OBCAMS is based on
minutiae, the feature points around the core of each
individual fingerprint. A portion of the minutiae is sampled
from a captured fingerprint, processed using extraction
algorithm and converted to a template which can be used for
enrollment or matching [5]. The subsequent sections contain
the design, implementation and performance evaluation
details of OBCAMS.

Chitresh Saraswat [2] developed an Automatic Attendance
System using Fingerprint Verification Technique. This work
did not only focus on attendance management, but also on
the specification of accuracy of the minutiae during
enrolment and verification process. A high degree of
accuracy in the enrolment and verification process was
reported by the author, however, the attendance management
software is a desktop application; hence it can only be used
on standalone PCs where the application is installed. Rufai
et. al. [3] developed a Biometric Model for Examination
Screening and Attendance Monitoring. The model was
developed to ensure that impersonation does not take place
during examinations. The authors reported that the use of
biometric devices helped to reduce impersonation since one
student cannot misuse, forge or steal another student’s
biometric identity.

SecuGen Fingerprint Scanner

Client PC with
Web Browser

ClassRoom 1
Users signing attendance

-

Server running Windows OS,IIS and
MS SQL
IEEE 802.11b/g/n
Wireless LAN
Access Point

SecuGen Fingerprint Scanner

Client PC with
Web Browser

Users signing attendance

Admin/Lecturers accessing the
server to generate attendance
reports

ClassRoom N

Figure 1. System Architecture
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2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture is comprised of both hardware and software components as shown in Figure 1. As illustrated in the
diagram, the hardware components comprises of SecuGen Hamster Plus fingerprint scanner, Personal Computer (PC), IEEE
802.11b/g/n access point, Server computer and Printer. The SecuGen fingerprint sensor contains optic module, board with CPU,
memory and embedded algorithms. The technical details are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Technical Specification of SecuGen Fingerprint Scanner [6]
S/N

Description

Specification

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Image Resolution / Size
Sensing Area / Platen Size
Fingerprint Capture Time
Light Source / Typical Lifetime
CPU / Flash Memory
Storage Capacity
Minutiae Extraction Time
Matching Time (1:1)
Matching Time (1:N)
Fingerprint Template
Communication Speed (max)
External Interface
Dimensions / Weight
Supply Voltage
Current Consumption
Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity

500 DPI / 260 x 300 pixels
13.2 x 15.2 mm / 16.1 x 18.2 mm
0.2 ~ 0.5 second with Smart Capture
LED / 60,000 hours
400 MHz ARM / 32 MB
3,000 Users (1:1 or 1:N)
< 0.4 second
< 0.1 second
< 0.2 second
SecuGen, INCITS 378, ISO 19794-2
460,800 bps (RS 232, CMOS Serial)
RS232 Serial, Wiegand, GPIO
59 x 43 x 8 mm / 16 g
3.3 V DC
120 mA (idle), 320 mA (operating)
-20o ~ 65o C
90% or less RH, noncondensing

To achieve optimum result, the proper positioning of the finger on the scanner is essential. The pad of the finger (which is the
fleshy part located near the middle of the first segment of the finger) should be placed at the center of the SecuGen scanner
[5,6]. This is illustrated in Figure 2. OBCAMS web application. MS SQL is also installed on the server computer to serve as the
database system for the platform. On the client system, Windows 7 Operating System which contains.

Figure 2. Positioning of Fingers on the SecuGen Fingerprint Scanner [5]
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The minimum configurations for the Server computer are; 4 Gigabyte RAM, 160 Gigabyte Hard Disk Drive (HDD), Intel
Core 2 Duo Processor with a 22’ Monitor. For the Client PCs, the minimum configurations are;
1 Gigabyte RAM, 40
Gigabyte HDD, Intel Dual Core Processor and 15’ Monitor. The software components of the Server include Microsoft
Operating System (Windows 7) on which Internet Information Server (IIS) is enabled. IIS is the web-server for hosting the
Internet Explorer web browser is installed. The driver for SecuGen fingerprint scanner is also installed on the client system
for communication between the fingerprint hardware and the client PC.

Online Biometrics-based Class Attendance Management System (OBCAMS)

Login module

Admin module

Lecturer
module

Student
module

Help
module

Figure 3. The Block Diagram of OBCAMS

3. LOGICAL DESIGN AND MODELING
OBCAMS is a web application that was thoroughly designed,
modeled and implemented with standard tools of software
engineering. Software system design is a creative activity in
which software components and their relationships, based on
customer’s requirements are identified. It is the process of
defining the modules, interfaces and the architecture of the
system to satisfy the user requirements [7]. Figure 3 shows
the block diagram of the different modules in OBCAMS.

We carried out various requirement analyses in this work in
order to make the system very robust. A requirement states
the attributes and characteristics that a system is expected to
possess so as to meet the need of a user. In the object oriented
analysis and design, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
used to model functional and behavioral attributes of software
components and modules. The UML diagrams used here are
Use Case, Class, Sequence and Activity diagrams [8].These
diagrams capture the functional requirements, structure and
behavioral dynamics of OBCAMS.
3.1 Use Case Diagram
The Use Case model of the UML is used here to specify the
functionality of the system from the users’ point of view and
show the way the system and the users interact to achieve its
stated functions and perform its goal. Figure 4 shows the Use
Case diagram for OBCAMS.
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Figure 4. Use Case model of OBCAMS
Flow of Events (Actor’s description):
i.
The student logs into the online attendance
management system,
ii.
The student goes to the classroom,
iii.
The student proceeds to sign his or her class
attendance.
iv.
The student inputs his or her fingerprint on the
scanner to verify his/her identity.
v.
The student then logs out.
vi.
Use case ends.

The Use Case diagram in Figure 4 is explained as follows:
Actor: Student
Description: login to the application, go to virtual classroom,
take attendance, view attendance status and logout
Pre-Condition: the student must have his or her
matriculation number and password created by the
administrator.
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Actor: Lecturer

Pre Condition: This actor must be conversant with how this
system works as well as the pro’s and con’s of the system and
has technical expertise.

Description: To view students that have signed, take
attendance and view the attendance status of the students
taking a particular course at a particular time.

Flow of Events (Actor’s description):
i.
The administrator logs in with his username and
password.
ii.
The administrator creates the course and their
respective course codes.
iii.
The administrator registers lecturers and students.
iv.
The Administrator creates a timetable as specified
by the school management.
v.
The administrator the maps students and their
respective lecturers.
vi.
Administrator logs out.
vii.
Use case ends.

Pre Condition: This actor must be a staff of the University
with a valid staff ID and password as created by the
administrator.
Flow of Events (Actor’s description):
i.
The lecturer logs into the system.
ii.
The Lecturer goes to the classroom.
iii.
Lecturer views the list of students signed in to his
class at the moment and can take his own
attendance.
iv.
Lecturer then views the students’ attendance status
for the day, week, month and semester.
v.
The lecturer signs out.
vi.
Use case ends.

3.2

Actor: Administrator
Description: To create accounts for all user groups, create
courses, timetables, map out lecturers, student and their
respective courses.

Class Diagram
Class diagrams are the most popular UML diagrams
used by the object oriented community. It describes the
objects in a system and their relationships. Class
diagram consists of attributes and functions. A single
class diagram describes a specific aspect of the system
and the collection of class diagrams represents the whole
system. Basically the class diagram represents the static
view of a system [8]. The class diagram for the online
attendance management system is shown in Figure 5.

«implementation class»
Person
-FirstName : string(idl)
-LastName : string(idl)
-Sex : string(idl)
-Password : string(idl)
+RegisterSelf()

«implementation class»
«implementation class»
«implementation class»
Student
Administrator
Staff
-MatricNumber : string(idl)
-UserName : string(idl)
-StaffID
:
string(idl)
administers
administers
-Program : string(idl)
-CourseLecturing : string(idl)
+CreateCourses()
-Level : string(idl)
+ActivateAttendance()
+CreateTimeTable()
-CoursesOffered : string(idl)
+RegisterStaff()
+TakeAttendance()
+RegisterStudents()
+RegisterCourses()
Figure 5. Class diagram of OBCAMS
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Figure 6. Sequence diagram for student

3.3 Sequence Diagram
Sequence diagrams show the relationships between the
objects participating in a given use case. They help to identify
interaction between objects, describe the flow of messages,
events and actions between objects; Figure 6 shows the
sequence diagram of the student (a use case actor), OBCAMS
and the database. A use case is a collection of interactions
between external actors and a system.

3.4 Activity Diagram
Activity diagram is another important diagram in UML used
to describe the dynamic aspects of a software system.
Activity diagram is basically a flow chart of an objectoriented system used to represent the flow from one activity
to another. The activity can be described as an operation of
the system. So the control flow is drawn from one operation
to another. This flow can be sequential, branched or
concurrent. The modeled activity diagrams for OBCAMS are
as shown in Figures 7,8 and 9
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Figure 7. Activity Diagram for Lecturer

Figure 8. Activity Diagram for Students
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Figure 9. Activity Diagram of Administrator

4. WEB INTERFACE AND DATABASE DESIGN
In dynamic web development, three main tiers are required
which include; web server, server-side codes (using an
appropriate server side programming language) and a
database. Dynamic means that the user interacts more with
the web site beyond just reading pages, and the web site
responds accordingly. The function of the web server which
in this case is the Internet Information Server (IIS) is to
deliver web pages via an assigned IP address or a domain
name [9, 10].

OBCAMS, which is a web-based system contains about a
total of seventeen (17) web pages (both static and dynamic)
which range from the index page, student page, lecturer page,
administrator page, lecturer login page, student login page,
admin login page and so on. The web pages were designed
using a text editor known as Notepad++ and Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 which provides ASP.NET (the server side
coding platform), HTML and CSS capabilities. The
interconnection of the various web pages is illustrated in
Figure 10
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STUDENT HOMEPAGE

CLASSROOM

ATTENDANCE FORM

LOGIN

LOGIN

HOMEPAGE
STAFF HOMEPAGE
LOGIN

DATABASE

ADMINISTRATOR
HOMEPAGE

Create Courses Page

TIMETABLE

STAFF REGISTERATION

STUDENT REGISTERATION

COURSE REGISTERATION

Figure 10. User Interface Interconnection
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When the user enters the IP address of the server, a general
homepage comes up. Depending on the login details of the
user, the system redirects the user either to the student
homepage, staff homepage or the administrator’s homepage.
If the user is a student he has the ability to redirect to the
classroom page where he can take his/ her attendance. In the
case where it is a lecturer, the lecturer can either view the
compiled attendance list and percentage or go to the
classroom page where he can view the students as they take
their attendance. If the user is an administrator, he can
navigate to create course, create timetable, register staff,
register student and also register a course. All the users and
activities details are stored or called from the database.
Databases are central to all web applications. A database can
hold almost any collection of information you may want to
search and update. The database that was adopted for this
work is MSSQL which is a relational database. It is accessed
using the graphical user interface provided by the Microsoft
SQL server 2008 Management Studio tool. The tool allows
the database to be administered through the desktop
application after installation. The database created for
OBCAMS is titled ‘TimeAttAspDb’ and it comprises of 10
tables. A table is a database object used to keep data. It is a
set of defined, ordered columns (fields), which can contain
any number of rows (records). A field is a single piece of
information defined by type, length, and other attributes. A
row or a record is a line of data specific to something or
someone within a table. Some of the implemented web
interfaces in OCAMS are shown in Figure 11.

5. TESTING AND PREFORMANCE EVALUATION
The following tests were carried out in the course of and after
the full implementation of OBCAMS.
i.
Unit Testing: The system is made up of several
static and dynamic web pages. Tests were carried
out on each web page to ensure that they work
perfectly and independent of each other.
ii.
Integration Testing: Integration testing involves
tests carried out on the individual web pages as they
connect and link up with one another.
iii.
System Testing: System testing involves integrating
all the system components to create a version of the
system and then test the system as a whole. The
focus here is testing the interactions between
components.
It checks that the components are compatible,
interact correctly and transfer the right data at the
right time across the interfaces.
iv.
Portability Testing: This involves a process of
testing the ease with which the software application
can be moved from one system or environment to
another. In this project, the web application was
initially tested using the Google Chrome browser as
the default browser; it was then tested on the
Internet Explorer browser. We ensured that the
application’s behavior across the different browsers
is seamless.
Performance evaluation was carried out to test the accuracy
of the system to identify each of the students that was preenrolled in the database. We carried out 5 experiments using
60 final year students at the Electrical and Information
Engineering Department, Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria.
Each student was given an opportunity of 4 signing trials and
the results for each trial was documented. Figure 12 shows
the plot of the experimental results.

Figure 11. Sample Web Pages in OBCAMS (a)
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Figure 11. Sample Web Pages in OBCAMS (b& c)
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OBCAMS Performance Evaluation
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Figure 12. Performance Bar Chart for Students’ Attendance Signing in OBCAMS
Table 2: Performance Results for Students Attendance Signing with OBCAMS
S/N
Trial
Average Acceptance/ Successful Signing
Percentage of Successful Signing
ID
1

Trial 1

53.6

89.33%

2

Trial 2

5.6

9.33%

3

Trial 3

0.6

1.00%

4

Trial 4

0.2

0.33%

5

TOTAL

≈60

99.99%

As illustrated in the performance bar chart in Figure 12 and
Table 2, for the first signing trial, 89.33% of the students
were able to sign successfully, 9.33% needed to go for a
second signing attempt, 1.00% needed a third signing attempt
and only 0.33% of the students needed a fourth signing
attempt using OBCAMS. This result is a very promising one
since almost all the students (99.99%) can take their
attendance within four trials.

The Secugen fingerprint scanner utilized for this work is a
very sensitive and fast device; hence, almost all the students
have the privilege of signing electronically with very high
acceptance rate using a biometric approach that out-rightly
eliminates impersonation.
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6. CONCLUSION
The Online Biometrics-based Class Attendance Management
System (OBCAMS) developed in this study is a robust
platform that has the prospect of enhancing class attendance
management in educational institutions. Our experimental
results which produced 89.33% of first successful signing
attempt are highly encouraging. However, in order to
enhance the speed and efficiency of the platform, we hope to
fine tune it both in hardware and software so as to achieve
first signing attempt of 100% by all users. Also, in future
upgrade of OBCAMS, we will incorporate Artificial Neural
Networks and other computational intelligence strategies to
further enhance the identification capability of the platform.
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ABSTRACT
The relevance of this paper in today’s ICT driven society is to ensure that PC buyers are assisted on decision making in PC
purchasing. Development of an artificial intelligence advisory system (AIAS) that uses artificial neural network (ANN) as its
knowledge base appears to be a promising method for offering expert advise to intended PC users such as schools, organizations,
banks and the amateur. In this paper we confronted the problem of making right choices on PC purchase, which is an important
decision - making issue that must be addressed based on certain criteria including user preferences, set of needs, values, system
configuration, nature of work, etc. The paper therefore introduces a novel approach which could assist a buyer in decision making
on the right choice of PC to go for. The paper presented the development and evaluation of highly personalized advisory syste m
to complement the cognitive and computational capacities of humans. AIAS will leverage the experience and contextual
knowledge of seasoned computer engineer to facilitate the decision making process on PC purchase. The system will assist user s
in a collaborative manner by gathering and presenting information, and by recommending actions. The AIAS construction and
training using expert system architecture design is presented. Rigorous training with data collected from available PC models in
Nigeria showed that the system is capable of successfully offering matching advice with 90 percent accuracy.
Keywords- Artificial intelligence, decision support system, web advisory system, personal computer purchasing
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s ICT driven society, human performance in
decision making tends to degrade as a result of information
and task overload. Herbert Simon [1] used the phrase
“bounded rationality” to express the idea that human
decision making is limited by available information,
available time, and the information processing ability of the
mind. Simon defined two cognitive styles known as
maximizers and satisficers. Miximizers try to make an
optimal decision, whereas satisficers simply try to find a
solution that is good enough. Maximizers tend to take
longer making decisions due to the need to maximize
performance across all variables and make tradeoffs
carefully. In this paper we confronted the problem of
making right choices on PC purchase, which is an
important decision - making issue. Decision making
process and problem- solving are interwoven and are
important computer science issues which have attracted
rigorous research over the past twenty years. A decision
support system (DSS) is a piece of software that uses
models, information, and an interactive user interface to
help you come to a conclusion about what the best course
of action might be for a certain situation [2]. A major part
of decision making involves the analysis of a finite set of
alternatives described in terms of some evaluative criteria.
These criteria may be benefit or cost in nature. Then the
problem might be to rank these alternatives in terms of how
attractive they are to the decision maker when all the
criteria are considered simultaneously. Problem solving is
a mental process and is part of the larger problem process
that includes problem finding and problem shaping [3].

Problem solving has been defined as higher - order
cognitive process that requires the modulation and control
of more routine or fundamental skills. Problem solving
occurs when an organism or an artificial intelligence
system needs to move from a given state to a desired goal
state. The essential different between problem solving and
decision making is that problem solving must be done first,
then the information gathered in that process may be used
towards decision making [4]. Whether the goal is to
construct decision makers, problem solvers, agents, bots,
game players, robots, controllers, or e-traders, there is a
recurring need to automate sequences of decision making
through the use of artificial intelligent technology. The
term Artificial Intelligence (AI) has no standard definition,
since the words that constitute it are controversial and
sometimes confusing. The term “artificial”, for instance,
does not have a specific meaning while “intelligence” is
wide in scope, ambiguous and may, therefore, carry various
semantics, depending on the views to be expressed. AI has
been defined in various ways by many authorities. Some of
the commonly used definitions include:
•
The use of computers to solve problems that
previously could be solved only by applying human
intelligence [7].
•
The use of special set of programming techniques
known as heuristic or rule based programming for
problem solving on computers [8].
•
The capacity of machines to perform functions
which could be considered analogous to human
function [9].
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•
By Artificial Intelligence (AI), we refer to
attempts by human being to produce machines that can
act in someway, like human [10].
•
Artificial Intelligence (A) means providing
computers with human like intellectual faculties
including common sense, reasoning, perception, and
the ability to learn [11].
•
The use of machine capable of reason by which it
can learn functions normally associated with human
intelligence [12].

those needs, uses, and preferences. In a physical store
shopping situations, product recommendations are
given by sales personnel. From an information system
perspective, recommendation agents (RA) are
designed to support stakeholders’ goals such as
consumers, producers and advertisers in shopping
environments. Within online shopping domains, RA
have been extensively investigated [13, 14, 15]. Xiao
and Benbasat pointed out, RA elicits the interests and
preferences of individual users for products and make
recommendations accordingly [15]. In Ref [16] and
Ref [17], Schilect and Winstanly considered the
designed of a program for knowledge base systems.
First, it allows the user to enter information about a
subject into the computer. This information is
sometimes called the knowledge base system.
Secondly, it allows the user
interrogates this
knowledge base and it acts as though it were an expert
on the subject, which is the reason for its name. To
achieve its goal of imitating the human expert, expert
systems consist of three separate but related
component; namely knowledge base, an inference
engine and a user interface. The knowledge base
provides specific facts and rules about the subject. It is
a database that represents the wealth of knowledge
stored away from the human expert. The knowledge
base is structured as a set of subjects, with the rules
relating them to corresponding attributes. An object is
the conclusion that is defined by its associated rules.
The inference engine is the ‘brain’ of an expert
system. It mimics the thought patterns of the human
experts as it shifts and wades through the avalanche of
knowledge in the knowledge base in search of a
solution. Applications of expert systems can be found
in almost all areas of business and government. They
include such areas as medical diagnoses, diagnosis of
complex electronic systems, forecasting, scheduling of
customer orders, evaluation of loan applicants,
assessment of geologic structures, space planning,
military applications, etc. In this paper, expert system
is employed as an advisory system on PC purchasing.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the science of making
machines to imitate human thinking and behavior. In
1950, Turing proposed what is called Turning test as
an acceptable definition of AI. He imagined a person
and a computer hidden behind a screen,
communicating by an electronic means. If we cannot
tell which one is the human, then the computer passes
the test of having Artificial Intelligence. Today
artificial intelligent devices can now be found in the
society capable of:
(i) Performing functions that used to be handled by
man;
(ii) Solving problems that previously was solved by
man alone;
(iii) Performing functions faster than man;
(iv) Handling a given task more accurately than man;
(v) Imitating man in reasoning on making decisions;
(vi) Acting like man;
(vii) Replacing man, in some cases;
(viii)Providing life saving;
(ix) Use for recreations;
(x) Aiding understanding of the nature., etc
One of the early lessons of AI is the difficulty of
equaling the performance of humans in intellective
tasks. Recommending a suitable product requires an
advisor, either human or software, to perform two
interrelated tasks. First, the advisor must know what
kinds of information people can validly provide and
how to successfully extract that information from
buyers. Customers can usually say what they need or
want the product to do and can articulate such
personal preferences as style, form factor, and color.
However, they may have difficulty specifying the
product features that meet those needs. For instance,
PC buyers who want to put to use for a cyber café
business or time sharing may know that they need
rugged systems, but may not know whether they
should buy branded or cloned PCs. Second, based on
whether it can be learned from the buyer, the problem
of identifying the optimal product must be solved.
Thus, the advisor, human or software, must first
extract the buyer’s needs, then build an inferential
bridge from those needs to the most suitable product.
The essence of the advising task therefore, is to bridge
the gap between what buyers know, namely their
needs, intended uses, preferences and so forth, and
what they know, namely the product that best fits

2. PC CONFIGURATIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
When you go to purchase a computer (either online or
at a computer store) you will have several system
configurations to choose from. Each configuration
includes a particular set of parts or components (both
hardware and software) in a specific arrangement. A
similar term, architecture, also describes the layout
and interactions of the components of a computer
system. Each system configuration will have a
specification that lists the details about the
components included in that particular system. Below
you will see a typical computer system specification;
look it over carefully. Typical Specification for a
Desktop Computer System is shown in Table 1 that
follows:
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Table 1: Typical Specification of a Computer
System
Component

Types

Processor

Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, 3 GHz, with
800 MHz front side bus, 512KB Level 2
Cache

Operating
System

Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional

Memory
(RAM)

512MB DDR SDRAM at 400 MHz
(expandable to 4 GB)

Hard drive

250 GB Serial ATA, 7 ms seek time,
7200 RPM, 512KB cache

Floppy drive

3.5" 1.44 MB

Optical drive

12x DVD-ROM / 48x CD-RW combo
drive

Expansion slots

1 AGP and 5 PCI

External ports

Six USB 2.0 (two on front panel), one
Parallel, one Serial, two PS/2, and one
IEEE 1394

Modem

56K PCI FAX/modem

Video card

256MB RADEON™ 9800 AGP graphics
card

Monitor

17" CRT (16" viewable), 1,024 x 768, .27
dp

Sound card

Sound Blaster® Audigy™2 card w/Dolby
5.1 stereo

Speakers

Bose® B775 surround sound speaker
system with subwoofer

Networking

Ethernet 10/100

Keyboard

101-key multi-function keyboard

Mouse

Logitech® MX™ 500 optical mouse with
scroll wheel

Case

Tower case with 6 expansion bays (two for
internal-only drives)

Application
Software

Microsoft® Office Professional 2010

3. DESIGNING AN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE PC PURCHASE ADVISOR
3.1 Formal Buyer Behaviour in PC Purchase
Research suggests that customers go through a fivestage decision-making process in any purchase. This
is shown in the figure 1 below:

Need Recognition and
Problem Awareness

Feedback

Information search

Evaluation of
Alternatives

Purchase

Post- Purchase
Evaluation

Figure 1. Five - stage purchase decision making process
This model is important for anyone making marketing
decisions. It forces the marketer to consider the whole
buying process rather than just the purchase decision. The
model implies that customers pass through all stages in
every purchase. However, in more routine purchases, one
or more of these stages may be skipped or reversed. The
buying process starts with need recognition. At this stage,
the buyer recognizes a problem or need or responds to a
marketing stimulus. The final stage is the post-purchase
evaluation of the decision. It is common for customers to
experience concerns after making a purchase decision. This
arises from a concept that is known as “cognitive
dissonance”. The customer, having bought a product, may
feel that an alternative would have been preferable. In these
circumstances that customer will not repurchase
immediately, but is likely to switch brands next time.
3.2 Artificial Intelligence PC Purchase Advisor
Artificial Intelligence Advisory System for PC Purchasing
is born out of a recurring need to automate those sequences
of decision making through the use of AI technology. The
design of an AI purchase advisor for complex products like
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PC requires domain expertise, AI technology for
knowledge representation and inference engine. The
domain expertise includes experts such as human sales
agent, the information technology personnel, PC
magazines, newspapers, radio, television, consumer
organizations, etc. The AI technology employed includes
artificial neural networks, and rule - based system. Neural
networks are applicable in virtually every situation in
which a relationship between the predictor variables
(independents, inputs) and predicted variables (dependents,
outputs) exists, even when that relationship is very complex
and not easy to articulate in the usual terms of correlations
or differences between groups. Fig 2 shows the architecture
of the Artificial Intelligent PC purchase advisor.

User
Interface

Explanation
system

User

provide the expert knowledge. The purchase advising task
is to extract sufficient knowledge from buyers and use it to
infer the most suitable product. There are two parts to this
namely (i) What buyers know such as their needs, intended
uses, preferences and (ii) what users need to know, such as
the product that best fits those needs, uses and preferences.
At every given instance, Intelligent Advisor must seek a
balance between customer needs/preferences and available
resources. Every new request disturbs the current balance.
The resources are products such as PC brands, for example,
Samsung, HP, Apple, Acer, Toshiba, etc. The essence of
the advising task is to bridge the gaps between what buyers
expect and what the IAA can offer. In a scenario of buying
a product (such as a PC), the objective of consumers is to
choose the product that most closely satisfies their needs
and preferences (decision result) and furthermore, they are
not likely to regret the products that they have bought (how
accurate their decisions is). They usually face a large
amount of product alternatives (or options) and need
Advisory system in order to process the entire product
catalog without having to examine all items exhaustively.
Therefore, a consumer decision support system consists of
three components (i) the product catalog (specification) that
is accessible to consumers via an interface; (ii) the
underlying decision support approach that helps a
consumer to choose and determine the product most
satisfying his or her preferences; (iii) the user interface with
which a consumer interacts in order to state his or her
preferences. The product catalog [18, 21] provides a list of
products, each one represented by a number of attributes.
The process of determining the most preferred product
from the product catalog can be formally described as
solving a multi-attribute decision problem F = (X, D, O, P),
where X = {xi, … xn} is a finite set of attributes the product
catalog has, D = {D1 … Dn} indicates the space of all
possible products in the catalog (each Di (1 ≤ i ≤n) is a set
of possible domain values for attribute Xi), 0 = {01, …, 0m}
is a finite set of available products (also called alternatives
or outcome) that the product catalog offers, and P = {P i, …
, Pn} denotes a set of preference Pi may be identified in any
form as required by the decision methods. The solution is
an alternative O most satisfying the decision maker’s
preferences. The accuracy of request/product is a key
element in customer satisfaction.

Casespecifi
c data

ANN
Knowledge
base editor

Knowl
edge
base

Figure 2. Architecture of an AIA system
for PC purchasing
Fig 2 shows the most important modules that make up AIA
system for PC Purchasing. The user interacts with the
system through a user interface which may use menus,
natural language or any other style of interaction. Then an
inference engine is used to reason with both the expert
knowledge (extracted from a seasoned expert) and data
specific to the particular problem being solved. The expert
knowledge will typically be in the form of a set of IFTHEN rules. The case specific data includes both data
provided by the user and partial conclusions (along with
certainty measures) based on this data. In a simple forward
chaining rule-based system the case specific data will be
the elements in working memory. There is also an
explanation subsystem, which allows the program to
explain its reasoning to the user. A knowledge base editor
helps the expert or knowledge engineer to easily update and
check the knowledge base. One important feature of expert
systems is the way they (usually) separate domain specific
knowledge from more general purpose reasoning and
representation techniques. The general purpose bit (in the
dotted box in the figure) is referred to as an expert system
shell. As we see in the figure, the shell will provide the
inference engine (and knowledge representation scheme), a
user interface, an explanation system and sometimes a
knowledge base editor. Given a new kind of problem to
solve, we can usually find a shell that provides the right
sort of support for that problem, so all we need to do is

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the system can be evaluated by various
criteria such as the degree of a user’s satisfaction with the
recommended item [19], user cognitive profile (CP), the
amount of time a user spends to reach a decision and the
decision errors that the consumer may have committed.
Without real user’s participation, the satisfaction of a
consumer with the AIAS is hard to measure. The classical
effort-accuracy framework mainly investigated the
relationship of decision accuracy and cognitive effort of
processing information by different decision strategies in
the off-line situation [19]. In this section we evaluate the
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AIAS by explicitly measuring user satisfaction. In the
AIAS, the consumer first interacts with the system by
inputting his or her preferences through the user interface.
With the help of IAS, the system generates a set of
recommendations to the consumer. This interactive process
can be executed many times until the consumer is satisfied
with the recommended results (i.e., a product to purchase)
or gives up due to loosing patience. We investigate user
satisfaction as a measure of IAS performance. User
satisfaction is an end product of post-purchase evaluation
which is a posterior process where users evaluate the search
tools in terms of whether the products they have found via
the search tool are really what they want. According to
Doll and Torkzadeh [20], there are five components of a
user satisfaction with information systems: content,
accuracy, format, ease of use, and timeliness. A survey of
100 undergraduate students from University of Nigeria,
Nsukka
was
conducted
about
their
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the IAS.
A list of
questionnaire questions is provided in Table 2.

Q. 4
Q. 5
Q. 6
Q. 7
Q. 8
Q. 9
Q. 10
Q. 11
Q. 12

Q9

Q7

Q5

Q3

VS
SS
NSD
SD
VD

Testing Questions
Figure 3. User Satisfaction Rating on the Advisory
System for PC Purchasing
Inspection of the top two- box and the bottom two – box
percentages reveals that the system is successfully
minimizing low satisfaction scores and improving top
satisfaction scores.

Table 2: Questions from Doll and Torkzadeh’s (EUOS)
Instrument.
S/No
Q. 1
Q. 2
Q. 3

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Q1

Percentage
Distribution

User Satisfaction Rating

Questions
Is the system easy to use?
Are you satisfied with the system?
Does the system provide reports that seem
to be just about exactly what you need?
Does the system provide sufficient
information?
Do you think the output is presented in a
useful format?
Do you get the information you need in
time?
What is your overall satisfaction rating with
the IAS?
Is the system successful?
Does the system provide the precise
information you need?
Are you satisfied with the accuracy of the
system?
Is the system user friendly?
Does the system provide up-to-date
information?

5. CONCLUSION
The design of an AIAS for PC purchasing is presented. The
system considered certain criteria such as user preferences,
set of needs, values, system configuration, nature of work,
etc, as part of the knowledge base. The paper introduces a
novel approach which could assist a buyer in decision
making on the right choice of PC to go for. The system
employs the use of the Inference Engine technique to
distinguish the facts and ideas employed in the research
domain. The method of inference used is “Deductive
method”. In deductive method, a set of exact premises with
which to test in a logical manner in order to arrive at an
exact and true conclusion are used within the limit of
human error. This is done to avoid under-utilization and
over-utilization of computer resources and to give accurate
advice on the components. Finally, an intelligent system
can be successfully employed in various fields of human
endeavour. There are different types of system designs and
the implementation based on relevance and efficiency. The
product of this research work is strongly recommended for
intended users of PCs such as Organizations like
Government and other establishments as well as
individuals. This would be required to check the overutilization and under-utilization of system resources as well
as shortage of professional and personnel. It might be quite
expensive to sustain a seasoned human specialist due to
cost, retirement or death, but an Artificial Intelligent
Advisory System will stay forever.

The above questions were administered and the result
obtained from the calculation is further grouped as follows:
Very Dissatisfied (VD), Somewhat Dissatisfied (SD),
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied (NSD), Somewhat
Satisfied (SS), Very satisfied (VS).

6. FUTURE WORKS
The research described the prototype of a system intended
to replace a seasoned computer engineer with a specialized
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robot capable of rendering appropriate advice to PC buyers
based on user preferences, needs, values, etc. Although the
paper presented and discussed the architecture, algorithm
and performance, much work is still required in this area in
order to achieve a near perfection. Future works on this
design are three folds: the first, is to conduct a critical study
on possibility of combining other decision making
technologies such as fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm, hidden
markov model, etc, to improve on the search process; the
second, involves the actual development of the system.
Many software development methodologies now exist, too
many to mention, and a big challenge facing developers is
that of selecting a proper methodology or combination of
methodologies and using them wisely. The third is
concerned with performance. The author intends to
investigate a whole lot of performance metrics such as
receiver operating characteristics (ROC), probabilistics
models, Petri nets, etc. This is necessary before the AIAS is
adopted for use because, the technologies embodied in the
design and its goal of simulating a conversation with a
knowledgeable, trusted human advisor point to the
direction that must be taken if the AIAS is to compare
successfully with human advisor.
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semantically follows from the current KB [8]. KR system
must not only be sound, it must also be complete as
discussed in section 5.

1. INTRODUCTION
The major goals of artificial intelligence are to construct
computer programs that perform at high levels of
competence in cognitive tasks and to understand and
develop computational models of human intelligence [10].
These can be achieved with the help of knowledge
representation and reasoning.

Section 2 gives a synopsis of knowledge based system
while the syntax and semantics of first order logic are
examined in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Properties of
formal systems are discussed in section 5 while section 6
shows inferences in first order logic and section 7 gives the
conclusion.

Virtually all knowledge representation (KR) languages are
based, in some way, on formal logic like propositional
logic, predicate logic and temporal logic, among others.
Formal logic shares with English the advantage that it can
express facts about the world. It shares with computer
programming languages the advantage of being clear and
unambiguous.

2. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM
Knowledge-Based System (KBS) consists of a Knowledge
Base (KB) and an inference engine. A knowledge base is a
set of sentences that describe the world in some formal
(representational) language (e.g. first-order logic) while an
Inference Engine is a set of procedures that work upon the
representational language and can infer new facts or answer
KB queries (e.g. resolution algorithm and forward chaining
among others) [6]. The knowledge base has domain
specific knowledge and the inference engine is domain
independent. Basic KBS architecture is shown in figure 1
below:

A logic is a formal language that includes Syntax (rules for
describing legal sentences), Semantics (how sentences
represent facts in the world) and Proof theory (rules for
inferring sentences from other sentences).
The language of classical logic that is most widely used in
the theory of knowledge representation is the language of
first-order (predicate) formulas [5]. First-order logic (FOL)
is a powerful tool for knowledge representation and
reasoning. Unlike propositional logic which deals with
simple declarative propositions, FOL additionally covers
predicates and quantifications, allows reasoning about
properties that are shared by many objects through the use
of variables and also allows more flexible and compact
representation of knowledge.

Knowledge-Based System
Knowledge
Base
Inference
Engine

A KR system is to provide a fact management service. That
is, the job of a KR system is to manage a knowledge base
(KB) in some representation language (including both
syntax and semantics) and to answer questions about what

Figure 1: Knowledge-Based System
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Knowledge-Based system can be described with four major
characteristics:

Symbolic: It incorporates knowledge that is
symbolic (as well as numeric).

Heuristic: It reasons with judgemental, imprecise
and qualitative knowledge as well as with formal
knowledge of established theories.

Transparent: Its knowledge is simply and
explicitly represented in terms familiar to
specialists and is separate from its inference
procedures. It provides explanations of its line of
reasoning and answers to queries about its
knowledge.

Flexible: It is incrementally refinable and
extensible. More details can be specified to refine
its performance; more concepts and links among
concepts can be specified to broaden its range of
applicability.

An object constant is really a special case of a function
constant with arity 0. Relation constants refer to relations
between or properties of objects. Example: loves,
betterthan and ishappy among others. Each relation
constant also has an associated arity. Loves has arity 2
while ishappy has arity 1.
Predicate and Function symbols have an arity (number of
arguments) as seen in the discussion above. 0-ary predicate
is equivalent to propositional logic atoms while 0-ary
function is a constant. Objects are represented by terms.
Terms are simply names for objects. Logical functions are
not procedural as in programming languages. They do not
need to be defined, and do not really return a value. They
allow representation of an infinite number of terms. An nary function maps a tuple of n terms to another term.
Example: father-of(John), successor(0), plus(plus(1,1),2).
A predicate represents a property of or relation between
terms that can be true or false. For example: Brother(John,
James), Left-of(Square1, Square2), GreaterThan(plus(2,1),
plus(0,1)). In a given interpretation, an n-ary predicate can
be defined as a function from tuples of n terms to {True,
False} or equivalently, a set of tuples that satisfy the
predicate: {<John, James>, <John, Tolu>, <Ade, Ayo>, ...}

Generally speaking in KBS, the program is not instructed
on what to do but what to know. It keeps the knowledge in
the KB and chooses a representation with high level of
transparency. The task is elucidating and debugging
knowledge, not writing and debugging a program. This
makes this process to be called knowledge programming
[10].

3.2 Sentences
A sentence can either be an atomic sentence or a complex
sentence. An atomic sentence is simply a predicate applied
to a set of terms as shown below:
Owns(John, Car)
Sold(Ade, Car, Ayo)
The standard propositional connectives (¬, ∧,∨, →, ↔) can
be used to construct complex sentences as shown below:
Owns(John, Car) ∨ Owns(James, Car)
Sold(Ade, Car, Ayo) → ¬Owns(Ade, Car)

3. SYNTAX OF FIRST-ORDER LOGIC
The syntax determines which collections of symbols are
legal expressions in first-order logic [1,7].
3.1 Symbols:
Constant: A | John | Car
Variable: x | y | z |...
Predicate: Brother | Owns | ...
Function: father-of | plus | ...
Connectives: ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔ (Negation,
Conjuction, Disjunction, Implication, If and only
if (iff))
Quantifiers: ∀, ∃ (For all, There exists at least
one)

4. SEMANTICS OF FOL
Semantics is True or False depending on the interpretation.
For example, it can be determined if the predicate is true of
the arguments shown in complex sentences above. An
interpretation of a first-order language assigns a denotation
to all non-logical constants (predicates (relations),
functions and constants) in that language. It also determines
a domain of discourse that specifies the range of the
quantifiers [5]. The interpretation of an n-ary predicate
symbol is a set of n-tuples of elements of the domain of
discourse. This means that, given an interpretation, a
predicate symbol, and n elements of the domain of
discourse, one can tell whether the predicate is true of those
elements according to the given interpretation. For
example, an interpretation I(P) of a binary predicate
symbol P may be the set of pairs of integers such that the
first one is less than the second. According to this
interpretation, the predicate P would be true if its first
argument is less than the second.

In first order logic, there are three kinds of constants
namely object constants, function constants and relation
constants [3]. Object constants refer to objects in a universe
of discourse. Objects can be anything we want to say
something about like integers, people, real numbers and
geometric shapes among others. Function constants refer to
functions like mother, age, plus and times. Each function
constant has an associated arity indicating its number of
arguments. Example: mother(Jane) - here, mother has arity
1 (unary) while in times(3,2) - times has arity 2 (binary).
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∀x ∀y(Parent(x,y) ∧ Male(y) → Son(y,x))
For all values of x and y where x is the parent of
y and y is male, implies that y is always the son of x.
∃x ∃y(Loves(x,y) ∧ Loves(y,x))
There
exists at least a person x and at least a person
y, where x loves y and y loves x.
Unlike the same quantifiers, the order of mixed quantifiers
does matter as seen in the examples below:
∀x ∃y(Loves(x,y)) Says
everybody
loves
somebody, i.e. everyone has someone whom
he /she loves.
∃y ∀x(Loves(x,y)) Says there is someone who is
loved by everyone in the universe.
∀y ∃x(Loves(x,y)) Says everyone has someone
who loves them.
∃x ∀y(Loves(x,y)) Says there is someone who
loves everyone in the universe.

4.1 Quantifiers
Universal Quantification Syntax: ∀ [1].
Example:
The statement “Everyone studying in Unibadan is wise” is
logically represented as:
∀x StudiesAt(x, Unibadan) → Wise(x)
Universal Quantification Semantics:
∀x P is true in a model if and only if for all domain
elements d in the model, P is true in the model when x is
interpreted by d. In other words, universal quantifier (∀x)
asserts that a sentence is true for all values of variable x.
Other examples are shown below:
∀x Loves(x, Coke) For all values of x, whatever
x may represent, x loves Coke.
∀x Whale(x) → Mammal(x) For all kinds of x
where x represents Whales, implies that x
is
a
mamma.
Universal quantification naturally uses implication.
Existential Quantification Syntax: ∃
Example:
The statement “Someone studying in Unibadan is wise” is
logically represented as:
∃x StudiesAt(x, Unibadan) ∧ Wise(x)
Existential Quantification Semantics:
∃x P is true in a model iff there is a domain element d in
the model such that P is true in the model when x is
interpreted by d. Existential quantifier (∃x) asserts that a
sentence is true for at least one value of a variable x as
shown below:
∃x Loves(x, Coke) There exists at least a value
of x where x loves Coke.
∃x(Cat(x) ∧ Color(x, Black) ∧ Owns(Mary,x)) there exists at least a variable x where x is a Cat
with colour Black and Mary owns the Cat.
Existential quantification naturally uses conjunction.

4.4 Proof And Entailment
A proof is a sequence of sentences such that every sentence
in the sequence is an axiom or can be derived from
sentences earlier in the sequence by applying rules of
inference. Proof is a syntactic notion. In constructing
proofs, we don’t consider the meaning of sentences. KB
|- p means we can prove/derive p from KB. Entailment is a
semantic notion. It depends on the meaning we give to
logical connectives. KB |= p means that p is entailed by
KB; that is, whenever KB is true, the sentence p is also true
[9,5].
4.5 Validity, Satisfiability, And Logical Consequence
•
If a sentence φ evaluates to True under a given
interpretation M, one says that M satisfies φ; this
is denoted as M |= φ . A sentence is satisfiable if
there is some interpretation under which it is true.
(Sentence P entails sentence Q, written as P |= Q,
if Q is true whenever P is true)
•
A formula is logically valid (or simply valid) if it
is true in every interpretation. These formulas
play a role similar to tautologies in propositional
logic.
•
A formula φ is a logical consequence of a
formula ψ if every interpretation that makes ψ
true also makes φ true. In this case one says that
φ is logically implied by ψ.

4.2 General Identities
Examples of general identities are shown below:

∀x P → ¬ ∃x ¬P (Example, ∀x Likes(x, Fish)
is the same as ¬∃x ¬Likes(x, Fish)

∃x P
→ ¬ ∀ x ¬P (Example, ∃x Likes(x,
Meat) is the same as ¬ ∀ x ¬ Likes(x, Meat)
Others are:

∀x ¬P → ¬∃x P

¬ ∀x P → ∃ x ¬P

∀x P(x)ʌQ(x) → ∀xP(x) ʌ ∀xQ(x)

∃x P(x) ∨ Q(x) → ∃xP(x) ∨

∃xQ(x)

5. FORMAL SYSTEM
A formal system consists of a formal language, a set of
axioms, a set of inference rules and a proof (or derivation).
Properties of A Formal System

4.3 Nesting Quantifiers
A formal system is sound, complete and decidable.

Sound

The order of quantifiers of the same type doesn’t matter.
This is shown in the example below:
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substitution list θ, then, we can derive the resolvent
sentence:
subst(θ, P1 ...  Pj-1  Pj+1 ... Pn  Q1  …Qk-1  Qk+1
...  Qm) as shown in the example below:
From clause P(x, f(a))  P(x, f(y))  Q(y) and clause ¬P(z,
f(a))  ¬Q(z), we can derive resolvent clause P(z, f(y)) 
Q(y)  ¬Q(z) using θ = {x/z}

If KB |- p, then KB |= p. An inference algorithm that
derives only entailed sentences is called sound or truth
preserving.

Complete
If KB |= p, then KB |- p. An inference algorithm is
complete if it can derive any sentence that is entailed.

Decidable
There is an algorithm that can decide in finite time whether
any proposition is a theorem or not
6. INFERENCES IN FIRST-ORDER LOGIC

6.2 Resolution Proofs
Resolution is a sound but not complete inference
procedure for FOL. Resolution won’t always give an
answer since entailment is only semidecidable and you
can’t just run two proofs in parallel, one trying to prove Q
and the other trying to prove Q, since KB might not entail
either one [2,4].

Unit resolution
P ∨ Q, ¬Q |- P
Given P or Q and not Q, the resolution gives P

Resolution
P ∨ Q, ¬Q ∨ R |- P ∨ R
Given P or Q and NOT Q or R, the resolvent is P or R
A resolution proof tree is shown below:

Truth tables don’t work in FOL because sentences with
variables can have an infinite number of possible
interpretations. Many inferences can be made in FOL
through Proofs, Unification, Generalized modus ponens,
Forward and backward chaining, Completeness, Resolution
and Logic programming.
6.1 Unification in FOL
Given sentences
P1  ...  Pn
and
Q1  ...  Qm
where each Pi and Qi is a literal, i.e., a positive or negated
predicate symbol with its terms, if Pj and ¬Qk unify with

Fig. 2:

A RESOLUTION PROOF TREE
(Source: Finin T. et. al.,2011)
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To prove that a sentence p can be derived from a set of
sentences KB (To prove KB |- p):

Convert ¬p and the clauses in KB to CNF and
combine into a single set of clauses, Γ

Loop

Find two clauses in Γ to which the resolution rule
applies, but have not previously been used. If
these can’t be found, return “p cannot be proven.”

Apply the resolution rule to create a new clause.
If the new clause is the empty clause (that is, a
contradiction), return “p has been proven.”

Add the new clause to Γ.

6.3 Resolution Refutation Proofs
By itself, resolution is a sound rule of inference but not
complete. However, a technique called
resolution
refutation is sound and complete. Resolution refutation is a
form of proof by contradiction. It shows that KB |= p by
showing that the set of clauses KB v {¬p} is unsatisfiable.
For example, given a consistent set of axioms KB and goal
sentence Q, we can show that KB |= Q. This can be
achieved with proof by contradiction as shown below:
Add Q to KB and try to prove false i.e., (KB |- Q) ↔ (KB
 Q |- False) .
To use resolution refutation, we first convert sentences to
conjunctive normal form(CNF). Note that a literal is a
propositional variable or its negation. A clause is a
disjunction of literals and a sentence written as a
conjunction of clauses is said to be in conjunctive normal
form. Example: (¬P ∨ Q ∨ R) ∧ (P ∨ ¬R ∨ ¬S) ∧ (P ∨
¬Q)
Any sentence in propositional logic can be written in
conjunctive normal form (CNF) and resolution refutation
requires sentences to be in conjunction normal form. To
convert to CNF, Remove biconditional using the
equivalence: P → Q becomes (P → Q)ʌ(Q → P)
Remove implication using the equivalence:
P→ Q
becomes ¬P˅Q
Apply DeMorgan’s laws:
¬(P˅Q) becomes ¬Pʌ¬Q
¬(PʌQ) becomes ¬P ˅¬Q
Apply Distributive laws
Pʌ(Q˅R) becomes (PʌQ)˅(PʌR)
P˅(QʌR) becomes (P˅Q)ʌ(P˅R)
Remove double negation by associative law:
P becomes P.
Move negation inwards
x P becomes x P
x P becomes x P
Standardize variables
Each quantifier gets unique variables e.g.
xP(x)  xQ(x) becomes xP(x) 
yQ(y)
Move quantifiers to the left
xP  yQ becomes xy PQ
Eliminate  by Skolemization.
xP(x) becomes P(A)
xyz P(x,y,z) becomes xy
P(x,y,F(x,y))
xyPred(x,y)
becomes
xPred(x,Succ(x))

For example, we can express the following statements in
propositional logic and use it to prove that “it is
raining”(R). The clause  R will be added to the KB.

If John carries an umbrella(U) and it is humid(H),
then it is raining(R).- U  H  R

If it is humid, then John carries an umbrella.
H  U

It is humid.
H
By applying the rules stated above under conversion to
CNF,
UH
 R becomes (U H)  R and finally
becomes U  H  R
H  U
becomes H  U
The resolution refutation tree is shown below:
U  H  R

H  U

H  R

H

R

R

FALSE

Fig. 3:
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Also, move  inward as shown below:
1.
x  Pass(x, Physics)   Win(x, Lottery))
Happy(x)
2.
x y ( Study(x)  Lucky(x) )  Pass(x,y)
3.
 Study(John)  Lucky(John)
4.
x  Lucky(x)  Win(x, Lottery)
Distribute  over 
1.
 Pass(x, Physics)   Win(x, Lottery))
Happy(x)
2.
( Study(x)  Pass(x,y))  ( Lucky(x)
Pass(x,y))
3.
 Study(John)  Lucky(John)
4.
 Lucky(x)  Win(x, Lottery)
Now, state as a set of disjunction of literals
1.
 Pass(x, Physics)   Win(x, Lottery)
Happy(x)
2. a.
 Study(x)  Pass(x,y)
2. b.
Lucky(x)  Pass(x,y)
3. a.
 Study(John)
b.
Lucky(John)
4.
 Lucky(x)  Win(x, Lottery)

Generally speaking, resolution refutation will terminate
with the empty clause if KB |= p. It will terminate without
producing the empty clause if KB |≠p. Resolution is a statespace search algorithm. A state is a set of clauses. The
operator is resolution on two clauses. A proof has a tree
structure with p as the root and clauses in the original KB
as leaves. Intelligent search strategies can find proofs
efficiently.
Another example is given with the scenario:
Anyone passing his Physics exams and winning the lottery
is happy. But anyone who studies or is lucky can pass all
his exams. John did not study but John is lucky. Anyone
who is lucky wins the lottery. Is John happy?
First convert this to FOL:
1. Anyone passing his Physics exams and winning the
lottery is happy.
x Pass(x, Physics)  Win(x, Lottery) 
Happy(x)
2. But anyone who studies or is lucky can pass all his
exams.
x y Study(x)  Lucky(x)  Pass(x,y)
3. John did not study, but John is lucky
 Study(John)  Lucky(John)
4. Anyone who is lucky wins the lottery.
x Lucky(x)  Win(x, Lottery)
Then, convert to CNF. To do this, first eliminate the
implications as shown below:
1.
x  (Pass(x, Physics)  Win(x, Lottery)) 
Happy(x)
2.
x y  (Study(x)  Lucky(x) )  Pass(x,y)
3.
 Study(John)  Lucky(John)
4.
x  Lucky(x)  Win(x, Lottery)








Finally, Standardize variables apart as shown below to
make it in CNF
1.
 Pass(x1, Physics)   Win(x1, Lottery) 
Happy(x1)
2. a.
 Study(x2)  Pass(x2,y1)
2. b.
Lucky(x3)  Pass(x3,y2)
3. a.
 Study(John)
b.
Lucky(John)
4.
 Lucky(x4)  Win(x4, Lottery)
We now follow the resolution proof procedure by asserting
negation of goal. Since the goal is Happy(John), the clause
 Happy(John) will be added to the KB. These clauses will
be resolved together until FALSE is derived. This is shown
in Fig. 4 below.
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 Happy(John)
x/John

 Pass(John, Physics)   Win(John, Lottery)  Happy(John) [1]

 Pass(John, Physics)   Win(John, Lottery)

 Lucky(John)  Win(John, Lottery) [4]

 Pass(John, Physics)   Lucky(John)

Lucky(John) [3b]

 Pass(John, Physics)

Lucky(John)  Pass(John, Physics) [2b]

Lucky(John)

Lucky(John) [3b]

FALSE
Fig. 4: Resolution Refutation Proof Tree (2)

7. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown how first order logic can be used as
a representational language for knowledge based systems.
This is made possible because it allows reasoning about
properties that are shared by many objects through the
use of variables and also allows more flexible and
compact representation of knowledge.
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ABSTRACT
Internet threat Monitoring (ITM) is a monitoring system in the internet to detect, measure, characterize and track the
security attacks against attack sources. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is a serious threat to the internet. Attacker
uses botnets to launch DDoS attack by sending malicious traffic and the goal is to exhaust ITM network resources such
as utilization of network bandwidth, computing power of victim system, data structures used in victim operating systems.
The attacker or the botmasters attempt to disable the ITMs by sending the traffic in flash crowd pattern. The Flash Crowd
flows are from legitimate users and they are absolutely normal requests, the generated results are similar to the effect of
DDoS attacks. Hence, it is important to distinguish DDoS attack flows from flash crowd flows in the internet traffic, for
those who defend against DDoS attacks. Based on this, we used a discrimination algorithm based on entropy variations as
a similarity metric among suspicious flows. We formulated the problem in the internet with botnets, and presented
theoretical proofs for the feasibility of the proposed discrimination method.
Keywords- Internet Threat Monitors (ITM), DDoS, Flash crowd attack, Botnet, Entropy and Entropy variations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet plays a critical role throughout the world in terms of
communication by exchanging the information through the
public channels. Communication through the public
channels fails to provide authentication and security of the
users being used. The lack of authentication provides an
opportunity to the attacker to launch malicious traffic with a
fake identity. The denial of service (DoS) attack is one of the
explicit attacks made by attacker to prevent the information
service or resources being used by legitimate users. These
attacks exhaust typical network resources such as usage of
network bandwidth, victim system computing power, and
data structures used in operating system of the victim.
Flooding attack, Flash crowd attack and Teardrop attack are
the familiar types of DoS attacks. Distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attack is a form of DoS attack launched
explicitly from a collection of compromised systems known
as botnet by an attacker. The DoS or DDoS attacks are
targeted to the financial organizations (banks, credit-card
payment gateways) , high profile organizations such as
government organizations and corporate industries.

The most popular and dangerous form of DDoS attack in the
internet is flash crowd which targets the applications or
services offered by the server to the users. Unlike normal
DDoS attacks these flash crowd attacks are implemented
with genuine requests made by the users to the popular
websites [7]. The intension of the attacker is to slow down
the performance and even shut down the particular service or
application offered by the server by overloading it with huge
number of legitimate requests.
With respective to the traffic behavior the Flash crowds and
DDoS attacks are similar but they behave typically with
respect to the access intents, distribution of source IP address
and speed of the increased and decreased traffic.
(a)Access intents: Flash crowds are the results of the
legitimate users respond to special events such as breaking
news or popular products (movies, music and software)
release. Every user is trying to get the information from the
web server successfully, but this causes the server to slow
down its performance or sometimes even shut down.
However, DDoS attacks are not the special events and are
launched by an attacker with the aim that, to block the
resources or server being used by the legitimate users.
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(b)The distributions of the source IP address:
In Flash crowds the users are just interested in the specified
events such as flash news or interesting information in the
server; they can come from the whole internet, so the
distribution of source IP addresses in Flash crowds is very
dispersive. But in DDoS attack the attacker collects the IP
addresses of compromised systems or bots in the internet
and performs the attack with these illegitimate addresses. So
the distribution of IP addresses is relatively limited to the
availability of bots or zombies.

(c)Speed of the increased and decreased traffic:
The number of users accessed the server increased gradually
and reached to peak because the news needs the time to
spread among the users. When the server failed to provide
the services under the attack, the users keep reducing their
requests to the server and overall traffic reduces gradually.
The attacker in DDoS attack uses the compromised bots or
zombies to generate huge number of requests in a short time
towards the victim system. So the traffic increases sharply to
the peak and decreases sharply when the attacker withdraws
the attack.

Figure 1(a):Flash Crowd model

Figure:1(b) :Generation of Flash crowd traffic

In our paper we proposed a monitoring system which
monitors the traffic being handled by the network and
protects the network from the DDoS and flash crowd
attacks,and we named it as Internet Threat Monitoring
(ITM). The Internet threat monitoring (ITM) [4][6][9][13]
system consists of two important components, one is the
centralized data center and other is the collection of
monitors. Each monitor covers the range of IP addresses and
responsible for sending the traffic logs to the data center by
periodical monitoring. The data center collects the traffic
logs from all the monitors of ITM system and analyzes the
logs to issue status reports to the ITM users.
The collected logs from the data center acts as a random
sample of the internet traffic, can still afford critical insights
for the public to assess, describe, track and detect Internet
security threats. If an attacker discovers the monitor
locations in the internet, it is very easy to avoid attack
detection by bypassing the monitored IP addresses and
directing the attack traffic to the larger space of unmonitored
IP addresses in the internet. Furthermore, such an attacker
gets an opportunity to tamper the reports of data center by
manipulating traffic logs to the identified monitors for
generating vague samples. Since log reports are the trusted
references of the ITM system to the public as a random
sample of Internet traffic, the confidentiality of monitor
locations in the internet is crucial for the usability of ITM
systems.
The monitor locations of an ITM system are compromised
with the deployment of several attacks by an attacker which
includes Localization attacks [4], flooding attacks [6][9][13],
flash crowd attacks and DDoS Attacks[13]. These attacks
exploits some vulnerability into a service to bring that down
or that hide all the available resources at the target machine
or that use all the bandwidth available to the victim machine.
One possible way to counter DDoS attacks is to trace the
attack sources [28] and punish the perpetrators. However,
current Internet design makes such tracing difficult in two
aspects. First, there is no field in the IP header that indicates
its source except for the IP address, which can be easily
spoofed by an attacker. Second, the Internet is stateless in
that it does not keep track of the path traversed by a packet.
Recently, efforts are made to change one or both aspects to
allow for tracing packets to their sources, known as IP
Trace- back.
The discrimination of flash crowd attacks from the DDoS
attacks at internet monitors provides the better way of
handling and effective implementation of security principles
in the ITM system. In this paper we define an information
theoretic frame work called as Internet Threat Monitoring
(ITM) system to model and discriminate flash crowd attacks
from DDoS attacks in the internet at ITM monitors. The
botmaster uses a collection of compromised computers or
bots of botnet to launch flash crowd attack by generating
huge volume of genuine traffic to the targeted ITM monitor.
The goal of an attacker is to compromise the performance of
an ITM monitor by overloading it.
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2. RELATED WORK
Ke Li, Wanlei Zhou [5] proposed novel approaches using
probability metrics to discriminate DDoS and flash crowd
attacks .These methods identify the flash crowd attacks
efficiently from the DDoS attacks and also minimizes the
false positives and false negatives while identifying the
attacks. Probability metric approach failed to maintain the
same accuracy to discriminate the flash crowd attack for
huge attack traffic.
Shui Yu, Theerasak Thapngam [11] proposed three metrics
for information distance measures, the Jeffrey distance, the
Hellinger distance, and the Sibson distance used to
discriminate the flash crowd and DDoS attacks. The flow
similarities are used to calculate the information distance and
they proved that Sibson distance metric is more accurate in
discriminating flash crowd attack. But the accuracy of
discriminating the attacks is limited to 65%, which results
the poor accuracy.
Theerasak Thapngam, and Gleb Beliakov [3] proposed a
discriminating method based on the packet arrival patterns.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to define the packet
patterns. Here patterns are defined by using the repeated
properties observed from the traffic flow and also calculates
the packet delay. Defining the packet pattern and
discriminating the flash crowd attacks using pattern or
packet delays are difficult for large flows.
Zhihong Tian, Binxing Fang, Xiaochun Yun [8] introduced a
novel method of dynamic bandwidth arbitration using
Generalized Vickrey auction based on microeconomics. This
can be used when the traffic is low and more study is
required to evaluate the flash crowd attacks effectively.
Dynamic bandwidth arbitration using Generalized Vickrey
auction based on microeconomics. This can be used when
the traffic is low and more study is required to evaluate the
flash crowd attacks effectively.
Jie Wang, Raphael C.-W. Phan, John [1] simulated both
DDoS traffic and Flash Crowds traffic by designing a special
test bed-based simulation method with Spirent Test Center
hardware platform. This method detects only port based
flash crowd attacks but they failed to detect for application
and other flash crowd attacks.
3. PROPOSED WORK
In [6] the authors proposed an information theoretic frame
work known as internet threat monitor (ITM) system. Each
ITM send the traffic logs frequently to the data center and
the data center issue the reports to the registered ITM users.
The data center and ITMs build the private environment or
region. The scope of the network usage is limited to the
private region. The scope of the data attacks on the private
region also very limited this can be extended by allowing the
public accessing of ITMs. We proposed the following
extensions on ITMs:

Public accessing of ITMs and Data center
We extend the scope of our frame work for [2][6][9][13]
public accessing of the data center and ITMs ,which
enhance the network usage and provides opportunity to the
outside world users defined as public region. This model
allows the users from any end of internet to communicate
with the private network of ITM system. Any users can
communicate with internal users of ITM system by
collecting the status of the target monitor from the data
center by sending a request query. The data center sends the
reply to the query, if the user is genuine and wants to
communicate with ITM system, this information helps to
avoid overload of ITM monitors. The attacker uses this
information decisively to overload the ITM monitors. The
users of private region gets the highest priority to access the
data center when the number of queries are more from all
regions to maintain consistency to the local users.
Flash crowd Attack with the Botent:
A flash crowd attack [23] is an explicit attempt by one or
more users to block the victim system information service’s
being used by the legitimate users. In a flash crowd attack,
the attacker sends the huge volume of genuine traffic from a
collection of compromised systems known as botnet to
launch the attack on the victim or target system. The primary
difference between the DDoS attack and flash crowd is, flash
crowd attack happens with the genuine message instead of
using the fake or unauthorized messages.
3.1 DDoS Attack
A denial-of-service (DoS) attack [16] is an explicit attempt
by attackers to prevent an information service’s being
accessed by legitimate users. In a DDoS attack, these
attempts come from a large number of distributed hosts that
coordinate to flood the victim with an abundance of attack
packets simultaneously. The botmaster uses the botnets and
other alternatives to launch the attack.
To launch a DDoS attack, attacker first build a network of
compromised computer systems to generate the huge traffic
needed to deny services of a target system to the legitimate
users. To construct the compromised network, attacker
discovers the vulnerable sites or hosts on the network.
Vulnerable hosts are the systems running without any
antivirus software or out-of-date antivirus software.
Vulnerable hosts are then controlled by attackers who use
the vulnerability to gain access to these hosts usually known
as botmaster. The next step of the botmaster or attacker is to
install attack tools on the compromised hosts of the
compromised network. The hosts running these attack tools
are known as bots or zombies, and they can carry out any
attack under the control of the botmaster or attacker. The
collection of these bots or zombies forms the botnet or
zombie army.
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We classify the DDoS attacks into four classes which
include UDP flooding attack, TCP SYN flooding attack,
ICMP flooding attack and the application-layer DDoS attack
known as App-DDoS or Flash crowd. Flash Crowd attack is
a kind of DDoS attack that imitates the FC traffic. The
important feature of App-DDoS is that the number of hosts
dynamically fluctuates to simulate any legal clients in and
out, in contrast to the other DDoS attacks where the host
number basically remains fixed.
3.2 Flash Crowds Attack
The flash crowd traffic [10] is an extreme case of legal client
traffic. Although the FC flows are definitely from legitimate
users and they are absolutely normal requests, the generated
results may be similar to what DDoS attacks cause. Hence, it
is important to be able to distinguish DDoS attack flows
from FC flows in the background traffic. The significant
feature of FC traffic is that the generated traffic volume may
fluctuate and looks like random wave zig-zag [3], due to the
number of clients dynamically changing, while DDoS traffic
volume is continuously stable.
Table 1. Comparison of Flash Crowd and DDoS Attack .

Category
Network status
Server status
Traffic Type
Response
to
Traffic Control
Traffic Source
Flow size
Predictability

Flash crowd
Congested
Overloaded
Genuine
Responsive

DDoS
Congested
Overloaded
Malicious
Unresponsive

Mostly Web
Large Number of
Flows
Mostly Predictable

Any
Any
Unpredictable

Table 1 describes the comparisons between the DDoS traffic
and the FC traffic. The main differences are the traffic and
the traffic control response. For the FC traffic, it is genuine
traffic and responsive. For the DDoS attack traffic, it is
malicious and unresponsive.
3.3 BOTs or ZOMBIEs
BOTs [22] is a compromised system which does not have
proper firewalls and antivirus, so that it is easily
compromised and controlled by the attackers in order to
launch the attack traffic. The computer bots are basically
used to support in Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel
management. IRC is a public chat system, which provides
one-to-one and one-to-many instant messaging over the
Internet without referring the authentication of the users.
Monitoring busy chat channels is a highly difficult and time
consuming process, so bots is created by the channel
operators in order to manage the operation and controlling of
popular channels. Egg drop was the first bots written in 1993
to help channel operators.

The main goal of designing the bots is to attack other IRC
users and IRC servers in the public networks. To perform
these sorts of attacks bots flood large amount of malicious
packets to the target. The attacker uses the bots mainly to
hide his identity from being captured by the victim or
detector and uses them to send attack traffic. More number
of bots is required for generating large traffic towards the
victim, so several techniques are referred by the attacker to
recruit new members. For this attacker uses some stealthy
methods such as trojaned files in order to attack and spread
to other computers because very less number of users would
agree to have their computers utilized for conducting packet
floods.
3.4 BOTNET
Botnet [18] is a group of large number of compromised
computers under the control of an attacker formally known
as zombie armies, which resides in worldwide financial and
government organizations. Botnets are widely used to
execute various attacks to target system under the control of
an attacker known as botmaster, which includes Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks and e-mail spamming etc.
Botnets consists of large number of bots or zombies to
generate a huge amount of malicious traffic which can
perform a variety of attacks over a wide range of targeted
systems. When the attacker initiates to launch DDoS attacks
simultaneously against thousands of computer hosts, he
commands each bot or zombie member in a botnet to flood
spamming emails or malicious traffic.Now a day’s in the
internet hackers are concentrating more on using botnets to
launch attacks.The damage caused by hackers or attackers
using botnet attacks is more number of times larger than the
traditional attacks. Existing botnet tools are updated by
adding several new and complicated software modules and
software patches, offering different kinds of ways to
compromise computers and also launch possible much more
harmful attacks.
3.5 IRC-based Command and Control
The bot master or controller launches an attack through the
bots by sending the commands to them which intern behave
according to the master instructions. At the other end the bot
sends the response or the status information to the master.
Their communication is done through public chat systems
instead of doing these with their original addresses. If they
use the original identity or private channels, the detection
system easily track and block the location and system.
Internet relay chat (IRC) [19][20] is the one which allows
the users to communicate without performing any
authentication check and no security to user
communications.
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status report of private user or monitor by sending the
request query to the data center. But this extension creates
additional load to the data center, which causes the
degradation in performance of ITM system. We suggested a
solution for this problem by assigning the highest priority to
the internal user request than the public users at data center.
The existing frame work never disturbed with the priorities
and increases the range of the frame work to the public
world.
In This section we focus on, construction of public network
using botnet, without any registration with data center and
flood the attack traffic to launch the flash crowd attack on
the ITM monitors which are local to the data center.
Figure 2: Botnet with compromised computers. In DDoS, these
computers plays three major roles: master controller, command
and control server, and bot.

IRC provides a text-based command syntax protocol to
define the rules and regulations to the users and that is
installed widely across the network. There is huge number of
existing IRC networks available in the internet and which
can be used as public exchange points, but the majority IRC
networks doesn’t contain any strong authentication. The
wide variety of tools in the internet is available to provide
anonymity on IRC networks. Therefore, IRC provides
simple, low-latency, widely available, and anonymous
command and control channel for botnet communication. An
IRC network is a collection of one or more IRC servers as
depicted in figure 2
4. PROPOSED MODEL
In this paper we divided the entire theoretical frame work or
ITM into two regions known as private region and public
region. The ITM monitors are distributed across the internet
and each monitor addressed to a range of IP addresses. The
monitors record the traffic and send the traffic logs
periodically to the data center. The data center then analyzes
the collected traffic logs from the monitors and issues the
reports to ITM system users. The registered monitors under
the data center form the private region in the ITM system
and these are responsible to update the traffic status in data
center by sending the traffic logs regularly. The user collets
these traffic reports from the data center by sending the
request query before initiating any communication with
other users or monitor in ITM system.
The unregistered users of data center from the ITM system
or internet are considered as public users and all the public
users and networks are considered as public region. The
public users are not allowed to access the data center for
getting status reports of any internal monitor or user.

Flash crowd attack generation using Botnet
The flash crowd attacks [23] [24]are launched by flooding
huge volume of genuine packets to the target system. For
generating huge volume of packets the attacker uses the
collection of compromised systems. Any vulnerable systems
in the internet or public networks are the compromised
systems formally known as bots, because they are running
with no antivirus software out dated software. The attacker
act as a botmaster to control the botnet by issuing the
commands using command and control(C&C) servers
through IRC channels. A C&C server itself is a
compromised system with a special program running on it
which distributes the commands to the bots. Each server is
capable of generating a huge number of packets through its
bots according to the attacker instructions. The C&C server
and bots forms the botnet which act as a typical attack
source to the attacker to launch flash crowd attack without
revealing his identity.
Phases in launching a Flash crowd attack:
a) Discover vulnerable hosts. The attacker constructs a
network for generating huge number of packets to flood
the target system .The network formed with the
collection of compromised systems in the internet
normally called as botnets or zombies army. Any
system which is running with no antivirus software or
pirated copies of software in internet is vulnerable and
operated as a compromised system. Attackers utilized
these compromised hosts or bots for further scanning
and compromises.
b) Botnet set up. Once the attacker grabs the access, then
he installs attack tools to get the access of the
compromised computers to form a botnet.
c) Launch an attack.
In this phase, attacker commands the botnet[24]
through C&C servers to their bots to launch an attack
by sending huge number of requests to the target
system.
d) Flood a target.
This is the final phase in which ITM monitor receives a
huge number of requests to the point where they can’t
operate effectively.

In our paper, we extended the accessing of the data center to
public users which involves that any public user can get the
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Figure 3: work flow of flash crowd attack on internet monitors of Internet Threat Monitoring (ITM) system using botnet.

5. DETECTION OF FLASH CROWD ATTACKS
In this section we present an approach to detect and
discriminate the flash crowd attacks from DDoS attacks in
the given information theoretic frame work known as ITM.
The process is divided into two phases where the first phase
defines the basic attack detection or primary DDoS
detection and the second phase defines the identification of
flash crowd attacks from the DDoS attack.
In the first phase of basic DDoS attack detection several
approaches are suggested namely centralized detection,
distributed detection and hybrid detection. In centralized
detection the threshold (α) is maintain at the data centre,
when the collected traffic from all ITMs exceeds the
threshold (α) then the defender issues an alarm. The
distributed detection approach maintains the threshold at
every ITM level, when the traffic exceeds the threshold (α)
then the ITM informs to the data center to update its status
as blocked. In hybrid approach threshold can be maintained
at both ends, ITMs and data center, every time the
threshold can be monitored at both the ends.
When the flow in network is moderate then the centralized
detection is enough to check the attacks, other approaches
produces the operative complexity. For busy networks
whose traffic flow is very high, the distributed detection or
hybrid detection at ITM level provides better security than
the centralized approach.
58

The second phase of detection discriminates the flash
crowd attack from normal DDoS attacks. Once the attack is
detected in the first phase using threshold (α) value, the
data center blocks the ITM and updates the status in data
center as blocked. Entropy values are calculated to define
the attack strength at each ITM.
Entropy [2] is the uncertainty associated with the ITM
regarding the number of packets that flow through them
and the last flow i.e. flow through the path and the local
flow which resides on that particular monitor.
Initial threshold values, local flows and path flows are
supplied for calculating the entropy to detect the attacked
ITM. When the attack strength exceeds non attack flow
strength with respective to the entropy variation threshold
(λ), that traffic is considered to be a flash crowd attack
otherwise DDoS attack.
Entropy at ITMs is calculated as:

H(F) = - ∑ Pij (ui , dj) log (ui , dj)

….. (1)

H(F) = H(p1 ,p2, p3,……….pN) = - ∑ Pij log pi

…(2)

We can discriminate the flash crowd strength ,if it is three
times more than the non attack flows for normal networks
and greater than five times for busy networks. The factor or
number of times is defined in proportionate with the traffic
strength of the network.
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……(3)
Where
is
the
probability
of the
is the threshold and pi
packet flow. For low traffic networks
is defined with
value 3 and for high speed networks the value is define as 5
or 7 to detect the flash crowd attacks.

We define a botnet with three command and control (C&C)
servers and each server can have three bots to flood the
traffic towards the target node (ITM monitor). The attacker
acts as a botmaster to launch the flash crowd attack by
sending the commands to the C&C servers through IRC to
instruct the bots to generate huge flow and flood the same
to the victim system.

The flow of the previous path also adds the traffic to the
current path towards the destination. As the path flow
increases the entropy associated with that ITM decreases.
The attack packets flow from the source to the victim or
target through all the possible paths which connects the
victim. These packets add the additional load at each ITM
router, which exists on the attack path. Every time entropy
values are calculated for all the nodes in the network and
the entropy difference is observed for the same.

Once the attacker launches the attack, the detector or ITM
monitor calculates the flow strength and checks it with the
threshold (α) defined in the network at ITM monitor (as per
distributed detection threshold is maintain at each ITM
monitor) to generate traffic logs for sending to the data
center. If the strength exceeds the threshold (α) value then
ITM monitor or detector detects that ITM is attacked with
this the first phase of attack detection in ITM system is
completed.

The entropy values below the threshold (λ)(entropy
variations)[2] are treated as the non attack flow and flows
are forwarded to the destinations. The entropy difference
for a node exceeds the threshold, then the attack strength at
the node is increased and the detection process blocks the
node for further investigation. When the node exceeds the
threshold value, then the entropy variations are calculated
for its upstream routers to find the abnormality in the
entropy values, so that the attack source can be easily
identified. Once the attack source is known, it is very is to
block the attack system.

Table 2: entropy values for normal and attack flows (1500
packets &2500 packets) at Threshold (α)=3

Entropy at Threshold (α)=3
ITM Monitors
Normal
Attack Traffic
(M)
Traffic
1500
2500
packets
packets
M1
0.451
0.187
0.121
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

The attack source can be detected by using the IP trace
back [14][15][17] mechanisms. We proposed [2] entropy
based IP trace backing mechanism to identify the attack
source which includes the detection of botnet [21] and IRC
based detection. Several approaches are proposed to detect
the botnet and attack source. First approach is to prevent
the system being infected from the attacks. Second method
defines the detection of IRC to identify the source, which is
difficult to detect because IRC is a public chatting system
where the users are communicating without authentication.
Third method defines the detection of source based
command and control (C & C) based on the behavior of the
users, it also requires lot of efforts to collect the user
behaviors to detect the botnet and attack source. Once the
source is identified the trace backing can be done using [2]
entropy variations.

0.145
0.062
0.106
0.431
0.511
0.443

0.28
0.231
0.254
0.806
0.886
0.878

0.33
0.27
0.29
0.97
1.014
1.05

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We define an information theoretic frame work for
verifying the simulation results of the ITM system security
in the internet. In the process of simulating ITM system we
considered seven ITM monitors, each covers more than
hundred IP addresses and we define a data center to publish
the reports to the ITM users. These entire seven routers
formed as the subnet and we considered each monitor as a
node and construct a monitor’s network.

Figure 4: Graphical representation for entropy values at the
router for attack traffics 1500 and 2500
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We define the threshold α=3 and the traffic towards the
target is 1500 and 2500 packets and calculated the entropy
before attack and after the attack to identify the variations
in the entropy at ITM monitors to define the attack.

Table 4: entropy variations for attack flows (1500 packets
&2500 packets) at Threshold (α)=3 & (α)=5 and entropy
variation Threshold (λ) =0.5

Table 3: entropy values for normal and attack flows (1500
packets &2500 packets) at Threshold (α)=5

ITM
Monito
rs
(M)

ITM
Monitors
(M)
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

Entropy at Threshold (α)=5
Normal
Attack Traffic
Traffic
1500
2500
packets
packets
0.376
0.156
0.101
0.121
0.234
0.275
0.052
0.194
0.225
0.088
0.213
0.242
0.42
0.738
0.868
0.575
1.84
0.99
0.415
0.773
0.913

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

Entropy variation Threshold (λ) =0.5
Entropy at Attack
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Figure 4: Graphical representation for entropy values at the
router for attack traffics 1500 and 2500 at Threshold (α)=5

The second phase of detection based on the entropy
variations at the ITM monitors with the normal traffic and
attack traffic. For all ITM monitors the entropy is
calculated for normal traffic and attack traffic .The
variations between entropies are calculated and checked
with threshold (λ).If the entropy variation exceeds the
threshold then it is flash crowd attack otherwise it is DDoS
attack. We define entropy variation threshold (λ) as 0.5 to
detect the flash crowd attacks.

Figure 4: Graphical representation for entropy values at the
router for attack traffics 1500 and 2500 at Threshold (α)=5
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1073-1080
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and
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Traceback for Flooding Attacks on Internet Threat
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“Distributed Denial of Service Attacks,” The Internet
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we defined an approach to detect the internal
and external security attacks in the internet at ITM
monitors initiated by an attacker using botnets. We used
entropy variations to discriminate the flash crowd attacks
from genuine flash crowds to distinguish the patterns of
flash crowd imitations or DDoS attacks from attack traffic.
We theoretically proved the possibility of the proposed
detection method, and the effectiveness of the
discrimination method within the internet at ITMs. We
used the entropy variations approach to identify the genuine
flash crowd traffic but the threshold value defined to
identify the traffic is depends on the size of the network
traffic. Further research is required to identify the low flash
crowd attacks irrespective of the network usage.
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ABSTRACT
In today’s Datacenter Networks, clusters of commodity servers and enterprise workloads have become a major computing
platform, driving today’s business processes (both on-site and off-site application work loads) . The use of virtualization and
server consolidation plays a significant role, but have not completely dealt with certain intrinsic issues in the overall net work
design. This paper is an extension on our ealier work - Synthesis VLAN, but investigates on the QoS attributes of Openflow
VLAN in scaled up DCN model. A multilayer OpenFlow VLAN strategy in DCN eradicates internal resource fragmentation,
bandwidth drain, security vulnerabilities and control plan overheads. By connecting DCN servers running enterprise web
services into our Openflow VLAN (OFV) model, traffic overhead on OFV control plane fits into best effort distributed
computing model. The OFV switch has a programmable interface with gigabyte high speed ports modelled to scale and
commoditizes DCNs. It allows for grid mapping and hosts applications ready for cloud migration. The proposed architecture
re-engineers DCN design to efficiently house voice,data and video traffics. In our context, a performance evaluation on the
logical network is analyzed with emphasis on point to point utilization and throughput. From our results, it was concluded that
Openflow VLAN strategy will enhance the capability of today’s distributed computing and faciliate security deployment in
DCNs.
Keywords- DCN; Clusters; OpenFlow; Virtualization; Synthesis VLAN; Cloud; Utilization; Throughput
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
C.C. Udeze, K.C. Okafor, C.C. Okezie, O.N. Okeke (2013). Performance Evaluation of Openflow Vlan Strategy in Data Center Switched
Ethernet. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 6, No. 3. Pp 63-72

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud service data centers “scale-out” — distributing
workload over large numbers of low cost servers and
hardware [4]. This paper argues that for both enterprise and
cloud data centers, there is need to deploy a strategy that
will allow experimental protocols in DCN environments
using OpenFlow VLAN architecture in switches. We target
voice and data traffic as well as ther web services in our
proposed model. In our context, scalability, bandwith
optimization and control plan overheads is effectively
addressed.

This work estabilishes OpenFlow virtual area network
strategy as a way of mitiagating against internal resource
fragmentation, bandwidth stiffling, security intrusion and
other switching overheads in High Performance Computing
(HPC). Innovation in distributed computing and systems
management software have enabled the unreliability of
individual servers to be masked by the aggregated
reliability of the system as a whole [1]. The running theme
is “scaling out instead of scaling up,” driven by the
economics of PC commoditization [1]. This rise in cluster
computing has even led some to declare that “the
datacenter is the new computer” [2], [3].

Usually, when a client node is rellocated to a new subnet,
it should seek for a new IP address, loosing its initial
connections. However, any method used to fix this change
will certainly inject latency or delay to the client, which
affects user experience. However, with OpenFlow VLAN
approach, devices and VMs are allowed keep their original
IP addresses, maintaining all existing connections in a
securely manner. The authors of [5] explain that, OpenFlow
scheme enables ultimate control over packet paths.

Our ealier work on synthesis VLAN [13] that leveraged
on the limitation of Backward Congestion Notification
(BCN) cannot compete in complex traffic environment,
hence need for an alternative approach for HPC.
According to [4], there are key differences between the
enterprise and the cloud service data center environments
including: Large economies of scale and Scale Out as
enterprises often optimize for physical space and number of
devices, consolidating workload onto a small number of
high-price “scale-up” hardware devices and servers.
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In their demonstration, they route packets along the least
number of physical links between any two points in the
network, and examine the network for shorter paths from
clients to other VM hosts. Figure 1 shows our system
OpenFlow VLAN model. The OPenFlow VLAN
monitoring system consists of an OpenFlow agent
protocol (embedded in a layer 3 switch) and a central data
collector, referred to as the OpenFlow VLAN analyzer.

The work in [7] presents VLAN as an efficient approach
to the network division problem. It leverages on the
concept of partitioning algorithm which relies on on-line
measures and computations which enables efficient and
dynamic assignment of hosts to groups according to the
current traffic figure.
From [8], quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms provides
the necessary level of service (bandwidth and delay) to an
application in order to maintain an expected quality level.
The authors explains that to a mission-critical application,
this means guaranteed bandwidth with zero frame loss. For
real-time applications, this also means guaranteed frame
latency. The authors in [9] discussed the routeflow
design in openflow switches. In the paper, control logic is
made up of a virtual network comprising of virtual
machines (vms) and each of them executing a routing
engine. The work leads to a flexible, high-performance and
cost-effective approach to provide IP routing based on: (a)
programmable low-cost switches with small-footprint of
control software (i.e. OpenFlow); (b) open-source routing
protocols stacks (e.g. Quagga); and (c) commodity x86
technology, [9]. Also the RouteFlow architecture [9]
allows for a flexible resource association between IP
routing protocols and a programmable physical substrate,
opening the door for multiple use cases around virtualized
IP routing services. Similarly, an OpenFlow switch consists
of three parts as explained in [10] viz:
Flow Table: Tells the switch how to process
each data flow by associating an action with each
flow table entry.
Secure Channel: Connects the switch to a
remote control processor (called the Controller),
so commands and packets can be sent between
the controller and the switch.
OpenFlow Protocol: Provides an open,
standardized interface for the controller to
communicate with the switch.

The OPenFlow VLAN agent samples and capture traffic
statistics and packet headers from the device it is
monitoring. OPenFlow user datagrams forwards the
sampled traffic statistics to an OPenFlow VLAN analyzer
for analysis. The architecture and sampling techniques used
in the OPenFlow monitoring system are modelled to
provide continuous site-wide (and network-wide) traffic
monitoring for high-speed switched and routed networks.
In this research, the OpenFlow VLAN system executes the
following functions viz:
• Accurately monitoring network traffic (voice,video and
data) at Gigabit speeds and higher,
• Scaling to manage tens of thousands of thin clients from a
single port,
• Extremely low-cost port implementation.
The purpose of this study is to measure the performance of
utilization and throughput in an emulated OpenFlow
ethernet environment to address certain intrinsic limitations
in DCNs generally. The simulations was done with
OPNET modeller since it provides a comprehensive
development environment for complete specification,
simulation and performance analysis of our proposd model
in figure 1. Therefore, this research is significant to system
administrators and network experts in order to predict and
measure traffic flows in switched ethernet environment.
The remaining paper is structured as: The related work is
described in section 2. In section 3, the methodology of the
system model was described. Section 4 shows the
simulation Testbed and the performance analysis results in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes our work and references are
given in section 7.

A representive sample of the works in literature did little to
discuss VLAN mechanisms and its relevance in ethernet
LAN models in the context of software defned networking
for DCNs, but this work proposes a novel OpenFlow
VLAN strategy which leverages on the fact that a layer 3
switch contain flow tables, which run at line rate and are
used to implement functions such as quality of service
(QoS), security firewalls, and statistical analysis of data
streams. This work investigates the metrics such as
utilization and throughput for voice,data and video traffic
in VLAN context.

2. RELATED WORKS
In the context of IP phones, the white paper in [6] explains
that by segregating IP phones into their own VLAN(s),
security filters can be implemented in the network to block
all unnecessary traffic to or from those devices. This helps
prevent disruption due to DoS attacks or attempts to
compromise the devices. It also allows locking down
access to configuration and signaling servers to only allow
access from phones. Using VLANs also allows placing IP
phones on the public Internet while the connected PCs
remain on a corporate intranet; this can facilitate using IP
Centrex-type services from third parties without the
complications of NAT between the phones and the Internet
[6].
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Each flow table entry has a specific action associated with
a particular flow, such as forwarding the flow to a given
switch port (at line rate), encapsulating and forwarding the
flow to a controller for processing, or dropping a flow’s
packets .

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 System Model
Figure 1 shows our system model implemented in OPNET
modeller tool. We emulated a Layer 3 switch to handle the
three traffics while considering their QoS attributes.
Route-cache switching in layer 3 enables backward
compactibility with any layer 2 device used in DCN. In
our model, nodes 1 to N+1 was grid mapped into
OpenFlow VLAN broadcast domains using the OpenFlow
VLAN datagram ID. OpenFlow protocol in the layer 3
switch allows entries in the flow table to be defined by a
server or any virtual device external to the switch, which
creates the potential to couple server and network device
management. In this context, a flow is a TCP connection in
which all the packets from a particular MAC or IP address
have the same VLAN ID.

We create an on-demand express lanes in layer 3 switch
for voice, data and video traffic that are time-sensitive.
The switch model aggreagates high speed links into a
larger virtual pipe to temporarily handle a particularly
heavy flow of traffic. When the data rush is over, the
channels would automatically separate. Besides, for all
traffic types, a verification module verifies the VLAN ID
grid mapping (datagram) after a handover from the
OpenFlow VLAN controller.

Figure 1. Proposed OpenFlow VLAN Architecture
The major components of OpenFlow User Datagram includes:
Packet header (eg MAC, IPv4, IPv6, IPX, AppleTalk, TCP, UDP, ICMP)
Sample process parameters (rate, pool etc.)
Input/output ports
Priority Tag
OpenFlow VLAN Standard
Source/destination prefix
Next hop Pointer
Source AS, Source Peer AS
Destination AS Path
Communities, local preference
User IDs (TACACS/RADIUS) for source/destination
URL associated with source/destination
Interface statistics
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4. SIMULATION TESTBED
In this section, we discuss the simulation testbed used for
the evaluation of OpenFlow VLAN strategy in switched
ethernet DCN. Using OPNET simulator, the OpenFlow
VLAN strategy was simulated. We ran a series of
simulations using the topology shown on figure 1. Our
testbed consists of a Router on a stick (ROS), Intelligent
Fast OFV Ethernet switch with its embedded controllers,
core and DCN switch, terminal nodes and DCN servers.
Figure 2 shows the simulation testbed used to implement
the architecture in figure 1. Figure 3 depicts a case of no
VLAN which is unacceptable in the context of high
performance computing.

From figure 2, the simulation traffic workloads comprised of
mainly periodical, synchronized and shorter in length traffic
flows. Since we suggest integrating DCN servers with OFV
enterprise networks, we also assume noise traffic with
Poisson distribution comprised of FTP and HTTP. Figure 3
model constitutes a separate collision domain for layer 2
switch. Therefore we argue that it is important to ensure that
broadcast traffic (voice, data and video) is properly
constrained to reduce unnecessary traffic for increased
performance and security enhancement. In the simulations,
we used 8 OFV switches based on layer 3, while varying
load attributes in runtime. This let us evaluate the
performance in terms of utilization, throughput, delays and
packet lost. Also, on the uplink port of the switch that
connects to the DCN servers, a CBQ queue management
protocol uses layer-3 ASIC to implement traffic priorities
and bandwidth reservation close to a set class based queuing.
For the purpose of simulation, three different priority levels
are used (high, normal, and low priorities) for voice,video
and data traffics.
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Table 1 shows the parameter charaterization used in this
work. OPNET allows choosing different parameters for
Ethernet [11], e.g. Delay (sec), Traffic Sink, Traffic Source,
Collision Count and Packet Size etc. The Delay (sec) shows
the end to end delay of all frames received by all nodes [12 ].
Traffic Sink illustrates the traffic received across all stations
[12]. Traffic Source examines the traffic sent across the
connected nodes. Maximum translation unit (Packet size) is
the size of the Ethernet frame set at 1500bytes.

Figure 2. OFV DCN Testbed
Beginning simulation at 04:27:56 on Sat Jun 02, 2012, the
simulation was executed and results collated. In the results
statistics, we gathered the following: Events: Total (5768),
Average Speed (23072 events/sec.)Time: Elapsed (1 sec.),
Simulated (30 min. 0 sec.), Simulation Log: 11 entries. This
is depicted in figure 4 while figure 5 shows a simulation
logic preview for plots.

Figure 3. No VLAN DCN Testbed
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Attribute
Scheme
Type
SAID
MTU
STATE
Spanning Tree Creation Mode
Cost
Priority
Link Type
Port Type
Port VLAN Identifier (PVID)

Table 1: (CASE 1) OFV Entry
Value
Port-Based VLAN
802.1q
100000+VID
1500
ACTIVE Broadcast Domain
Shared
Link Speed Based
128
Auto Detect
Trunk
1

Attribute
Scheme
Type
SAID
MTU
STATE
Spanning Tree Creation Mode
Cost
Priority
Link Type
Port Type
Port VLAN Identifier (PVID)

Table 2: (CASE 2) OFV Entry
Value
No VLAN
802.3
Nil
1500
ACTIVE Collision Domain
Nil
Link Speed Based
128
Auto detect
Trunk
Nil

Attribute
Scheme
Type
SAID
MTU
STATE
Spanning Tree Creation Mode
Cost
Priority
Link Type
Prt Type
Port VLAN Identifier (PVID)

Table 3: (CASE 3) OFV Entry
Value
Port-Based VLAN
802.1q
100000+VID
1500
ACTIVE Broadcast Domain
shared
Link Speed Based
128
Auto Detect
Trunk
1

Attribute
Scheme
Type
SAID
MTU
STATE
Spanning Tree Creation Mode
Cost
Priority
Link Type
Prt Type
Port VLAN Identifier (PVID)

Table 4: (CASE 4) OFV Entry
Value
No VLAN
Nil
Nil
1500
ACTIVE Collision Domain
Per-VLAN
Link Speed Based
128
Point-To-Point
Access
Nil
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Figure 4. Simulation Execution Runtime

Figure 5. Simulation Execution Preview
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Figure 6 shows a high confidence OFV throughput response. Large data loads that require processing impose data processing
requirements on the switch, but with OFV strategy where packet loss does not occur), the maximum throughput may be defined as
the minimum load in bit/s that causes the delivery time (the latency) to become unstable and increase towards infinity. Placing all
devices on a single network segment can cause performance issues with conventional switches owing high rate of collisions whi ch
affects the throughput. The throughput plot in Figure 6, depicts efficient internal resource fragmentation with device collision
isolation. Hence, reliable for DCN workloads in context.

Figure 6. OFV Throughput

Figure 7. Case-1 Point to Point Utilization
Case-1 point to point utilization is shown in figure 7. When the packet loss rate transitions from the random loss to the congestion
loss phase, the benefits of using switch caching in VLAN offset the aggregate utilization constraints. Upon connection r equests,
the flow tables securedly ensures utilization balance for all workloads in the DCN. Figure 8 depicts a case for average load density
in the VLAN switch while figure 9 shows the maximum workload capacity for openFlow VLAN. Restricting packets to a specific
VLAN is accomplished by using OpenFlow VLAN protocol. Carrying out priority traffic polling by the protocol estabilishes a
streamline traffic schedule for all cases.
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Again, this leads to a better internal resource management and efficient performance in the context of high performance compu ting.
Packets arriving at the ASIC hardware will go through the collector hardware datapath . If the packet matches a flow stored in the
hardware tables, it will normally be updated and will be sent out via the port based VLAN on the basis of the action given for that
flow. The plots fulfils the demands for scalability and efficient resource management.

Figure 8: Point to Point Utilization (Avg. Load)

Figure 9: Point to Point Utilization (Max. Load)
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Figure 10. All OFV Throughput
Figure 10 shows the OpenFlow VLAN throughput for all
simulation cases. Traffic priority and access demand in
OpenFlow switch makes the maximum throughput often
equivalent to or very near the physical data rate (the channel
capacity) in our case about 250,000 bytes . Since the channel
utilization can be almost 100% in this network, the ASIC API
support packet reception from and transmission to the
control plane hardware as well as allow the control of physical
ports. This guides against any security vulnerability and
protects the control plane.
6. CONCLUSION
In high computing environments, OpenFlow VLAN improves
scalability and enables resources to be shared efficiently among
different services in response to users density. This paper
presents a performance evaluation of point to point utilization
and throughput as important metrics for an efficient DCN
deployment. An OpenFlow VLAN architecture is presented in
this work. Our strategy in a typical DCN eradicates internal
resource
fragmentation,
bandwidth
drain,
security
vulnerabilities and control plan overheads. We make an
assumption that the physical port is a virtual port that can
be aggregated for efficient performance.
In the future, we plan to develop an algorithm for DCN
migration for cloud computing services and other HPCs. We
also plan to develop a tool for monitoring OpenFlow VLAN
tables and visualizing the network statistics. Evaluating such
design will be an evolutionary step to our ealier work on
synthesis VLAN.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the inverted hashing and pruning for mining association rule using the hybrid secure sum protocol for
homogenous distributed database. The performance of this algorithm increases as compare to Apriori algorithm because this
paper using hash based function and also for the privacy using hybrid technique. The computation time of hybrid technique is
lesser as compare to other protocol and it’s also useful for secure multi party computation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Secure multi party computation is not a problem of single
party as the name suggested that it’s containing more than
two parties. Problem arises when all the parties in
homogeneous environment want to compute their common
function or value without disclosing their private data to the
other parties. During the computation of secure sum its
requirements of privacy is required because some of parties
act as milieus and misuse the other parties’ data. Secure
sum protocol contains two main models one is ideal model
in which the presence of trusted third party. And another is
real model there is no any existence of third party, in which
protocol initiator party controlled all the information.

For finding the global support and global confidence used
the following formula
Global Support= Support (1) + ……………+Support (n)
……………(3)
Global Confidence= Confidence (1) +….. Confidence (n)
…………….(4)
2. INVERTED HASHING AND PRUNING
Inverted hashing and pruning [8] is an advancement of
direct hashing and pruning. In the sense both are used hash
table to prune the some of candidates from the transaction
table. In direct hashing and pruning during the Kth pass on
the database (K+1) item sets is hashed into the hash table.
If the hash value of (K+1) is less then to the user defined
minimum support then it’s not consider for the next pass. In
inverted hashing and pruning for each item the transaction
identifier for the transaction that contain item that hashed
into the hash table. That called as transaction hash table.
When the item occurs in transaction identifier then it
hashed into the transaction hash table.

In this paper we address the ideal model where third party
is presents. For calculating the function or support here in
this paper we used the association rule mining technique
(Inverted Hashing and Pruning). Mining association rule in
transaction has been demonstrated to be useful and
technically feasible in several transaction areas. Let the
transaction I= {i1, i2……… in} be sets of items. Where the
each transaction T  ﺡI .Association rule implication of the
form X→Y, then the X ⊂ I and Y ⊂ I as well as X ∩Y=ɸ.
The rule X→Y is holding minimum confidence (Min Conf)
and minimum support (Min Sup). Minimum confidence is
denoted by C% and minimum support is denoted by S%.

Thus the transaction hash table is generated for each item
sets as the number of occurrences of each item sets during
the first pass of each item sets. After the first pass we
remove those item sets having the minimum support less
than the defined minimum support. And same process
continued till the candidate set not generated. Algorithm 1
shows the inverted hashing and pruning of the complete
database.

For finding minimum support used the following formula
that given below
Support= (X∪Y)/ |Total Number of Transaction in given
Transaction Table| ………………..(1)
Confidence= (X∪Y)/ X. Count ……(2)
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Algorithm1: Inverted Hashing and Pruning

Begin
K= Size(X)
Maximum Possible Count=0;
For (J=0; J< Size (Transaction Hash Table (THT); J++)) do
Maximum Possible Count += Minimum(X [1].THT [J],
X[2].THT[J]……………… X[k].THT [J]);
Return (Maximum Possible Count)
End
}
Step20:- Then Remove X from Ck;
Step21:- For each Transaction T€ Database do begin *
Scan the Transaction to Count the occurrences of
candidates K item sets */
Step22:- For each K item set X in T do
Step23:- If X€ Ck then X. Count++;
Step24:-End
Step25:- ∪k Fk

Step1:- Database is equal to the set of Transaction.
Step2:- Items is equal to the sets of Items.
Step3:-Transaction = <TID, {X|X€ Items}>
Step4:- Count the number of occurrences of each item and
create a Hash table by using well defined Hash function {M
mod N}/* M= Transaction Id of each transaction, N =user
defined Value*/.
Step5:- For each transaction T € Database.
Do begin
Step6:- For each item X in Transaction T do begin.
Step7:-X. Count++.
Step8:-X.THT (H (T.TID)) ++. /*THT-Transaction Hash
Table, TID- Transaction ID*/
Step9:-End of process.
Step10:-End of process.
Step11:-F1={X€
Items
|X.
Count
|Size
of
Database|≥minimum support} *F1 Sets of items for first
frequents item sets*/
Step12:- For (K=2; Fk-1≠ɸ; K++) do begin /*Fk set of
frequents K item sets where K≥2 *
Step13:- For each item I€ any frequents (K-1) item sets do
Remove I. THT.
Step14:-Ck=Fk-1* Fk-1 /* Ck =Set of candidates K item sets,
Fk-1* Fk-1 Natural join between Fk-1 and Fk-1 for K-2 item
sets */
Step15:- For each K item sets X € Ck do
Step16:-If Ǝ Y|Y= (K-1) subsets if X and Y {Y€ Fk-1}
Step17:-Then Remove X from Ck.
Step18:-For each K-item sets X€ Ck do /*Prune the
Candidates K Item sets using Transaction Hash Table */
Step19:-If (Get maximum Possible Count(X)/|size of
database|< Minimum Support)
{
Get Maximum Possible Count (item set X)

3. HYBRID SECURE SUM TECHNIQUE
Hybrid secure sum technique [11] is based on the ideal
model where the presence of the third party. Third party
plays an important role in this technique. And third party is
not a trusted party so privacy and security also required. All
the parties divides the own database into the number of data
segments. And each party considers their own random
number. If there are n number of parties then n of data
segments are required. Fig1 shows the architecture of
hybrid secure sum technique and Algorithm2 shows the
brief description of the Hybrid secure sum technique.
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Fig1:-Shows Hybrid Secure Sum Architecture

Algorithm2: Hybrid Secure Sum Technique
Step1:- Divided the whole database into horizontal
partition database and each partition database denoted by
different number of parties (P1, P2……Pn ).
Step2:- Each party calculated their partial support by using
the following formula PS=X. support –minimum
Support*|size of the database|
Step3:- Each party divided the particular Partial support
into the number of segments (D1, D2……….Dn ).
Step4:- Each party selected their own random number but
the random number is equal to the number of segments for
particular partitioned database (R1, R2………..Rn )
Step5:-First all the parties’ presents in the database
environments send the first data segments to the third party.
Step6:-Third party calculated the sum of the data segments
values that receive from the different parties presents in the
homogeneous environments by using the following
formula.
Sum(S) = D11+D21+…………Dn1

Step7:- Third party send the sum to the first party presents
in the database environments.
Step8:-Party Pi subtract its first random number (R1) and
adds its second data segments (D2) as well as second
random number (R2) after that this sum send to the next
party presents in the environments.
S (n) =Sum –R1+R2+D2
Step9:-After that Pn sanded the sum S to the previous party
Pn-1
Step10:- Party Pn-1 subtract its second random number
(R2) and added its third data segments (D3) as well as third
random number (R3) and send to the previous party till P1.
S (n-1) =Sn-R2+R3+D3
Step11:- After that the party P1 sanded the sum to the third
party and third party send the same sum to the n th party
(Pn).
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Step12:- Party Pn subtracts its second random number (R2)
and added its third data segments (D3). This sum sanded to
the previous party.
S (n) =Sum-R2+D3
Step13:- Party (Pn-1) subtracts its third random number
(R3) and sends to the previous party till process continues
till party (P1).
S (n-1) = S (n)-R3
Step14:-Party P1 sends the sum to the third party presents
in the homogeneous partitioned database.
Step15:-Third party broadcast the sum to the all parties
presents in the database environments (P1, P2…….Pn).
Step16:- End of Algorithm.

TABLE2: - Hash Value List
B

C

D

E

F

G

0
1

3
3

3
2

2
3

1
4

1
0

3
1

1
2

2

2

2

2

2

1

0

0

3

1

1

2

0

0

3

3

4

1

1

1

2

0

0

2

TABLE3:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Individual Item Set

In this paper consider the number of parties N where N≥3.
And each party divided the entire database into number of
different data segments in horizontal partitioned scenario.
And every party contains their hash value in the function of
M mod N for providing privacy used hybrid secure sum
technique [11]. Table 1, 5, 9, and 13 shows the dataset of
each party. And Table 2, 6, 10, and 14 shows hash value
list. Table 3, 7, 11, and 15 shows the hash value list having
mining support count for individual item sets. Table 4, 8
and 12 shows the hash value having minimum support
count for two item sets.
Transaction
A,B, D, E, F
A, B, C, D, G
B,C, D
A,G
B, D
C,F
D, A
E,A
F, B
G, D
A,B,C
A,C,D
B,C,D
C,F,G
A,C,G
A,B,F,G
B,C,D,F,G
A
C,G,F

A

Let the minimum support count is 9

4. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT

Transaction Id
T0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18

HASH
VALUE

HASH
VALUE
0

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

3

3

2

1

-

-

-

1

3

2

3

4

-

-

-

2

2

2

2

2

-

-

-

3

1

1

2

0

-

-

-

-

4

1

1

1

-

2

TABLE4:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Two Item Set

Hash Value
0Mod5=0
1Mod5=1
2Mod5=2
3Mod5=3
4Mod5=4
5Mod5=0
6Mod5=1
7Mod5=2
8Mod5=3
9Mod5=4
10Mod5=0
11Mod5=1
12Mod5=2
13Mod5=3
14Mod5=4
15Mod5=0
16Mod5=1
17Mod5=2
18Mod5=3

HASH
VALUE

AB

AC

AD

BC

BD

CD

0
1
2
3
4

3
1
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
1

1
3
0
0
0

1
2
2
0
0

1
2
2
0
1

0
3
2
0
0

Let us consider the minimum support is 40%
List of frequents item sets at party 1 is = {A, B, C, D}
Let us consider the item is = {A}
Then the partial support is calculated by using the
following formula
PS=X. Support-Minimum Support*|size of database table|
PS1=10-.4*18=2.8

TABLE1:-Set of Database of Party1
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TABLE5:- Set of Database of Party2
Transaction Id

Transaction

Hash Value

T0
T1

A,B, D, E
A, B, C, G

0Mod5=0
1Mod5=1

T2
T3

B,C
A,G,F

2Mod5=2
3Mod5=3

T4

B, D,A

4Mod5=4

T5

C,F,G

5Mod5=0

TABLE8:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Two Item Set
HASH
AB
AC
BC
BD
VALUE
0

3

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

0

0

2

1

3

1

1

0

0

4

1

1

0

1

T6

D, A

6Mod5=1

T7

E,A

7Mod5=2

Let us consider the minimum support is 40%

T8
T9

A,F, B
G, D

8Mod5=3
9Mod5=4

List of frequents item sets at party 2 is = {A, B, C}

T10

A,B,C

10Mod5=0

Let us consider the item is = {A}

T11
T12
T13

A,C,D
B,C,D
C,F,G,A

11Mod5=1
12Mod5=2
13Mod5=3

Then the partial support is calculated by using the
following formula

T14
T15

A,C,G
A,B,F,G,D

14Mod5=4
15Mod5=0

PS=X. Support-Minimum Support*|size of database table|
PS2=12-.4*16=5.6

T16

B,C,D,F,G,E

16Mod5=1
TABLE 9:- Set of database of party3

TABLE6: - Hash Value List
HASH
A
B
C
VALUE

D

E

F

G

0
3
3
2
2
1
3
2
3
3
2
1
2
2
1
3
3
1
1
0
4
2
1
1
2
Let the minimum support count is 9

1
1
1
0
0

2
1
0
3
0

2
2
0
2
2

TABLE7:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Individual Item Set
HASH
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
VALUE

Transaction Id

Transaction

Hash Value

T0

B, D, E, F

0Mod5=0

T1

B, C, D, G

1Mod5=1

T2

A,B,C, D

2Mod5=2

T3

A,B,G

3Mod5=3

T4

A,B, D

4Mod5=4

T5

C,F

5Mod5=0

T6

B,D, A

6Mod5=1

T7

E,A

7Mod5=2

T8

F, B

8Mod5=3

T9

G, D

9Mod5=4

T10

A,B,C

10Mod5=0

0

3

3

2

-

-

-

-

1

3

2

3

-

-

-

-

2

1

2

2

-

-

-

-

T11

A,C,D,F

11Mod5=1

3

3

1

1

-

-

-

T12

B,C,D,G

12Mod5=2

-

-

T13

C,F,G

13Mod5=3

T14

A,C,G

14Mod5=4

T15

A,B,F,G

15Mod5=0

T16

B,C,D,F,G

16Mod5=1

T17

A,B

17Mod5=2

4

2

1

1

-

-
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TABLE10: - Hash Value List
HASH
A
B
C
VALUE

D

TABLE13:- Set of database of party4
Transaction Id
Transaction

Hash Value

T0

A,B, D, E, F

0Mod5=0

0

3

3

2

1

1

3

1

1

2

3

3

4

0

2

2

T1

A, B, C, D, G

1Mod5=1

2

3

3

2

2

1

0

1

T2

B,C, D

2Mod5=2

3

1

2

1

0

0

2

2

T3

A,G

3Mod5=3

4

2

1

1

2

0

0

2

T4

A,B, D

4Mod5=4

T5

C,F,G

5Mod5=0

T6

D, A

6Mod5=1

TABLE11:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Individual Item Set
HASH
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
VALUE
0
3
3
2
1
-

T7

E,A

7Mod5=2

T8

A,F, B

8Mod5=3

T9

G, D

9Mod5=4

T10

A,B,C

10Mod5=0

1

2

3

3

4

-

-

-

T11

A,C,D

11Mod5=1

2

3

3

2

2

-

-

-

T12

B,C,D

12Mod5=2

T13

A,C,F,G

13Mod5=3

3

1

2

1

0

-

-

T14

A,B,C,G

14Mod5=4

-

-

E

F

G

Let the minimum support count is 9

4

2

1

1

2

-

TABLE12:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Two Item Set
HASH
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD
VALUE

TABLE14: - Hash Value List
HASH
A
B
C
D
VALUE

E

F

G

0

1

2

1

0
1
2
3
4

1
3
1
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
0
4
2
2
1
2
Let the minimum support count is 9

0
1
0
0

0
0
2
0

1
0
2
2

2
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
0
1

0
2
1
0
1

1
2
2
0
0

1
3
2
0
1

0
3
2
0
0

Let us consider the minimum support is 40%

2

2

2

1

TABLE15:-Hash Value List having Minimum Support
Count for Individual Item Set
HASH
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
VALUE
0
2
1
3
2
1
-

List of frequents item sets at party 3 is = {A, B, C, D}
Let us consider the item is = {A}
Then the partial support is calculated by using the
following formula

3

PS=X. Support-Minimum Support*|size of database table|
PS3=11-.4*17=4.2

4

3
2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Let us consider the minimum support is 40%
List of frequents item sets at party 4 is = {A, B, C, D}
Let us consider the item is = {A}
Then the partial support is calculated by using the
following formula
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PS=X. Support-Minimum Support*|size of database table|
PS4=11-.4*14=5.4
PS1=2.8, PS2=5.6, PS3=4.2, PS4=5.4

After that third party will broadcast the result to all the
parties presents in the database environments then the
global excess support is equal to broadcasted result by the
third party so the global excess support is 11 that are
greater than zero so it’s globally frequents item sets
otherwise it’s globally infrequent.

Divide the partial support into the number of data segments
D11=1.4, D12=1.2, D13=0.2
D21=1.4, D22=2.2, D23=2.0
D31=1.4, D32=2.0, D33=0.8
D41=1.4, D42=2.2, D43=1.8

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we address mainly two main problems one is
association rule mining and another one is privacy
preserving technique. For decreasing the complexity of
association rule mining we used inverted hashing in which
hash function is used to create a hash transaction table and
for providing the highest privacy, hybrid secure sum
protocol is used in which each party divided data into
number of different segments with zero percentage of data
leakage.

Let the random number for each data segment for providing
the highest privacy to the data
R11=1, R12=2, R13=1
R21=2, R22=1, R23=1
R31=1, R32=1, R33=2
R41=1, R42=1, R43=1
First the all parties send the first data segments to the third
party Then the third party calculates the sum of all the first
data segments S=D11+D21+……………D1n.
S=1.4+1.4+1.4+1.4=5.6
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ABSTRACT
The growth of e-commerce business especially in the business - to- customer and business- to -business relationships segments in
recent years is an indication of how computer technology has improved activities in human lives. It is widely projected that ecommerce as a sector of business transaction is poised for spectacular growth. An immediate shortcoming of e-commerce is the
risk involved in transactions itself. Such risks include viruses, hacking, repudiation, account takeover fraud, card generators,
changing ship address, lost and stolen cards, delivery of physical goods, delivery of digital goods, legal and regulatory iss ues.
These risks can be broadly classified into security, payment, fulfillment and legal and regulatory risks. Formal methods of risks
assessment of e-commerce transactions have not being critically looked into in order to encourage this business method. We
propose a model for assessment of e-commerce risks which is further simulated using available data. The system performance
was further evaluated using MATLAB and is found to be more than 90% successful when compared with existing systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic commerce, commonly known as e-commerce,
refers to the buying and selling of products or services over
electronic systems such as the Internet and other computer
networks. The term also may refer to more than just buying
and selling products online to include the entire online
process of developing, marketing, selling, delivering,
servicing and paying for products and services. In [13],
Westland and Theodore disclosed that most people today
associate the concept of electronic commerce (e-commerce)
with using the Internet to market and sell one’s goods and
services. The term e-commerce meant the process of
execution of commercial transactions electronically with
the help of the leading technologies such as Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) and Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
which gave an opportunity for users to exchange business
information and do electronic transactions. The ability to
use these technologies appeared in the late 1970s and
allowed business companies and organizations to send
commercial documentation electronically. E-commerce has
its history dated back to the invention of the very old notion
of "sell and buy" electricity, cables, computers, modems,
on the Internet. E-commerce became possible in 1991 when
the Internet was opened to commercial use. Since that date
thousands of businesses have taken up residence at web
sites. The gains accrued to e-commerce mode of transaction
include the following:





Faster buying/selling procedure, as well as easy
to find products.
Buying/selling 24/7.

 More reach to customers, there is no theoretical
geographic limitations.

 Low operational costs and better quality of
services.

 No need of physical company set-ups.
 Easy to start and manage a business.
 Ease of selection of products from different
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providers without moving around physically.
According to [8], a lot of advantages which are
gained if business is conducted online include:
Reduction in buyer’s sorting out time.
Better buyer’s decisions
Less time is spent in resolving invoice and order
discrepancies.
Increased opportunities for buying alternative
products.
Helps reduce the delivery time, labour cost and
the cost incurred.
Reducing both the time and personnel required to
complete business processes, and reducing strain
on other resources.
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It has been observed that e-commerce today is a remarkable
experience [7]. It has transformed traditional shopping
beyond recognition. It is so much better than any other
ways of shopping that it has already attracted a great
number of e-commerce users. If some years ago ecommerce was not encouraged, now it has become the
order of the day. People seem to shop literally everywhere
– at their workplaces, during lunch times, in rush hour, etc.
It has gained so much popularity because its underlying
technologies are evolving at giant steps. Prospective
vendors are offered to check the product with a mouse to
better understand its shape, size and texture. Electronic
commerce is generally considered to be the sales aspect of
e-business. It also consists of the exchange of data to
facilitate the financing and payment aspects of business
transactions, [11] Despite the above uses and advantages of
e- commerce, in recent times, there has being rising cases
of fraudulent activities in online business transaction,
owing to the fact that most businesses within this domain
are done mostly on pure assumption that the targeted
products or services are correctly carried out through the
appropriate media so that there is value for whatever
services/products being paid for. This is a serious threat to
the e-commerce form of transaction. As is the case with
such transactions, most fraudsters have seized the
opportunity to invade the market due to a black - box like
scenario that exists between the merchants and the vendors.

For these reasons, e-commerce mode of conducting
business has being neglected. Ref [6] stated that every
investor who has invested or is considering investing in a
risky business at some point in time must consider
assessing the risks involved in such an investment before
investing into it. According a document from [5], risk
assessment is a process or application of a methodology for
evaluating risk as defined by probability and frequency of
occurrence of a hazard event, exposure of people and
property to the hazard, and consequences of that exposure.
Particularly as it concerned e-commerce transactions, this
aspect has not being properly addressed. Despite progress
in formal software methods, prototyping, and evolutionary
software processes, risk assessment remains as an open
issue dependent on human expertise,[12]. For risk
assessment to be achieved, risk assessment steps has to be
properly followed. According to [4], risk assessment steps
in any software project include:




This research work seeks to address the above problems by
providing a platform for detecting and assessing risks in ecommerce. Specifically, we studied an e - commerce
domain to identified inherent risks. We further formalize
and adopt a model that will be used in predicting the nature
of e-commerce transactions.

This problem can be seen as reducing the growth of ecommerce as a form of business and hindered its progress.
However, due to series of transformations going on in our
economy and the Nigerian state in general, the Central
Bank of Nigeria, which is the organ responsible for such
financial reforms has taken steps towards the reduction in
the circulation of cash in the Nigerian Economy. This
development is aimed at encouraging e-commerce
transactions thereby reducing the risks born out of
transactions involving physical cash by individuals and
corporate bodies in the country. Cashless economy which is
already in practice in some parts of the country seeks to
restrict both withdrawal and deposit of funds to certain
amount for both corporate bodies and individuals thereby
encouraging e-commerce, [9]. Over the years, the people of
Nigeria have not fully considered e-commerce as a channel
of transaction. This is because:





Risk identification
Risk analysis and
Risk prioritization.

most people do not believe that they can conduct
safe transaction via e-commerce;
there has being no approach that can be used in
detecting risks in e-commerce,
there is no standard way to determine the
genuineness of e-commerce transactions;
there is generally lack of knowledge about
assessing the risks in e-commerce.
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2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the proposed system is shown in figure 1. It shows a three -tier architecture, consisting of the user browser,
application server/proxy layer and various application hosts. A user directly interacts with the system using a browser. Various ecommerce products are provided by the application server.

BROWSER
ISP
APPLICATION SERVER/PROXY LAYER

Host 1

Host 2

Host 3

Fig 1 Architecture of the proposed system

The users, be it the supplier or the consumer will access the system by making use of any of the user systems and carry out the
expected transaction. They will be guided by the decision process from the model which will be housed by the application server.
An internet connection is made available through the internet medium. The e-commerce server will house the products or
services that will be available for e-commerce users to access and transact. The system to be developed will only detect risks
when there is a transaction going on, and based on history of past transactions.
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3. THE MARKOV DECISION PROCESS

Given an MDP, (S, A, Psa,

In order to determine the risky nature of an e-commerce
transaction, this research adopts an artificial intelligence
concept that aids in decision making, called Markov
Decision Process. According to [14], Markov Decision
Process (MDP) is a stochastic process that is defined by a
tuple (S, A, Psa,

1. For each state s, initialize V(s) to some starting
point
2. Repeat until convergence
{
For each state s, update
V(s) = R(s)max
}

, R), where S is a set of possible states,

A is the set of possible actions, Psa is the state transition
probabilities,

is the discount factor and is between 0 and

1; R is the reward function and it takes values 0 or 1(i.e
when a transaction is successful, reward value is 0, but
when a transaction is not successful, reward value is 1). On
executing action a in a state s, the probability of
transitioning to state s’ is given by Psa(s’) and the reward is
given by R(s’). A policy

It is stochastic because it comprises of series of actions and
states which each have a finite number of possible
outcomes with given probabilities. The approach adopted in
this research is the Bellman’s Equation because of its
concise relationship with the fundamental risk equation.

maps actions to each state in

the MDP. The primary goal in MDP is to find an optimal
policy that maximizes the value function in each state of
the MDP.

3.1 System Design

The MDP uses either the Bellman’s equation or the Value
Iteration methods to evaluate the Value Function. The
value function for a state s, defined in terms of the Bellman
equations:
V

(s) = R(s) +

Ps

(s)(S’)V

Unified Modeling Language (UML) tools are used in the
System design stage of this research to show specifications
for the proposed system. Prominent among them is the use
case diagrams. The system has four components. These are
the supplier, consumers, transaction manager and the
payment system. Their respective functions are:

(S’)…(3.1)

But the fundamental equation for estimating risks
according to [1] is stated as:
Risk, ( R) =

Supplier:
 Assess Risks: The supplier will assess the risks
eminent in the system to reduce cases of loss and
ensure high profit from transaction.
 Advertise products: Place products/items on the
Web so that consumers can browse and select
items to purchase.
 Process Orders: Process all order transaction
placed by the consumer.
 Accept Payment: Collect payment through the
payment system which conclude the transaction.
 Deliver products: Deliver products to the
consumer based on the transaction specification.
 Deliver Services: The supplier will deliver
services paid for to the consumer based on the
transactions specification.

……….(3.2)

Where R is the risk, Ptis the transition probability at state i
and C is the cost associated with state i, N is the finite
number of states and t is the time in days.
It can be seen that the two equations have a lot of things in
common. The Value function, denoted by V (s) can be
said to be the result of the risk evaluation, R, the
probability of transition from states, Ps

(s),

, R),(with symbols having

same meaning as above), the value iteration algorithm is
used to find the optimal value and is as follows:

can be likened

to the probability of transition at state i in the risk equation,
given as
.
The reward, denoted by R(s) when applied to the risk
equation will be zero when the transaction is not successful
and will have a value of one if the transaction is successful.
The discount factor which lie between (0, 1) will be
assumed to be 1 because a transaction will certainly occur
for risks to be noticed and if no transaction occurs, it means
the discount factor will be 0. The Value Iteration method of
MDP is thus:
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Step 8: The Consumer pays for the goods/services at the
payment system that will be accepted by the Supplier.
Step 9: The Supplier then directs for the supply of the
goods/services to the consumer as he acknowledges the
payment upon receipt of the money.
Step 10: Transaction Manager then ensures the consumer
receives the goods/services in good condition as at when
due.

Consumer:
 Assess risk: The consumer can assess the risks in
the said transaction before finally embarking on
it.
 Browse/select items: The consumer can browse
and select items from the supplier’s Website
 Make order: Consumer make an order of those
selected item and initiate a transaction
 Acknowledge Delivery: The customer can
acknowledge delivery of products/services after a
successful transaction.
 Cancel order: Cancel selected transaction or all
already ordered transaction
 Make payment: Make payment to the merchant
through the payment gateway for a transaction

4. CONCLUSION
E-commerce risks are numerous, the world over, especially
the Nigerian state, owing to the fact that risks are not
assessed before any transaction online. The major objective
of this research work is to adopt a model and also develop a
system based on the model that will be used in assessing
and detection e-commerce risks during online transactions,
so that cases of fraud are reduced during e-commerce
activities. Conclusively, this research work will help in
reducing the cases of frauds often noticed during online
transactions. This is majorly with the sole aim of
encouraging the Cashless Policy recently introduced in
Nigeria by the Central Bank of Nigeria. Again, there are
advantages of transacting online, such as 24-hr access and
absence of vendors. But because of the noticed risks
eminent during online transaction, this process is not being
encouraged. This research has braced this gap by designing
a system that will be used by anybody transacting online to
ascertain the nature of the transaction before going into it.
Most importantly, the adopted model, the Markov Model
uses some concepts of artificial intelligence which gives
room for easy detection and assessment on e-commerce
risks anytime. With the full implementation of this system
as stated in this research work, the implementation of the
CBN’s Cashless Policy will be given a boost and the
Nigerian society in general will see reasons to advance in
the cause of transactions by embracing e-commerce.

Transaction Manager: Functions attached to the
transaction manager are:
 Collect order info: Collect information about the
order placed by the consumer
 Validate Consumer: Verify and validate the
consumer information
 Generate ID: Process the submitted order and
generate a single use consumer ID.
 Send Consumer Info: Send consumer’s
information to the payment system’s database.
The Payment System:
 Transfer Fund: Transfer fund from the
consumer’s account to the supplier’s account.
 Send Fund Transfer Confirmation: Confirm fund
transfer to the consumer and supplier.
 Validate Consumer ID: Validate the genuineness
of the consumer
 Validate supplier: Validate the authenticity of the
supplier
 Find Consumer’s ID: Search for consumers that
have placed order for supply.
Based on the representation from the Supplier, Consumer,
Payment system and the Transaction Manager, an
algorithm can be developed as follows:

5. SUGGESTED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
The area of risk management is a broad area that affects
virtually all aspects of human life. The e-commerce risk
exemplified in this research is just a tip of the iceberg when
you talk about risk management. As such, critical studies
can still be done in this area of risk management by
considering any other disturbing phenomenon like natural
disasters, climate change and even in some processes of
software development so that the risky impact will be
reduced before harm. It is strongly suggested that more
research be done in major aspect of risks, employing
different approaches so that good results will be achieved.

Step 1: The Consumer and Supplier assess the risks in the
e-commerce.
Step 2: If risk nature is low, Consumer and Supplier
continue with the transaction, else, cancel and discontinue
with the transaction.
Step 3: Supplier advertises products on the e-commerce
site.
Step 4: Consumer goes online to make purchases
Step 5: Consumer directs the products information to the
transaction manager.
Step 6: The Transaction Manager generates and verifies
IDs for the Consumer.
Step 7: Transaction Manager directs for payment to be
made for the considered goods/services.
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ABSTRACT
The need for a National system that engenders collaborations between universities in Nigeria has spurned various attempts at
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many attempts have been recorded in African countries to
interconnect resources within universities/institutes for
proper sharing. Most are still moribund employing some
primitive methods for resolving sharability issues.
Examples are as contained in Etim F., [1]. The
Cameroonian inter- university network is one of
Cameroon’s effort and determination to provide this
infrastructure to its universities. KENET in Kenya the
initiatives to establish a high speed, reliable IT network for
interconnectivity among educational institutions in Kenya,
AAU. The Malawi Academic and Research Network
(MAREN), was established to provide bandwidth to major
academic sites. Senegal with the UCAD information
technology network connects schools and faculties of the
university in Senegal.

Daily Independent, [2], wrote about the move by National
Universities Commission (NUC), to create and integrate the
data sources in the universities in what she called National
Universities Commission Data Base (NUCDB).The project
is partnered by GUCCI-CHIS to provide an online
information system where valuable data are stored and
retrieved. The system is designed to cater for students,
staff, administrators and researchers, as well as, provide
online access to international library materials as
subscribed by NUC. Data from all universities will be
replicated at NUC headquarters to provide a centralized
storage repository, Daily Independent, [3].
Finally, speaking on the benefits of this innovative project,
the consultant to the project, Adengwupu, said that
universities will benefit immensely from the infrastructure
provided and managed by the NUCDB project and the
internet connectivity deployed and managed by the project.
He added that parents and prospective students should be
able to compare performance in certain courses across
different universities overtime from one reliable source
online.

According to Etim, [1], Nigeria has been involved in many
projects to create National Research and Education
Networks. These are NUMIS, NUNet, PolyNet, TeachNet,
NearNet, elfNet, NULP and VLC, in an effort to foster
collaboration and develop industrial, research and academic
communities. Ogunsola,[2], noted that the proliferation of
Nigerian universities despite the economic recession in the
country since 1980, has aggravated the problem for
universities and their libraries that their future seemed
uncertain.
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In the course of this research, it was discovered that almost
all nations have at least one functional National Education
and Research Network but Nigeria. The analysis is
therefore limited considering space requirement.

2. MODELS OF EXISTING FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEMS
Models of existing functional systems are hereby presented
with a view to identifying their strengths and weaknesses.
This is expected to help in the design of the intended model
for universities, research institutes and other higher
educational institutions in Nigeria. Below are common
provisioning found in most models of Education and
Research Networks world-wide. At the end, a table
coordinates these components; thereby create an insight
into the trends adopted by existing networks.

Overview of AARNET model.
According to Goggig G. [3], wrote that AARNET provides:
a.
A network infrastructure to Regional, Rural and
Remote parts of Australia.
b. Internet services (high capacity and cost
effective) to Educational and Research nationally
and internationally.
c. Acquisition of high bandwidth capacity on the
advanced fibre optic network.
d. Built a backbone of dark fibre which implies
flexible high capacity national backbone.
e. Boasts of a super broadband of 10Mbps local and
up to 1 – 10Gbps for international.
f. There are also two state networks in form of
VERNet and SABRENet. Together regarded as
Australia Research and Education Network
(AREN).
g. Building fibre optics connecting its customers
into network at 1 – 10Gbps while international
capacity is standing at over 30Gbps.
h. Pioneered wireless authentication service
(eduroam).
i. Its roadmap for the future includes:
Globalization,
Virtualization
and
Cloud
computing paradigm.

The following networks were presented:

Australian Academic and Research Network
(AARNET).

Canadian Academic and Research Network
(Canarie)

United States Internet2 (Education and Research
Network for the United States)

China Education and Research Network
(CERNET).

Joint Academic and Research Network for UK
(JANET)

Gigabit
European
Advanced
Network
Technology (GEANT).

Kenya Education Network (KENET).

Figure 1: AARNET model
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CANARIE - Canada’s Network for Advancement of
Research, Industry and Education.

e.
f.

Tim Rooch, Jim Ghadbane, Karthryn Anthonisen [4], wrote
that CANARIE maintains:
a. A leased Wide Area Network links to transfer
very large data files.
b. Core Network consisting of 19000KM of fibre
optic cable capable of speeds as high as 100Gbps
and a minimum of 10Gbps.
c. Specifically for Education and Research in
Canada with links into its provincial networks
level.
d. Links to remote communities on the islands.

g.

As at 2010, transferred an average of 6.6
petabytes of data per quarter.
Used for long haul, while users provide for last
mile.
Close to 1 million scientists and students have
access to CANARIE through 89 universities 105
colleges 47 cegeps, 84 provincial and federal
government labs and research parks, 58 hospitals
and health networks, 31 cultural institutions and
thousands of K – 12 schools across the country.

Also, connected to 10 regional and 3 territorial research
networks in Canada. 100 international peer networks in 80
countries.

Figure 2: CANARIE’s Network as of 12th May 2012 Courtesy Wikipedia (Retrieved 2012)
Figure 2 shows Canarie’s Network across Canada.

INTERNET2

GEANT
Gigabit European Advanced Network Technology is the
main European multi-gigabit computer network for
research and education purposes.

It is a Not for profit United States consortium led by
members from the research and education communities,
industries and government. With 200 higher education, 40
members from industries and others. Based on fibre optics
connections. In 2007, Internet2 began operating its newest
Dynamic Circuit Network (DCN).
An
advanced
technology that allows user-based allocation of advanced
capacity data circuit. According to Wikipedia, the network
is robust, cost effective and dynamic optical network and
packet network. Furnishes 100 Gbps network backbone to
more than 210 US educational institutions, 70 corporate
and 45 nonprofit government agencies. IPv6, open source
middleware for secured network access, layer 3 Virtual
Packet Networks. Provides capacity for multimedia.

a.
b.
c.

d.

89

Link speed ranges from 155Mbps on the slowest
spur link to 10Gbps on the core optical fibre
network.
Its development spanned beyond project plan.
To interconnect with the regional research
networks (such as, JANET, HEAnet, Abelene
Network, CANARIE, ESnet, SINET,etc,) to
create single global research network.
Has gigabits link to North America and Japan.
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e.

Initially had 10 members served with
international bandwidth and local connectivity
with another 12 institutions connected to each
other locally via KENET.
f. Plans to interconnect 65 – 75 cities to 10Mbps
last mile connections.
g. KENET has been having license waiver from
Communication Commission of Kenya (CCK).
h. KENET offers in addition to many things server
co-location.
i. KENET also encourages institutions and other
associations engaged in Journal publications to
enable more literatures online. Has also
commissioned an online version of KENET
Engineer Journal which is hosted at KENET for
free. Aimed at providing more content to both
member institutions and public.
j. KENET plan to migrate to new technologies and
services such as.

Internet protocol (version IPv6).

Rich multimedia content for Education.

E-learning and multimedia content creation.
k. National fiber optic cable.
l. Undersea fibre optics cable.
m. Terrestrial fibre optics cable.
n. Dark fibre.
o. Additional facilities to members include:

Video conferencing

VoIP telephony

Security key infrastructure

Secure VPN

CERNET
According to Chang-Ji Wang and Jiang PingWu, [5],
CERNET
a. Has network research centre at Tsinghua
University Beijing China.
b. Favours peer to peer for its networks.
c. Uses Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to develop
and
deploy
authentication,
integrity,
confidentiality and non repudiation services.
d. Wikipedia wrote that it was funded by Chinese
government and directly managed by the
Ministry of Education, constructed and operated
by Tsinghua and other leading universities.
e. Has three layer hierarchy (Nation-wide backbone,
Regional Networks and Campus Networks).
f. Bandwith is 2.5 Gbps.
g. 12 global and regional channels connected to US,
Canada, the UK, Germany, Japan, and Hong
Kong at a bandwidth of 250Mbps.
h. Fibre infrastructure, 2,000KM high speed
transmission link, 2.5 Gbit high speed trunk. Last
mile speed is 10Mbps to 100Mbps
i. Home grown.
j. IPv6.
JANET (UK)
a. Optical fibre broadband Network.
b. MAN
c. Security
KENET
Kennedy Aseda [6] wrote that
a. There was problem of connectivity with regards
to availability of infrastructure, cost and overall
uptime.
b. This led to the adoption of leased line
infrastructure with no Service Level Agreement
(SLA), nor is there satellite connectivity which is
costly in terms of bandwidth.
c. Also monopoly of infrastructure was also a
problem.
d. Therefore institutions came together to lease
infrastructure as a group for mainly international
bandwidth.

These overview models are summarized under the
following sub-headings in a table 1.
0. Sponsors
1. Scope
2. Speed for local and international connectivity
3. Bandwidth local and international
4. Last mile connectivity
5. Mode of connection (options are: Undersea fibre
optics; Terrestrial fibre; Dark fibre optics; cloud;
internet; leased lines).
6. Problems that gave rise to the Nation’s Research
and Education Network (NREN)
7. NREN contents
8. Upgrading arrangements
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Sub

AARNET

CANARIE

INTERNET2

Non profit

Govt,

Nation-wide

GEANT

CERNET

JANET

KENET

Govt.

Govt.

Govt.

sponsored

sponsored

Sponsored

Heading
See
above

0.

sponsored
Non profit
1.

Nation-wide

National

Non Profit
&

International

National

&

International

Europe &

National

&

National

&

Other

Global

International

2.5Gbps

10Mbps local

regions
2.

10Mbps

local

186 Gbps

100Gbps

155Mbps

& 1 – 10Gbps

to 10Gbps

& 200Mbps

international
3.

international

Broadband

100Gb

100Gbps

maximum

10Gbps

280Mb

&

10Gb
minimum
4.

Dedicated

Satelite links

circuits
5.

Dynamic Circuit
network

Fibre optics

Leased WAN

Fibre optics

Cloud

for local &
fibre

Leased line,
Satellite

optics

for large data
6.

a)

To

foster

Problems of

international
recognition

interconnecti
&

vity as well

initiative
b)

as uptime.

Accessible

from a number
of devices.
7.

.

On-line
journal
articles, free
hosting
Journals.
Table 1 Summary of the reviewed model
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS
When this tabulation is analyzed against some of the risk
factors submitted by Uwadia C., et al [7], and reiterated as
follows:

Funding

Top Administrative Commitments

Project Team Composition and Sustainability

Technical Complexity and Team Expertise

Role of External Donors Consultants

Artificial Deadlines

Project Management Skills

Number of Collaboration Universities

User’s Commitments and Support

Lack of Information Technology Literacy among
Users and Top Administration

Organisational and Cultural Afinity

Proximity
of
Collaborating
Universities/Institutions

Intellectual Property Right Ownership
1)

2)

Funding
Most of the reviewed projects were funded by
their respective governments through grants.
Very few attract funds from the public while
none generates its fund even at peak operation.
Considering all attempts in Nigeria, Uwadia C, et
al wrote that NUMIS was not adequately funded.
Therefore, to forestall this dearth in funding, the
new model attempted to explore the latest IT
technology that will drastically reduce cost of
both implementation and maintenance. Public
cloud technology is favoured.
Top Administrative Commitments
It is expected that top university administrators
must abide by the policy for setting up the NREN
by enforcing all standards appertaining. Because
a new technology is being advocated, they should
be made to know the implications of not settling
the subscription fee as- they- use. They must also
ensure that the required services (eg. Content,
etc) from the cloud are being delivered, as well
as, security of resources in the cloud.
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3)

Technical Complexity and Team Expertise
Most NREN reviewed used wired networks.
Fibre optics in form of Terrestrial fibre, undersea
fibre, etc., were some of the technologies used.
This requires extreme competencies and expertise
to make them work in an extensive country like
Nigeria. However, with the adoption of public
cloud technology, minimal expertise and
complexity will arise as the Cloud Service
Providers give most of the services. The
institutions experts must have to liaise with the
cloud service providers to ensure that things are
provided according to requirements, security
standards also must have to be enforced through
Service Level Agreements (SLA).

4)

Artificial Deadlines and Project Management
Skills
These two go together because the lack of project
management skills and complexity of process
give rise to artificial deadlines. If the steps
involved in the implementation and the
complexity of processes are reduced, such as,
using public cloud, minimal project management
skill will be required.

5)

Number of Collaborating Institutions
Most of the reviewed works in the table
developed earlier had the problems of setting up
individual institutions networks (last miles) and
then integrating them in a national and
international network. With public cloud, the last
miles will not pose a problem since no replication
of data islands will be required. Every user
accesses the same platform irrespective of
geographical distance. This reduces time and cost
of implementation. This is also true of the last
risk factors by Uwadia C. et al [7]. ‘Proximity of
participating institutions”, it has been mentioned
that geographic distances is not a risk factor with
the cloud. These and more risk factors are taken
care of with the cloud.
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4. CONCLUSION
Many countries National Research and Educational
Networks were reviewed. Some of the shortcomings are
cost of implementation, management, maintenance is very
high. Also, it requires a lot of competency and expertise to
build maintain and manage them in real time. This in
addition to increased project duration time for possible
implementation are major setbacks challenging possible
reenactment. The writer advocates public cloud technology
in Nigeria where storage and application in addition to
bandwidth are provided as a service, thereby reducing total
cost of ownership (TCO).
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ABSTRACT
The continuous scaling down of technology, there is the exponential increase in leakage current. The MTCMOS is an attractive
design to reduce the leakage current in idle state. Sleep-to-Active mode transition is an important concern in MTCMOS circuit
because it produces ground bounce noise. In this paper, Threshold Voltage tuning method with MTCMOS circuit is used to
reduce the ground bounce noise. An intermediate mode is applied between the Sleep-to-Active mode to reduce the virtual ground
voltage. The dependence of ground bounce noise on voltage, transistor size and temperature is characterized with MTCMOS
techniques. Different circuit techniques with threshold voltage tuning reduce the ground bounce noise, leakage current and active
power by 85.93%, 99.96% and 94.25% respectively, as compared to conventional circuit. The simulation of multiplier with
threshold voltage tuning circuit has been performed on cadence virtuoso 45nm CMOS technology.
Keywords: Ground Bounce Noise, Leakage Current, Mode Transition, Multi-Threshold (MTCMOS), Threshold Voltage
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency is an important issue for the battery
powered portable devices such as smart phones, GPS,
microcontroller [1]. Voltage scaling method is a well-known
method to reduce the energy consumption for operation due to
relationship between switching energy and supply voltage [2]
[3]. However, leakage current of these devices has increased
significantly as the technology shrinks. Every new technology
generation results, 30× increases in leakage current [4]. Power
gating is an effective method to reduce the leakage current, it
cutoff the power supply (or ground) in an idle state and
resumes the power supply when it is in active state.

Multipliers are the fundamental and essential building blocks
of VLSI systems, microprocessor (μP), Digital signal
processing (DSP), etc. the profile growth in semiconductor
device industry has led to development of high performance
portable systems with low power modules [7]. Multiplier has
three input sequences: parallel, serial and hybrid (parallelserial) approach. Parallel approach multiplier has higher speed
and better performance. The operation of parallel multiplier
can be divided into two parts: (i) formation of the partial
products, and (ii) summation of these partial products to form
final products, as shown in Fig.2.

Multi-Threshold CMOS (MTCMOS), also known as power
gating, it is widely used technique for reducing the subthreshold leakage current during Sleep mode [5] [6]. The basic
circuit of MTCMOS technique is shown in Fig.1. In
MTCMOS technique, a High_VTH PMOS is connected
between the real power line (power supply) and virtual power
line (Low_VTH circuit block), as shown in Fig.1. Alternatively
a High_VTH NMOS transistor is connected between actual
ground and virtual ground. These sleep transistors are cutoff to
reduce the sub-threshold leakage current in idle mode. When
the circuit is transiting from sleep – to – active mode, the large
voltage fluctuation occurs on both real power line and real
ground line, as shown in Fig.1. This voltage fluctuation causes
the ground bounce noise. In this paper ground bounce noise
phenomenon in MTCMOS circuit is evaluated.

Fig. 1: Basic Operation of Multiplier
The multiplier is a complex adder array structure. The
performance and characteristics of multiplier depend on the
algorithm in which they are operated [7]. Bit array multiplier
has regular and simple structure to explain. Fig. 3, shows
block diagram of 4×4 Bit Array multiplier. The partial product
is generated by multiplying, multiplicand and multiplier bits
[8]. The partial product are shifted to their bit orders and then
added by adders. If there are N numbers of partial products in
multiplier, then (N-1) bit adders are required.
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Fig.2: Conventional MTCMOS circuit with generated ground bounce noise [10].
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Fig 3: 4×4 Bit-Array Multiplier [7].
The advantage of the bit-array multiplier is that it has a
regular structure. Hence, it is easy to layout and has a small
size. A second advantage of the bit-array multiplier is its
ease of design for a pipelined architecture. The paper is
organized as follows. Different noise – aware Tri-mode
MTCMOS techniques describe in Section 2. Simulation
and results are explained in Section 3. This paper is
concluding in Section 4.

2. NOISE AWARE TECHNIQUE
In this section different Noise-Aware Tri-mode MTCMOS
Techniques are presented. The Standard Tri-mode
MTCMOS circuit techniques are presented in section 2.1.
The Tri-mode with Low_VTH Parker MTCMOS technique
is presented in section 2.2. The Forward Body Biased
MTCMOS circuit Technique is presented in section 2.3.
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The mode transition (sleep-to-active) is divided into two
parts – sleep-to-park mode and park-to-active mode. In first
transition sleep-to-park mode, the parker is turned on while
N1 is maintained to cutoff. The virtual ground line voltage
is discharging up-to the threshold voltage of parker (VTP).
The first wave of activation noise is produced between
sleep-to-park mode transitions [11]. In second transition
park-to-active mode, the parker is turned off and footer
transistor N1 is turned on. The virtual ground line voltage
is discharging up-to the ~VGND. The second wave of
activation noise is produced between park-to-active mode
transitions [12]. The ground bounce noise is reduced due to
lower the range of voltage fluctuation on virtual ground
with a two step transition from sleep-to-active mode
through park mode [13].

2.1 Trimode Mtcmos Technique
In this section we designed our circuit with Tri-mode
MTCMOS technique. This Tri-mode MTCMOS technique
used to reduce the activation noise [9]. An additional
High_VTH (PMOS) transistor with zero body biased is
connected in parallel with the footer High_VTH NMOS
sleep transistor as shown in Fig.4. This High_VTH PMOS
transistor introduced an additional PARK mode between
sleep and active mode to lower the ground bounce noise. In
sleep mode both N1 and parker are turned off to reduce the
sub-threshold leakage currents of the circuit. In sleep mode
the voltage at virtual GND line are maintained at ~VDD
[10].

Vdd

Virtual GND
MULTIPLIER DESIGN

VGnd1
N1
SLEEP

P1

Parker
PARK

(a
)
Virtual GND

Gnd
(b
)

Fig 4: Tri-mode MTCMOS circuits. (a) Tri-mode with High_VTH parker. (b) Tri-mode with Low-VTH parker [13].
2.2 Trimode Circuit With Low_VTH (TML)
In this section we designed our circuit with Low_VTH Trimode MTCMOS technique. The High_VTH PMOS
transistor in standard Tri-mode technique [as shown in
Fig.4. (a)] is replaced by Low_V TH PMOS transistor as
shown in Fig.4. (b). The use of Low-VTH PMOS the
discharging speed of virtual ground line voltage is
increased as compared to conventional Tri-mode circuit,
during sleep-to-park mode transition. On the virtual ground
line voltage the steady-state park mode voltage is decreased
due to Low-VTH PMOS. The virtual ground line voltage
during park-to-active mode transition is reduced. The peak
amplitude of the second wave of ground bounce noise in
Low-VTH PMOS technique is less than standard Tri-mode
technique. The maximum ground bounce noise is reduced
by two independently generated noise waveform through
parker sizing [13].

2.3 Forward Body Biased Trimode
In this section forward body biased noise aware MTCMOS
technique are used, as shown in Fig.5. (a) and (b). The
threshold voltage of the parker is used to describe the
different modes of operation. The forward body biased
technique further reduces the ground bounce noise as
compared to conventional Tri-mode and TML techniques.
The threshold voltage of the parker is reduced by applying
forward body biased. The VBIAS is varies from 0V to 700mV. The first wave of ground bounce noise is reduced
during sleep–to–park mode. The parker with lowering
threshold voltage reduces the second wave of ground
bounce noise in park–to–active mode [14]. The virtual
ground line voltage varies with different MTCMOS
techniques. A Low_VTH NMOS transistor (Biaser) and a
negative voltage are applied to tri-mode circuit to reduce
the body voltage of parker [15]. The biaser transistor
maintained cutoff by shorting the gate and terminal. The
forward body biased operation is performed in all the three
modes (sleep, park and active). The value of forward body
biased is adjusting with the help of VBIAS.
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Gnd
Fig 5: MTCMOS circuit with forward body biased parker (FBB). (a) Forward Body Biased circuit with High_VTH
parker. (b) Forward Body Biased circuit with Low_VTH parker [13].

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section we simulate the low power multiplier with
following technique: Tri-mode MTCMOS, Tri-mode with
Low-VTH MTCMOS, Forward Body Biased Tri-mode with
High-VTH (FBBH) and Forward Body Biased Tri-mode
with Low-VTH (FBBL). In this paper we characterized on
ground bounce noise, leakage current and active power
consumption.

0.217

5.32p
F

8.18nH

3.1 GROUND BOUNCE NOISE
In this section dependence of ground bounce noise on
voltage, transistor size and on temperature is evaluated. The
parasitic of the on-chip power distribution network and the
chip package interface are modeled, as shown in Fig.6 [11]
[16]. The parasitic impedance of 40-pin Dual-In-Line
package (DIP-40) model is used to evaluate the ground
bounce noise.

Pi
n

Bound Finger
Fig. 6 : DIP-40 package pin ground bounce noise model.
3.1.1 Effect of Voltage Scaling on GBN
The dependence of ground bounce noise on voltage scaling
for standard Tri-mode, Tri-mode with Low_VTH (TML)
and Forward Body Biased Tri-mode with High_VTH
(FBBH) and Forward Body Biased with Low_V TH (FBBL)
is evaluated in this section. The dependence of ground
bounce noise on voltage is shown in Table I.
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TABLE I: EFFECT OF VOLTAGE SCALING ON GROUND BOUNCE NOISE (IN MICROVOLT)
Voltage (V)
0.7

0.9

1

CONVENTIONAL

2149

4156

3511

TMH

652.9

829.6

856.1

TML

644.6

815.7

850.7

FBBH (VBIAS = 0V)

554.5

792.2

828.9

FBBH (optimum VBIAS)

544.3

767.2

815.1

FBBL (VBIAS = 0V)

504.2

650.1

689.3

FBBL (optimum VBIAS)

482.8

584.6

601.5

Percentage Reduction of Ground
Bounce Noise

The intensity of ground bounce noise is directly proportional to the rate of change of the instantaneous current (dI/dt) due to
transition of sleep transistor from sleep–to–active mode [17]. The peak amplitude of ground bounce noise is proportional to the
voltage swing on the virtual ground line during sleep–to–active mode transition. The ground bounce noise is increased with
higher voltage supply. If we increased the voltage supply than the voltage fluctuation at virtual ground line is increased and it
also increased the ground bounce noise.

TMH

TML

FBBH (VBIAS = 0V)

FBBH (optimum VBIAS)

FBBL (VBIAS = 0V)

FBBL (optimum VBIAS)

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0.7

0.9

1

Voltage (V)

Fig. 7: Percentage Ground Bounce Noise Reduction provided by different Tri-mode MTCMOS circuit Techniques as
compared to Conventional circuit.
As shown in Fig.7, Standard Tri-mode, TML, FBBH (VBIAS = 0V), FBBH (optimum VBIAS), FBBL (VBIAS = 0V) and FBBL
(optimum VBIAS) circuits reduce the ground bounce noise by 80.03%, 80.37%, 80.94%, 81.54%, 84.35% and 85.93% respectively
as compared to conventional multiplier circuit.
TABLE II: RELAXATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT TRI-M ODE CIRCUITS (IN NANOSECONDS)
TMH
TML
FBBH (VBIAS = 0V)
FBBH (optimum VBIAS)
FBBL (VBIAS = 0V)
FBBL (optimum VBIAS)

105.82
75.56
101.54
99.54
76.90
72.44

2.1.1.
Effect of Transistor Size on GBN
In this section, the dependence of ground bounce noise on transistor size for standard Tri-mode, TML, FBBH and FBBL are
evaluated in this section. The different size of transistor determines the charging and discharging speed and the voltage at the
virtual ground line during the sleep–to–park mode transition. The wave form of virtual ground line voltage and real ground line
voltage is shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9.
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Fig. 8 Waveform of Virtual Ground Line Voltage during transitions from the Sleep-to-Active Mode through Park Mode.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9: Waveform of real ground voltage of the TMH and FBBL (optimum VBIAS) circuit during transitions from the
Sleep-to-Active mode through Park mode.
The discharge current on the virtual ground line during Sleep–to–park mode, is enhanced with increased in park size and forward
body biased. On virtual ground line the steady-state park mode voltage is decreasing with larger parker size and forward body
biased voltage. The peak amplitude of ground bounce noise is minimized by adjusting the parker size. The dependence of ground
bounce noise on different transistor sizes are shown in Fig.10.
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Fig. 10: Waveform of peak amplitude of Ground Bounce Noise with different Transistor Size (0.12µm - 30µm).
It is clear from Fig.10, that the peak amplitude of ground bounce noise is varies with the transistor sizing. The TMH, TML,
FBBH (VBIAS = 0V), FBBH (optimum VBIAS), FBBL (VBIAS = 0V) and FBBL (optimum VBIAS) reduce the ground bounce noise
by 75.46%, 79.45%, 76.41%, 76.94%, 80.45% and 81.57% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier.

2.1.2.
Effect of Temperature on GBN
The dependence of ground bounce noise on temperature scaling for Standard Tri-mode, TML, FBBH and FBBL is evaluated in
this section. The peak amplitude of ground bounce noise is evaluated for 25ºC, 50ºC, 75ºC and 100ºC as shown in Table II.
TABLE III: EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON GROUND BOUNCE NOISE ( IN MICROVOLT)
Voltage (V)
CONVENTIONAL
TMH

27
2210
833.4

50
2150
784.8

75
2082
772.6

100
1922
751.7

TML
FBBH (VBIAS = 0V)

818.6
814.5

783.6
782.7

747.6
787.8

713
767.9

FBBH (optimum VBIAS)

795.7

782.3

779.2

762.5

FBBL (VBIAS = 0V)

651.6

629.1

607.1

584.3

656

639.5

616

592.1

FBBL (optimum VBIAS)

At higher temperature, the saturation current of sleep transistor is reduced because of reduction in carrier mobility [17]. In higher
temperature the resistance of the MOSFET circuit reduced. The effective resistance of the parker is increased with higher
temperature, so it can reduce the ground bounce noise of the circuit. Thus at higher temperature the peak amplitude of ground
bounce noise is reduced. It is clear from Table III, that the peak amplitude of ground bounce noise with Standard Tri -mode,
TML, FBBH (VBIAS = 0V), FBBH (optimum VBIAS), FBBL (VBIAS = 0V) and FBBL (optimum VBIAS) reduced by 62.28%,
62.95%, 63.14%, 63.99%, 70.51% and 70.31% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier.
2.2 Leakage Current
The leakage current consumption for Standard Tri-mode, TML, FBBH and FBBL techniques in sleep mode is evaluated in this
section. The leakage current for different voltage and transistor size has been evaluated in this section. Since the threshol d
voltage of FBBL with optimum VBIAS is lowest and forward body biased parker current is highest thus, the FBBL circuit with
optimum VBIAS consumes the highest leakage current in the sleep mode among the MTCMOS circuit evaluated in this paper. The
sub-threshold leakage current is produced by High_VTH sleep transistor in MTCMOS circuit. The gate tunneling currents are
primary leakage, produced by Low-VTH transistors of logic block. The basic equation of leakage current is shown in Eq.1 [18].
(1)
Where, µ = mobility, COX = oxide capacitance, W = width, L = length, m = sub-threshold slope factor, VT = thermal voltage,
VTH = threshold voltage, VGS = gate-source voltage, VDS = drain-source voltage.
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Fig. 11: Waveform of peak amplitude of Leakage Current with different transistor size (0.12µm–30 µm).

Fig. 12: Percentage Leakage Current Reduction provided by different Tri-mode MTCMOS circuit Techniques as
compared to Conventional circuit (Sleep Mode).

Fig. 11 shows that the variation of leakage current for different MTCMOS technique with different transistor size. As we increase
the channel width of the transistor from 0.12 µm to 30 µm the leakage current is also increased. The leakage current reduction
provided by different Tri-mode circuits for voltage variation is shown in Fig.11. It is clear that Standard Tri-mode, TML, FBBH
(VBIAS = 0V), FBBH (optimum VBIAS), FBBL (VBIAS = 0V) and FBBL (optimum VBIAS) are reduced the leakage current by
99.95%, 99.94%, 99.96%, 99.95%, 99.95% and 99.96% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier.
2.3 Active Power
Active power consumption for TMH, TML, FBBH and FBBL circuits are evaluated in this section. The active power
consumption for different Tri-mode circuits is shown in Table III. The simulation temperature is 27ºC.
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TABLE IV: ACTIVE POWER CONSUMPTION (IN MICROWATT)
Voltage (V)

0.7

0.9

1

CONVENTIONAL

19.42

74.03

104.24

TMH

1.393

4.843

5.886

TML

6.904

16.09

18.6

FBBH (VBIAS = 0V)

3.201

4.33

4.519

FBBH (optimum VBIAS)

3.074

4.251

4.439

FBBL (VBIAS = 0V)

8.478

15.38

16.23

FBBL (optimum VBIAS)

7.319

13.56

14.31

The active power consumption for circuit is [19]
…………………… (2)
Where, CL = Load capacitance, VDD = effective supply voltage and f = operating frequency.
Due to resistive voltage drop across the parker in TMH, TML, FBBH and FBBL the effective supply voltage is lower in
MTCMOS multiplier as compared to conventional multiplier. It is clear from Table IV, that TMH, TML, FBBH (V BIAS = 0V),
FBBH (optimum VBIAS), FBBL (VBIAS = 0V) and FBBL (optimum VBIAS) reduced the active power by 93.45%, 78.26%, 94.15%,
94.25%, 79.22% and 81.68% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier.
3. CONCLUSION
New threshold voltage tuning techniques for Tri-mode MTCMOS are used to reduce the ground bounce noise and sub-threshold
leakage current. The ground bounce noise is reduced in the mode transition (Sleep–to–Active). A two step activation scheme with
a Park mode is used in MTCMOS technique. The threshold voltage of parker is changed without affect the width and length of
the transistor through forward body biased.
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TRI -MODE MTCMOS CIRCUITS
Primary Design Metric
Best Technique
Worst Technique
Voltage
FBBL(opt. VBIAS)
TMH
Ground Bounce Noise
Transistor Size
FBBL(opt. VBIAS)
TMH
Temperature
FBBL(VBIAS= 0V)
TMH
Voltage
FBBL(opt. VBIAS)
TML
Leakage Current
Transistor Size
FBBL(opt. VBIAS)
TMH
Active Power
FBBL(opt. VBIAS)
TML
The dependence of the size of additional controlled transistor, the lowest ground bounce noise is produced by FBBL (optimum
VBIAS) technique among the MTCMOS circuits. The FBBL (optimum VBIAS) technique reduce the ground bounce noise by
85.93% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier. The FBBL (optimum V BIAS) technique reduce the leakage current
by 99.96% respectively as compared to conventional multiplier. FBBH (optimum V BIAS) technique reduces the active power by
94.25% as compared to conventional circuit.
This work is supported by ITM University, Gwalior in collaboration with Cadence Design Systems, Bangalore, India.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the advent of miniaturized mobile communication technologies such as mobile phones has resulted in new
dimension of teacher professional development (PD). While teachers collaboration forms one of the major activities in PD,
mobile phone provides anytime-anywhere opportunity for teachers to engage in collaborative PD. Teachers in Anambra state
rarely recognize the potential of mobile technologies to deliver PD that is, ongoing, sustainable, flexible, personalized and
available anywhere at any time. Hence the need to get them informed. This study aimed at identifying issues on the use of mobile
communication technology in creation of sense of collaboration/networking among technology teachers in Anambra state. A
research question and a hypothesis guided this study. The major findings of the study, among others include; Through mobile
phone, teachers can follow links and share website links for information on researches and publications, via mobile phone
internet connectivity, teachers can log-in and complete enrolment for professional development courses, mobile phone serves as
easier and faster communication media for call for conferences and paper presentation and mobile phone can facilitate interaction
and discussion among teachers who are separated by distance. The study concluded that for teacher to utilize the potentials of
mobile phone for their PD purpose, a well-planned, ongoing professional development program, linked to curricular objectives,
and incorporating integration of mobile phone into PD activities is needed. Recommendation was made among others that the
teacher trainers, in their teachings to meet the demands of the society, should stress the importance of exploring the features of
mobile phones for PD purpose.
Keywords: Professional development, Teachers, Anambra State, ICTs, Collaboration ans Mobile Tehnology.
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1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Mobile communication technologies are modified computers
with the features to simplify their usability, accessibility and
portability. These devices have the capability of transmitting,
processing and receiving date, voice and video signals through
wireless link. Some available mobile communication devices
include Personal Digital Assistance (PDA), mobile phones,
personal audio player, hand held audio and multimedia guide,
handheld game console etc (Scourias 2007). However the most
commonly possessed and accessed mobile technology is mobile
phone locally known as GSM. According to Scourias (2007),
GSM can be defined as a telecommunication device with the
capacity of sending and receiving data at rates up to 9600 bps, to
users on POTs (Plain Old Telephone Service), Packet Switched
Public Data Networks, and Circuit Switched Public Data
Networks using a variety of access methods and protocols.
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According to John-Harmen et.al (2010), the concept of utilizing
mobile phone in education is gaining traction in the developing
world. The number of projects exploring the potential of mobile
phone-facilitated m-Learning in the developing world is steadily
growing, spurred in part by the use of mobile technology in the
educational sector in the developed world which has expanded
from short-term trials on a small scale to large-scale integration.
With the increasing attention now being given to the role of
mobiles in the educational sector in developing countries, there is
a need to bring such venture home in Nigeria. However,
improvement of education commences with the improvement of
teachers quality as teachers are the keystone of educational
standard. Enhancing teachers’ quality through mobile phone can
be achieved by integrating mobile phone into different
professional development activities of teachers.
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According to Guskey, T.R. (1994), professional development of
teachers refers to activities to enhance teachers’ professional
career growth. Such activities may include individual
development, continuing education, and in-service education, as
well as, research publication. Teachers’ collaboration, study
groups, and peer coaching or mentoring.
Collaboration, among teachers, as the focus of this study refers
to group-based professional development approach in which
teachers are mutually engaged in a coordinated forum to
achieve a professional goal or complete an educational task
(Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O'Malley, 1996). Research
indicates that collaboration among technology teachers is
critical for their effective professional learning (Clement and
Vandenberghe 2000; Burbank and Kauchak 2003; Aubusson et
al. 2007). These authors noted that the process of collaborative
learning promotes critical reflection on practice and
acknowledges among teachers as active learners and producers
of knowledge.
Mobile phone is a collaboration technology which has the
potential to both increase teachers’ access to professional
development and improve the quality of in-service training and
support. According to Jenifer and Mary (2012), the leaders of
organizations that focus on teacher training have described
mobile technology and digital learning as important
components of professional development. Quoting the words of
Melinda George, vice president and chief operating officer of
the National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future
(NCTAF),
“We know that professional development can no longer only
consist of a teacher being pulled out of the classroom and
attending a one-size-fits-all professional development session.
To be effective, professional development needs to be ongoing,
sustained and supported by collaboration and teamwork among
educators”.
Mobile phones of today are stuffed with features that allow for
‘wherever and whenever’ advanced collaboration and
networking among teachers. These are the devices that are
going to take collaboration and effective teaching to a whole
new level. Mobile devices can enable teachers to participate in
professional development more frequently and with more
flexibility than normal training sessions that are constrained to
a particular time and place. They can also strengthen
collaborative professional development by facilitating
communication among teachers and mentors. Many education
leaders anticipate that teachers will soon be using mobile
technologies to access widespread professional communities
and engage in collaborative learning online (Bjerede et al.,
2010).
Conclusively, it could be agreed with Jenifer and Mary (2012)
that mobile phone can be viewed as an important component of
teachers’ professional development. The world of today is the
world of technology. Many countries across the world have
involved this cheap and most convenient technology in the
improvement of their teacher quality. Nigeria should not be left
out. Statistics has shown that four fifth of the practicing
106

technology teachers in Anmbra State (both rural and urban
dwellers) own mobile phone. This device has equally been
certified the most convenient and cost-effective device for ICT.
Exploration of mobile phone and its features therefore becomes
of necessity in order to identify the ways in which it could be
used to enhance collaboration/networking among practicing
technology teachers in Anambra state to achieve their
professional growth needs.
2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The main purpose of this study was to identify the use of
MCT in creation of sense of collaboration/networking among
technology teachers in Anambra state of Nigeria.
3. RESEARCH QUESTION
The study found answer to this question:
How can MCT be used in enhancing sense of
collaboration/networking among technology teachers in
Anambra state of Nigeria?
4. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
HO1:

There is no significant statistical difference in the
mean of the responses of teachers in rural and
urban locations of Anambra state of Nigeria on
the use of MCT in enhancing sense of
collaboration/networking
among
technology
teachers.

Research Design
The research design used for this study is survey research
design. The population of the study comprised all the 137
technology teachers in 10 technical schools in Anambra
state of Nigeria. According to the data collected on 3 rd
March 2008 from the State Education Commission
headquarters Awka Anambra state, there are 10 technical
schools in Anambra state which include GTC Umunze (12
technology teachers), GTC Umuchu (12 technology
teachers), GTC Umuleri (18 technology teachers), GTC
Enugwuagidi (16 technology teachers), GTC UTU (16
technology teachers), GTC Nnewi (14 technology
teachers), GTC Nkpor (12 technology teachers), GTC Alor
(8 technology teachers), GTC Osamala (3 technology
teachers), and GTC Onitsha (26 technology teachers).
Since the population of this study is not very large, the
study did not make use of sample, rather, the entire
population was studied.
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A researcher designed questionnaire was used for the data collection. The questionnaire was made of two sections; section A and
B. Section A consisted of items on the background information of the respondents, while section B contained items on MCT and
creation of collaboration/networking among teachers. The questionnaire was validated by three experts from Industrial Technical
Department, University of Nigeria Nsukka, and two experts in information communication (ICT) from Management Information
System, (MIS), University of Nigeria Nsukka. A 5-points Likert rating scale of strongly agree (SA), Agree (A), Undecided (U),
Disagree (D), and Strongly disagree (SD) was used with values of 5,4,3,2 and 1 respectively. Mean and standard deviation was
used to answer the research questions. In analyzing the hypotheses, t-Test was used.
5. RESULTS
Research Question
How can MCT be used in enhancing sense of collaboration/networking among technology teachers?
Table 1: Mean and standard of respondents on MCT and enhancement of sense of collaboration/networking among technology teachers
N/O
1.

ITEM STATEMENT
Via SMS, teachers can alert parents when their children skip class without
any cogent reasons and this enhances teacher-parent collaboration.

2.

Mean

Std. Deviation

Decision

4.37

0.94

Agree

4.31

0.71

Agree

4.42

0.69

Agree

4.43

0.74

Agree

4.30

0.83

Agree

4.28

0.84

Agree

4.29

0.82

Agree

4.32

0.76

Agree

4.58

0.64

Agree

Using SMS and conference calls, teachers can discuss to provide ways of
addressing ongoing educational problems and this promotes collaboration
among teachers.

3.

Through mobile phone, teachers can follow links and share website links
for information on researches and publications.

4.

Via mobile phone internet connectivity, teachers can log-in and complete
enrolment for professional development courses.

5.

With phone, teachers can browse a course catalogue while still in their
workplace and this supports networking.

6.

Through SMS, teachers can state their opinions during online seminars,
workshops, discussion, etc.

7.

Phoning enables easy contact with communities for resource purposes and
this promotes teacher–community collaboration and networking.

8.

Mobile phone serves as easier and faster communication media for call
for conferences and paper presentation.

9.

Mobile phone can facilitate interaction and discussion among teachers
who are separated by distance.

The table 1 shows that all the items were agreed to be issues in the use of mobile communication technology in creation of sense
of collaboration/networking among technology teachers.
Hypothesis
HO1:
There is no significant statistical difference in the mean responses of teachers in rural and urban locations of
Anambra state of Nigeria on the use of MCT in enhancing sense of collaboration/networking among technology
teachers.
Among the respondents, seventy seven (77) technology teachers teach in technical schools located in rural areas and fifty thr ee
(53) teachers teach in schools located in urban areas. The responses of each of the groups were recorded and the mean and
standard deviation of each of the group were calculated.
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Table 2: T-test Analysis of Mean and Standard deviation of Reponses of teachers in Rural and Urban locations of
Anambra state.
S/N
RURAL
URBAN
t-cal
Sig(2-tailled)
X1

S.D1

X2

S.D2

1

4.45

0.84

4.25

1.06

1.22

0.23

2

4.22

0.77

4.43

0.61

-1.69

0.10

3

4.45

0.64

4.36

0.76

0.78

0.44

4

4.44

0.66

4.42

0.84

0.20

0.84

5

4.22

0.85

4.42

0.80

-1.31

0.19

6

4.18

0.93

4.43

0.67

-1.70

0.10

7

4.17

0.95

4.47

0.54

-2.10

0.04*

8

4.22

0.84

4.47

0.61

-1.87

0.06

9

4.56

0.73

4.62

0.49

-0.56

0.58

D.F = 128

* = Significant (reject hypothesis)

Level of significance = 0.05

In the analysis, “sig (2-tailled)” are the figures showing the probability significance level in which the calculated t-value were
significant. From table 2 above, the significance levels of all the items except item 7 are greater than the stated 0.05 level of significance
therefore the null hypothesis are accepted. On the other hand, in table 4, with exception of item 5, the null hypotheses for all other items
are accepted since their significance levels are greater than the stated 0.05.

6. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Based on the outcome of the study, the following are the listed
major findings of the study.
1. Through mobile phone, teachers can follow links and
share website links for information on researches and
publications.
2. Via mobile phone internet connectivity, teachers can
log-in and complete enrolment for professional
development courses.
3. Mobile phone serves as easier and faster
communication media for call for conferences and
paper presentation.
4. Mobile phone can facilitate interaction and discussion
among teachers who are separated by distance.
5. Less experienced teachers can use the phone to store
the activities of some professional ones which they
can watch as mentoring tool to improve their own
career.
6. Mobile phone enables instant provision of advice and
guidance from experienced teachers to less
experienced ones thereby supporting mentoring.
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7. DISCUSSION
Considering the findings of this study, it was discovered among
others that through mobile phone, teachers can follow links and
share website links for information on researches and
publications; Mobile phone serves as an easier and faster
transmission media for call for conferences and paper
presentation; Via mobile phone internet connectivity, teachers
can log-in and complete enrolment for professional development
courses; Mobile phone can facilitate interaction and discussion
among teachers who are separated by distance. In view of
Zurita, Nustbaum, and Sharples, (2003), the most compelling
examples of conservational professional development of
teachers occur when teachers have provision for shared
conversation space which offers effective collaboration and
networking among them.
Since Mobile phone can facilitate interaction, discussion, and
share of information among teachers who are separated by
distance, it therefore corroborates the view of Zunta in providing
effective collaboration and networking among teachers. Equally
these findings has earlier been envisaged by Stryker, (2000)
when he claimed that there is a nearly limitless range of
opportunities for teachers who develop the necessary skills and
knowledge in the effective use of mobile phone as a technology
in the classroom, and who have access to its internet services.
They can: plan, conduct, and evaluate learning projects with
colleagues and in addition receive and provide support following
links.
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8. CONCLUSION
Most teachers have the desire for effective use of mobile phone
for educational purpose but they lack the conceptual framework,
time, mobile phone exploration competence, and support
necessary to do so. This device has been utilized for
improvement of teachers’ quality in other developing countries.
In Nigeria, most teachers are not yet aware of the capabilities of
mobile phones in enhancing educational activities. In other to
integrate this device into teachers PD, a well-planned, ongoing
professional development program, grounded in a theoretical
model, linked to curricular objectives, incorporating integration
of mobile phone into educational activities is needed. However,
for effective usage of mobile phones for improvement of
learning, sufficient financial and staff support is essential.
9. RECOMMENDATION
In line with the findings of this study, the following
recommendations were made
 Findings of this study should be made available
to teachers so as to let them know that their
mobile phones can do more than just calls and
can be utilized for their professional
development purpose;
 Workshops and seminars should be organized
regularly to enable teacher know the capabilities
of mobile phones and be trained on how to use
the features for educational purposes;
 The teacher trainers, in their teachings to meet
the demands of the society, should stress the
importance of exploring the features of mobile
phones and utilize them for educational purpose.
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ABSTRACT
Searching for information on the internet to a large extent depends on our ability to track all related topics and classify t hem into
groups of similar topics. Users of web search engines are often forced to sift through a long ordered list of search result in the
form of documents, snippets or text fragments, a time consuming and inconvenient prospect in order to identify relevant topics
inside the results. Existing search engines such as Google, Yahoo and MSN often return a review the list and examine the title
and (short) snippets sequentially in order to identify their desired results. This is an even more time consuming task when
multiple sub-topics of the given query are mixed together. The inquirers for information are being confronted with an information
overload which the conventional search engines/methods do not seem to be able to tackle. We propose a model that can track and
then classify documents based on similarity of their topics. Document component model, was used to extract the set of
components in a document, using web services through API and statistics of words model was used to find out topics from a
collection of text document. Clustering technique is used to group the documents into groups of similar topic already extracted by
statistics of word model and hyperlink based ranking model, ranks the documents in each cluster. The essence of applying thes e
techniques is to build an intelligent information retrieval system which cluster internet documents into similar topic using an
unsupervised machine learning techniques to reduce the percentage of irrelevant documents that are retrieved and presented to
the user and to visualize the results from a web search in a manner that allows the user to choose relevant pages effectively. This
should allow search engines to achieve better user perceived accuracy and reduce information overload.
Keywords: Clustering, Intelligent Search, Topic Tracking, Information Overload, Phrase, Snippet, Search Engine
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keyword matching between documents and query
representations in order to select relevant documents.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the Web keeps expanding, the number of pages indexed
in a search engine increases correspondingly. With such a
large volume of data, users of web conventional web search
engines like Google, MSN, Alta Vista which often return a
long list of ranked links in response to user queries are
forced to sift through the long ordered list of document
snippets extracted from original web pages to identify the
information they are looking for. Finding relevant
information that satisfy user research topic based on a
simple search query becomes an increasingly difficult and
frustrating task with the long list of documents with useful
information buried in the irrelevant documents[4].

The most critical point goes as follows: if a document is
described by a keyword different from those given in a
query, then the document cannot be selected although it
may be highly related. This situation often occurs in real
cases as documents are written and sought by different
persons [13]. Information search and retrieval processes
play a vital role in the productivity of a researcher. Every
knowledge researcher, has to do extensive searches at some
point in time to find information that may help or show that
certain aspect of a research topic have already been covered
before. Search engines provide the basic means of
interaction with the massive knowledge base available on
the World Wide Web [30].

This problem gets worse as the number of documents on
the web continues to grow, and especially when the user
has no specific searching aim or difficult to describe
information needs by keywords. Traditional approaches to
IR, which are popular in current search engines, use direct

Search engines require an input from the user in form of a
query consisting of keywords, which have a number of
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disadvantages: researchers normally are not trained for
really comprehensive searching. They may not know all the
tricks required to locate the right sources of information to
review their literature.
They may not know how to formulate a query describing
all that they want, thus, researchers pay a high price due to
ineffective information discovery [30]. For example: On
giving ‘Apple’ as keyword, result comprises of the
documents related to: “Apple-company”, “Apple- fruit”,
”Big Apple Circus”, After getting such results from a
search engine, the user has to sift through all the documents
hit available to get the documents of the category for which
he has searched for. It is the additional overhead for the
user and sometimes leads to user’s frustration during
browsing the web. There is the need to perform some
additional processing on these results returned by search
engines to help the user in searching the web. In recent
work, there is common agreement that more adequate
relevance estimation should be based on inference rather
than direct keyword matching [2], [10], [19], [18].

This paper attempts to design an intelligent computer web
result clustering system which tracks and clusters the result
of a web search engine into topics.
2. RELATED WORK
Scatter/Gather [3], [8] is the first query result visualisation
algorithm using the clustering technique in the Information
Retrieval community. Instead of attempting to reduce the
number of documents returned, Cutting et al. introduced
document clustering as a document browsing method. They
state that the Scatter/Gather system is particularly helpful in
situations in which it is difficult or undesirable to specify a
query formally: 1. when the user is not looking for anything
specific, just wants to discover the general information
content of the corpus (to gain an overview); 2. when it is
difficult to formulate the query precisely (help user
formulate a search request). Two near linear time clustering
algorithms were presented: Buckshot and Fractionation.
However, their work is based on general document
collections, not on dynamically generated search results.

That is, the relevance relationship between a document and
a query should be inferred using available knowledge. This
inference, however, cannot be performed with complete
certainty as in classical logic due to the uncertainty inherent
in the concept of relevance: one often cannot determine
with complete certainty if a document is relevant or not. In
IR, uncertainty is always associated to the inference
process [13]. In order to deal with this uncertainty,
probability theory has been a commonly used tool in IR [1],
[12], [20], [16]. Probabilistic models usually attempt to
determine the relationship between a document and a query
through a set of terms that are considered as features.
Within the strict probabilistic framework, inferential
approaches are often confined to using only statistical
relations among terms. The main method adopted by
probability theory to determine the relevance degree among
terms is by considering term co-occurrences in the
document collection (Tadeusz, 1979)

Carrot2 [21] combines several search results clustering
algorithms: STC, Lingo, TRSC, clustering based on swarm
intelligence (ant-colonies), and simple agglomerative
Techniques. Lingo uses SVD as the primary mechanism for
cluster label induction. Carrot2 often tends to create a
number of folders which exceeds the number of snippets,
thus impacting negatively onto the usability of such
software.
Microsoft [23], proposed a system that reformalized the
clustering problem as a salient phrase ranking problem. It
extracts and ranks salient phrases from snippets based on a
regression model, which is trained by human labeled data.
Although this approach can benefit from labeled data, the
additional training phase is hard to adapt to the Web [7].
LINGO [14] is a slightly modified version of the SHOC
algorithm and is claimed as a “description oriented
algorithm”. Being different from the previous approach,
LINGO identifies cluster labels first using latent semantic
indexing technique, retrieved search results are assigned to
different groups based on the labels.

In this case, two terms which often co-occur are considered
strongly related. The problem stands out in this method
because relations obtained from statistics may be very
different from the genuine relations: truly connected terms
may be overlooked [17] whereas truly independent terms
may be put in relation [9].

[22] followed this paradigm and propose the notion of
search results clustering (also called ephemeral clustering
in [11]). In their Grouper system, STC (Suffix Tree
Clustering) treats a document as a string instead of a set of
words. It attempted to cluster documents “snippets”
returned by search engine according to common phrases
they contain, thus employing information about the
proximity and order of single keywords in addition to their
frequencies.

This situation makes research work more complicated by
making the researcher look for more information from
documents than he or she actually need. Since research
work and retrieval processes play a significant role in the
output of a researcher, one is obliged to work tirelessly
locating relevant documents containing information. The
researcher wastes a lot of time and resources looking for
materials related to the research instead of focusing more
on innovation. These impediments to smooth research
work, therefore prompted the need to build an Intelligent
Agent Topic Tracking System (IATTS), which employs
document concepts to track data identical or relevant to the
researcher’s needs and requirements within a publication.

In addition to the above academic tools, there also has been
a surge of commercial interest in novel IR-tools that
support users in searching tasks [6]. The following are
existing industrial systems implementing clustering
techniques in their (meta) search engines: Vivisimo,
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Grokker, Clusty and Iboogie provide cluster hierarchies in
addition to the flat ranked list of search results;

In this section, we describe how our new algorithm will
identify query term from a user defined query, which will
be used to design the proposed intelligent web result
clustering system. The basis of the new approach is to
allow the utilization of the user query information to cluster
the results of a search engine into topics. Our method is
more suitable for Web search results clustering because we
emphasize the efficiency of identifying relevant clusters for
Web users which is described by the models in the
preceding section.

3. DESIGN OF THE INTELLIGENT SEARCH
SYSTEM
The system design is shown in Figure 1. When the user
submits the query to the system, initially it will be preprocessed for query expansion by the intelligent queryprocessing agent. This intelligent agent processes the query
based on the approach explained in the section 3.2, The
processed query will be used to retrieved document from
search engine whose result snippets is used to cluster
document by concept of the query topic.
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The architecture of the proposed intelligent search system
(eFactfinder) is composed of four processes
 Query modification by augmenting with highest
synonym terms
 Search result fetching,
 Document parsing and topic or phrase extraction
from document title and snippets
 Topic clustering with modified k-means

component which in turn modifies users query for
information extraction.

3.2 The Query Modifier Design Feature
This phase includes common operations such as stop word
removal by ignoring the user query stop words and
performing stemming on the non-stop words using Porter’s
algorithm[15]. The attempt to overcome the limited
usefulness of keyword expansion by synonyms cannot be
over emphasized as several researchers have tried to use
slightly more sophisticated resources for query expansion.
These include dictionary-like resources such as lexical
semantic relations (Voorhees, 1994), and keyword Cooccurrence statistics [25], [26], as well as resources
generated dynamically through relevance feedback, like
global document analysis [27], and collaborative conceptbased expansion [28]. Although some of these approaches
are promising, they share some of the same problems as
naïve synonym expansion. Dictionary-like resources such

Which are processed under the following components of
the intelligent topic clustering system as follows
3.1 The Task Assessor
The task Assessor is the search interface that contains a
simple search box that allows the user to specify a plain
text query. On the request for a search as user query, this
component passes users query to query modifier
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as WordNet [29] and co-occurrence frequencies, although
more sophisticated that just synonyms, still operate mostly
on the word-level and suggest expansions that are lexically
motivated rather than conceptually motivated. In the case
of WordNet, lexical items are related through a very limited
set of nymic relations.
Relevance feedback, though somewhat more successful
than dictionary approaches, requires additional iterations of
user action and we cannot consider it fully automated
retrieval, which makes it an inappropriate candidate for our
task. In our method, we assumed that most users do not
know how to properly formulate query there increasing
noise in search results, we therefore applied an
unsupervised method for query expansion to improve
search horizon and improve clustering results [5].

3.4 CORE
There are several steps between the initial user query and
the satisfaction of their information need. The core is the
component that is involved in the extraction of Phrase for
cluster labels from document titles and snippets and the
processes involved is described below
i. for each url/web page snippet and title retrieved from
Information Extractor, determine its relevance to user query
using a vector space model to determine document
relevance with respect to users query and discard irrelevant
documents
ii. scan frequent phrases from snippets of relevant pages
and formulate cluster labels using clustering algorithm
iii. Frequent phrase extraction is used to form a Keywords
table from the page snippets of top k documents. (We take k
to be 100 in this research).
iv. Score the phrase to determine their usefulness as cluster
labels.

Assign documents to clusters

Rank the clusters based on their content.

3.3 Information Extractor
We first get the webpage of search results returned by a
certain Web search engine. These webpages are analyzed
by an HTML parser and result items are extracted.
Generally, there are only titles and query-dependent ranked
snippets available in each result item. We assume these
contents are informative enough because most search
engines are well designed to facilitate users' relevance
judgment only by the title and snippet, thus it is able to
present the most relevant contents for a given query as
shown in algorithm 1.

In this phase at first, the candidate topics should be
extracted from search engine hit and snippets. Then such
titles are ranked based on some factors which is explained
shortly and finally some of them which satisfy selection
criteria are selected. Since the best topics are noun phrases
in our method, we only extract noun phrases from the
search engine document titles and snippets. In this process,
un-important words are eliminated. To score the phrase as
cluster labels or topics we use three factors. As like many
other methods, our first two factors are local and global
factors. Their sole purpose is to eliminate very frequent or
very rare words since they cannot be good topics for
clusters. Therefore, the local factor is a score for frequency
of a term and the global factor scores a term’s rareness. The
third factor is the length of a phrase which is used to score
longer topics since they better represent a cluster than
shorter ones. The final score for each phrase (or word) is
computed as the multiplication of these factors:

Algorithm 1: An algorithm to extract phrases from
document title and snippets
1: D ← input documents (or snippets)
2: T ← single terms
3: F ← list of Features, empty
4: TD ← list of Term-Document Arrays, empty
5: for each document d in D
6: for each frequent term t in T
7: if t does not exist in F then
8: td ← new Term-Document Array
9: increase term frequency in td for document d by 1
10: add td to TD
11: f ←new Feature
12: increase total term frequency for term t by 1
13: add t, td to f
14: add f to F
15: else // t exists in F
16: td← Term-Document Array for term t
17: increase term frequency in td for document d by 1
18: f ← Feature that contains term t
19: increase total term frequency for term t by 1
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: //* end of original Extract Single Terms *//

R(ti) = LF(ti) * GF(ti) * SF(ti)
Here R(ti) represent the score of topic ti and LF, GF and SF
are local, global and length factors, respectively.

Local factor is what presented in [1]. To balance
its effect with other factors we also use a
logarithmic form of term frequencies (DF) as
below:

LF(ti) = DFi * log
Recurring terms and phrases are extracted according to
certain criteria, which include a term frequency threshold to
indicate the minimum number of times a term should
appear in the input documents to be considered a frequent
term. The synonyms of the frequent terms and phrases were
extracted using Wordnet for query expansion [5].

׀R׀
׀DFi׀

Here |R| is the number of extracted news and DFi is the
document frequency of term i which expresses the number
of documents that contain term i.

Our global factor is:
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GF(ti) =

log

matched independently and would be treated as a whole
sentence match. However, by increasing  we can avoid
this situation and score whole sentence matches higher than
fractions of sentences. A value of 1.2 for  was found to
produce best results.

׀R׀
DFi



For the length factor we propose three function of
linear, exponential and logarithmic forms:

3.5 DECISION MAKER


SFlinear (ti) = max (α, sizeof (ti))
SFpower (ti) = √sizeof (ti)
SFlog (ti) = log(sizeof (ti)) + 1

The Decision maker accesses the content of the black board
and using a probability distribution to analyze the whole
set of documents from this collection and create the
collection description which reflects the main subjects
presented in this collection using probabilistic Latent
Semantic Indexing (PLSI) to determine the usefulness of a
phrase to be used as cluster labels. . It is the job of the
decision maker to filter out those phrases that would
duplicate cluster labels that pass the criteria.. The result of
Decision Maker is ultimately passed to the clustering
module to be used for topic labels, which then presents it to
the user. Given the collection of preferred documents, we
applied PLSI on this collection to extract underlying topics.
We define the collection as C={z1,z2,. . . ,zk}, where zi
corresponds to the ith query unit, and k is the size of the
collection. Each query unit is viewed as a mixture of
different topics. It is reasonable in reality. For example, a
news document about “play basketball with obama” might
be seen as a mixture of topics “politics” and “sports”.
The goal of the latent semantic indexing is extraction of
latent factors which reflect a set of narrow topics presented
in the given collection.

α parameter is a threshold value to control the maximum
value obtained from the first equation and the sizeof(ti) is
the number of words constructing term i.
After computation of scores of topics, they are sorted. Now
we should select K topics among them that also satisfy the
condition below:

If a topic is substring of another topic and their
size ratio is higher than a ß threshold then the
shorter topic is eliminated from the list of
candidates.
This condition is applied to prevent the selection of almost
similar topics documents for different clusters.
A PHRASE-BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE
This phrase-based similarity measure is a function of four
factors:

The number of matching phrases P,

The lengths of the matching phrases (li : i = 1; 2;
. . . ; P);

The frequencies of the matching phrases in both
documents (f1i and f2i : i = 1; 2; . . . ; P), and

The levels of significance (weight) of the
matching phrases in both documents (w1i and
w2i : i = 1; 2; . . . ; P).

Let z ϵ Z = {z1,. . . , zk } = be set of these factors.
Let denote
P (z1) – probability that randomly selected document from
the collection best of all corresponds to the topic zi ( see
Eq. 2).
P(d|z) – probability that for the given factor zi this factor
best of all corresponds to the document dj ( see Eq. 3).
P(w| z) – probability that for the given factor zi this factor
best of all corresponds to the word wj (see Eq. 4).
Here D = {d1, . . . , dn } is set of all documents from the
collection and W = { w , . . . , wm } is set of all words from
this collection.

i=1 p [g(li).(f1i w1i + f2i w2i)]2
simp(d1, d2)=

js1j+k s2k.w2k

The phrase similarity between two documents, d1 and d2,
is calculated using the following empirical equation:

L=
Σ Σ tf(d, w) log(P(d, w))
d

Where g(li) is a function that scores the matching phrase
length, giving higher score as the matching phrase length
approaches the length of the original sentence; s1j and
s2kare the original sentence lengths from document d1
and d2, respectively. The equation rewards longer phrase
matches with higher level of significance, and with higher
frequency in both documents. The function g (li) in the
implemented system was used as:

- - - - - - (1 )

w

Functions P(z), P(d | z) and P(w| z) can be estimated in the
process of a likelihood function maximization. This
function is presented in the following form
Standard Expectation Maximization algorithm is used for
maximization of this function. Two steps are executed at
every iteration of this algorithm. The first one is Estimation

g (li) = (li/s1j)

P( z | d, w) P(z)P(d | z)P(w | z)
Σ P(z¹)P(d|z¹)P(w|z¹)
=
z¹

where s1j is the original phrase length and  is a
sentence fragmentation factor with values greater than or
equal to 1. If  is 1, two halves of a sentence could be
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Σtf(d, w)P(z|d, w)
d
___________________
- - - -(3)
P( w|z )
Σ
tf(d, w¹)P(z|d, w¹)
=

3.7 CLUSTERING ENGINE
The clustering engine consists of three components in our
proposed method, which follows this approach that
contains the following tasks:

Topic Clustering

A phrase-based similarity measure for scoring the
similarity between two documents according to
the matching phrases and their significance as
discussed in section 3.4

An incremental document topic clustering
method based on maintaining high cluster
cohesiveness.

d, w¹

The second one is Maximization

Σ tf(d, w)P(z|d, w)
w
______________
P( d|z ) =_
Σ tf(d¹, w)P(z|d¹, w)

- - - (4)

d¹,w

Σ tf(d, w)P(z|d, w)
- - - - - (5)
P( z ) = ___________________
Σ tf(d, w)
d, w

The integration of these three components proved to be of
superior performance to traditional document clustering
methods. In our approach a documents is belonged to a
topic when:
- it semantic meaning completely has that topic
- it has a substring of the topic with the length ratio of more
than ß threshold
After completion of this process for a level of clustering, it
can be applied to each cluster to obtain a hierarchical
clustering structure. To control the level of hierarchy
number of documents in a cluster is used and when such
number is less than σ it is not anymore sub-clustered. In
addition, we can define another h threshold to control the
height of the tree and reduce complexity of having a very
tall tree of clusters.

d, w

Weight(w) =

Σ P(z)P(w|z)
ϵZ

Z

- - - - - - (6)

To generate the collection filter we have selected the most
heavy words from W. Weight of the word w is calculated
as
For each document d from the search result extract
contiguous words in a sentence (i.e words without stop
words in between) from a page snippet. These phrases or
terms are placed in a blackboard table alongside with the
number of times it occurs in the document. To determine
stopped words, we maintain a standard stoplist containing
common English words (e.g., “the”, “there”, “their”,
“thus”,of ,a and “then”).

4. APPLICATION AND RESULT
After distributing each document to its clusters, we have to
visualize the clusters. The label wil be chosen from the
centroid, and it will consist of the topic phrase in a term
frequency table from the black board which the decision
maker uses to compute or determine their score and
usefulness as cluster labels. In the picture below we have
represented the output returned by the intelligent topic
searcher as a result of user query “What is a jaguar”,
showing in detail the topic representation

3.6 BLACKBOARD
This unit does exactly the same job as a blackboard. The
information is temporarily stored here and then will be
erased after each search section. The phrases that are
extracted from the core is temporarily stored at the black
board in a term frequency table to be used by the decision
maker to compute or determine their score and usefulness
as cluster labels.
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Fig. 2: Detailed representation of Topic Cluster Labels: application output

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper presented an intelligent search tool that can organize
user’s search result into similar topic to reduce information
overload and improve document access in a heterogeneous
environment like the web. We have proposed a general model of
applying information retrieval techniques to Topic cluster. We
have implemented and integrated an intelligent search tool into
the existing search tool, such that the new search facility benefits
from both the efficiency of data retrieval techniques and the
flexibility of information retrieval techniques. The relative high
accuracy, as well as the ease of implementation, verifies their
value in large software systems.

[4] Ejiofor Christopher, Osuagwu O .E, Nwachukwu E
.O, and Theo van der Weide (2012). A Novel Model
of Autonomous Intelligent Agent Topic Tracking
System for the World Wide Web. West African
Journal of Industrial and Academic Research. The
International Institute for Science, Technology
Research and Development. Vol. 2 No. 1, pp. 106-115
Imo State, Owerri.
[5] Ejiofor C. I., Williams E. E., Nwachukwu E.O.
and Theo van der Weide (2013). Semantic Method
for Query Expansion in an Intelligent Search System.
Journal of Emerging Trends in Computing and
Information Sciences . Vol. 4, No. 6 June 2013
[6] Ferragina, P. and Gulli, A. (2004). The Anatomy of
a Hierarchical Clustering Engine for Web-page, News
and Book Snippets. Technical report, RR04-04
Informatica, Pisa.
[7] Ferragina, P. and Gulli, A. (2005). A personalized
Search Engine Based On Web-Snippet Hierarchical
Clustering. In 14th International World Wide Web
Conference
[8] Hearst, M. A. and Pedersen, J. O. (1996). Reexamining the cluster hypothesis: Scatter/gather on
retrieval results. In proceedings of SIGIR, pages 7684, Zurich, CH, 1996.
[9] Helen J. Peat and Peter Willett (1991). The
limitation of term co-occurence data for query
expansion in document retrieval systems. Journal of
the American Society for Information Science,
42(5):378-383, 1991.
[10] Lu .X (1990). Document retrieval: A structure
approach. Information Processing & Magement,
26(2):209-218, 1990.

In the future, we will further research to represent search
systems that would incorporate each searcher’s search context
into the search process, support advanced search needs such as
find the reputation of a car dealer, find the average number of
publications for the faculty in a department, and summarize the
reports about a major event.
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ABSTRACT
In this research, we explored the effect of noise interruption rate on speech intelligibility. Specifically, we used the Hearing In Noise
Test (HINT) procedure with the original HINT stimuli (English) and Igbo stimuli to assess speech reception ability in interrupted noise.
For a given noise level, the HINT test provides an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required for 50%-correct speech
intelligibility. The SNR for 50%-correct intelligibility changes depending upon the interruption rate of the noise. This phenomenon
(called Masking Release) has been studied extensively in English but not for Igbo – which is an African tonal language spoken
predominantly in South Eastern Nigeria. This experiment explored and compared the phenomenon of Masking Release for (i) native
English speakers listening to English, (ii) native Igbo speakers listening to English, and (iii) native Igbo speakers listening to Igbo.
Since Igbo is a tonal language and English is a non-tonal language, this allowed us to compare Masking Release patterns on native
speakers of tonal and non-tonal languages. Our results for native English speakers listening to English HINT show that the SNR and the
masking release are orderly and consistent with other English HINT data for English speakers. Our result for Igbo speakers listening to
English HINT sentences show that there is greater variability in results across the different Igbo listeners than across the English
listeners. This result likely reflects different levels of ability in the English language across the Igbo listeners. The masking release
values in dB are less than for English listeners. Our results for Igbo speakers listening to Igbo show that in general, the SNRs for Igbo
sentences are lower than for English/English and Igbo/English. This means that the Igbo listeners could understand 50% of the Igbo
sentences at SNRs less than those required for English sentences by either native or non-native listeners. This result can be explained
by the fact that the perception of Igbo utterances by Igbo subjects may have been aided by the prediction of tonal and vowel harmony
features existent in the Igbo language. In agreement with other studies, our results also show that in a noisy environment listeners are
able to perceive their native language better than a second language. The ability of native language speakers to perceive the ir language
better than a second language in a noisy environment may be attributed to the fact that:
a)
Native speakers are more familiar with the sounds of their language than second language speakers.
b)
One of the features of language is that it is predictable hence even in noise a native speaker may be able to predict a
succeeding word that is scarcely audible. These contextual effects are facilitated by familiarity.
Keywords: masking release, intilligibility, interruption rate, hearing in noise test.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this experiment, we are exploring the effect of interruption
rate on intelligibility. Specifically, we are using the Hearing In
Noise Test (HINT)[[1]-[3]] procedure with either the original
HINT stimuli (English) or our own stimuli (Igbo) to assess
speech reception ability in interrupted noise. For a given noise
level, the HINT test provides an estimate of the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) required for 50%-correct speech intelligibility.
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This signal level (for 50%-correct intelligibility) changes
depending upon the interruption rate of the noise. This
phenomenon (called Masking Release) has been studied
extensively in English [[4]-[12]] but not for Igbo – which is an
African tonal language spoken predominantly in South Eastern
Nigeria.
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This experiment will explore and compare the phenomenon of
Masking Release for (i) native English speakers listening to
English, (ii) native Igbo speakers listening to English, and (iii)
native Igbo speakers listening to Igbo. Since Igbo is a tonal
language and English is a non-tonal language, this will allow us
to compare Masking Release patterns on native speakers of tonal
and non-tonal languages. Three main experiments were carried
out using the original HINT stimuli (English) and our own
stimuli (Igbo). In the first experiment (Experiment 1) native
English-speaking subjects listened to the original HINT stimuli
at the Sensory Communication Laboratory at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. In the second experiment (Experiment
2) native Igbo-speaking subjects having a good understanding of
English listened to the same HINT stimuli. In the third
experiment (Experiment 3) the same Igbo-speaking subjects
listened to the original (undegraded) Igbo speech stimuli [13].
The first experiment was carried out in the United States, and
the other two experiments in Nigeria. The Nigerian subjects
were native Igbo speakers proficient in English.
The results of these three main experiments will allow us to
compare Masking Release patterns on native speakers of tonal
and non-tonal languages, since Igbo is a tonal language and
English is a non-tonal language. In addition, the experiment
allows us to compare the performance of native with non-native
English speakers on the English HINT test.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the methodology. In Section 3 the results of the
experiments are presented. Section 4 discusses the results of the
experiments. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. METHODOLOGY
The same basic test methodology was employed in Experiments
1, 2, and 3 to measure SNR for 50%-correct sentence
intelligibility as a function of the interruption rate of the noise.
For these adaptive measurements of SNR, the noise level was
always 65 dB SPL and the level of the speech stimuli was varied
to measure the 50%-correct level of performance. The noises
used for the English and the Igbo sentences had speech-shaped
spectra which were matched to the long-term spectrum of the
recorded English and Igbo sentences, respectively. SNRs for
50%-correct sentence reception were measured for four values
of temporally interrupted noise: 4, 8, 10, and 20 Hz and for
continuous (i.e., uninterrupted) noise. The interrupted-noise was
created using square-wave modulation (at 4, 8, 10, and 20 Hz) at
a modulation depth that yielded a 30-dB SPL noise level in the
troughs.
The level of the interrupted noises was adjusted to have the same
overall level of 65 dB SPL as the steady-state, uninterrupted
noise. All sentences were presented monaurally under HD 202
Sennheiser headphones in a sound-treated room. The speech was
played directly from a Dell laptop computer. The subject’s task
in these experiments was to listen to sentences as they were
presented and to repeat aloud whatever had been heard or
understood. Prior to conducting the main experiments, a
verification procedure was employed to determine if each
subject’s responses could be scored consistently by two
120

independent experimenters. The verification procedure involved
two lists of English HINT sentences spoken by a male talker
(that were not used again in the main Experiments 1 and 2) and
two lists of Igbo sentences (from a female talker not used in the
main Experiment 3). For the verification procedure, the
sentences were presented in a noise of 65-dB SPL at a constant
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0 dB. Following each sentence
presentation, the subject was asked to repeat what he or she had
heard and two experimenters recorded the responses
independently. If both experimenters were in agreement in
scoring the subject’s responses 90% or more of the time, then
the subject continued with the experiment. This criterion was
met for each of the subjects in each of the three experiments.
In the three main experiments, an adaptive procedure was used
to determine the SNR at which 50% of the sentences could be
repeated correctly. Each individual run was conducted with a
list of 10 sentences. The first sentence of a given list was
repeated on consecutive trials with increasing level (in 8 dB
steps) until the subject was able to repeat it correctly. The nine
remaining sentences in the list were presented once each, with
the presentation level increased after an incorrect response or
decreased following a correct response. The step size for
changing level was 4 dB until the first “reversal” in level, and
then was 2 dB for the rest of the run. The SNR for 50%-correct
sentence reception was obtained by averaging the SNR for the
final six sentences in the list. During HINT testing, an
experimenter was present in the sound-treated room with the
subject. The subject was asked to provide a word-for-word oral
response each stimulus. The experimenter scored each response
as either ‘correct’ if the subject identified all words correctly
(with minor exceptions such as a the and is was) or ‘incorrect’
otherwise.
A comparison by the experimenter of the subject’s response to
the text version of the sentence was used to judge accuracy. The
text of the sentences listed specific, small variations in the
sentences that were to be allowed as correct responses based
upon responses repeatedly made by subjects during the previous
testing. The computer recorded sentence presentation levels,
whether the subject’s response was correct (as determined by the
experimenter), as well as the identity of the specific sentence on
each trial.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
3.1 Experiment 1: Native English Subjects with English
HINT Sentences.
A total of six native American English speaking males (2) and
females (4) were paid for their participation. The experiment
was carried out at the Sensory Communication Laboratory of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge. All subjects
were screened for normal hearing (15 dB Hearing Level (HL)
from 0.25 to 8 kHz).
3.1.1 English HINT test
This testing employed the HINT sentences which consist of 26
phonetically balanced 10-sentence lists. Two of the lists were
used for the response verification procedure discussed above,
four lists were used for practice on the experimental conditions
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3.1.2 Results
English Listeners, English Sentences
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listeners can remember what they have heard from previous
presentations.
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Figure 2: Igbo listeners, English HINT sentences
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Figure 1: English Listeners, English HINT sentences
Figure 1 shows results for English listeners with English HINT
sentences. There is low variability among the six subjects. The
mean SNR (in upper plot) is similar for 4 and 8 Hz (roughly -11
dB) and then increases at rates of 32 and 64 Hz and for
continuous noise. The masking release, defined as the SNR in
continuous noise minus the SNR in interrupted noise (lower
plot), is about 10 dB for the 4 and 8-Hz conditions, 5 dB for 32Hz, and 1 dB for 64 Hz. These data are orderly and are
consistent with other English HINT data for English speakers.
3.2 Experiment 2: Native Igbo Subjects with English HINT
Sentences
A total of seven native Igbo speaking males (4) and females (3)
who are proficient in English participated in the experiment
using the same HINT corpus and the same procedure was
followed as that done by the native English speakers at MIT.
The experiment was conducted in Enugu, Nigeria.
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Figure 2 shows results for Igbo listeners with English HINT
sentences. Greater variability was observed in the SNR
measures across the different Igbo listeners than across the
English listeners. This finding likely reflects different levels of
ability in the English language across the Igbo listeners.
Subjects 4, 6, and 7 performed similarly to each other and have
the lowest SNRs (i.e., best performance) in the upper plot. The
other four subjects generally require higher SNR. Interestingly,
the subjects are most alike on the continuous noise condition,
and show greatest variation for the 4 and 8 Hz interruption rates.
The masking release values in dB (lower plot) are less than for
English listeners; that is, the interruptions were not as beneficial
in aiding speech reception for non-native listeners as they were
for native listeners of English. Two of the Igbo subjects
(Subjects 6 and 7) who are highly proficient in English,
however, did have almost as much masking release as the
English listeners.
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3.3 Experiment 3: Native Igbo Subjects with Igbo Sentences
The same seven native Igbo speaking males and females who
are proficient in English and participated using the HINT corpus
were used in this experiment using our Igbo speech corpus [13].
The experiment was done in Enugu, Nigeria. The same general
procedure and apparatus was used as described above for the
HINT experiment. The Igbo speech corpus is described below.

That means that the Igbo listeners could understand 50% of the
Igbo sentences at lower SNRs than required for English either
by native or non-native listeners. The masking-release results
for Igbo/Igbo, however, are similar to English/English.

3.3.1. The Igbo Speech Database
The Igbo speech corpus was high quality 48-kHz sampling, 16–
bit resolution recording. It was recorded in a low –reverberation
environment and includes sentences produced by four talkers
(two males and two females). The sentences were arranged into
10-sentence lists for use in the experiment. The verification
procedure used two sentences from a female list and the practice
runs on the experimental noise conditions used another two lists
from a female talker. The main experiment used 20 lists from
the two male talkers (10 10-sentence lists per talker). The
duration of the sentences was between 4 and 6 seconds, as used
in the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T)
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) and Perceptual
Objective
Listening
Quality
Assessment
(POLQA)
standardization efforts [14],15].

Figure 4 below shows mean SNR and masking release results
for the three groups: English/English, Igbo/English, and
Igbo/Igbo.
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3.4 Mean SNR and Masking Release results for the three
groups: English/English, Igbo/English, and Igbo/Igbo.
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This allows us to see comparisons among the groups. In the top
plot, SNR for Igbo/Igbo is lower (better) than for
English/English. The non-native condition requires higher SNR
at all interruption rates, as would be expected. In the lower plot,
we can see that the masking release is smallest for Igbo/English
and fairly similar for English/English and Igbo/Igbo. One small
difference is that for Igbo there is more masking release at 8 Hz
than at 4 Hz, whereas there is similar masking release at 4 and 8
Hz for English/English.
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Figure 4: Mean SNR and masking release results for the three
groups: English/English, Igbo/English, and Igbo/Igbo
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A comparison of Igbo/English and Igbo/Igbo results shows that
in noisy environments, listeners are able to perceive their native
language better than a second language.

Figure 3: Igbo listeners, Igbo sentences.
Figure 3 shows results for Igbo listeners with Igbo sentences. In
general, the SNRs for Igbo sentences are lower than for
English/English and Igbo/English. For the continuous noise, for
example, the mean Igbo/Igbo SNR averaged roughly -7 dB
compared to roughly -2 dB for English/English testing.
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4. DISCUSSION
A number of factors may have led to the differences in results
between English and Igbo. One factor is differences in the test
materials used for the two different languages. The English
HINT sentences [1] were developed with a number of strict
criteria (which have also been applied to other languages—see
[2] [3]). The lists of sentences are constructed to be phonetically
balanced and to be of equal difficulty.
Furthermore, these sentences have been shown to have
acceptable within-list response variability and inter-list
reliability. Such test development strategies were not employed
in constructing the Igbo sentence materials. Although these
sentences represent a sample of 200 utterances from 2 different
male talkers, we have not verified that the 10-sentence lists that
we constructed are phonetically balanced or are equally difficult.
Thus, it is possible that one factor contributing to the lower
SNRs observed for Igbo/Igbo than for English/English arises
from differences in the test-material construction. Although the
differences in test-material construction may have contributed to
the lower SNRs observed for Igbo/Igbo, these differences may
have less of an effect on the relative measures of Masking
Release. And, in fact, the Masking Release for Igbo/Igbo and
English/English are quite comparable.
Another possible reason for the different SNRs measured for
English/English and Igbo/Igbo is that perception is language
specific [16]. According to [16] the phonotactics (constraints on
the way phonemes co-occur), word boundary pattern or even
vowel harmony can be utilized by listeners in predicting
utterances, thus aiding their perception.
In this experiment, the perception of the Igbo utterances by the
Igbo subjects may have been aided by the prediction of tonal and
vowel harmony features existent in the Igbo language. Let us
consider the possibility of tone first. In tone languages, every
syllable in an utterance has a definite pitch of its own. This is
contrary to what obtains in intonation languages, to which
English belongs, where an utterance generally has a significant
pitch located in the nuclear syllable. This therefore means that
the nuclear syllable, being the most prominent syllable in the
utterance, has the highest chance to be perceived relative to the
other syllables. The acoustic correlates of intonation (which are
identifiable with the nuclear syllable) include fundamental
frequency, long vowel, loudness, long duration, stress and
prominence [17]; this indicates that fundamental frequency and
duration of vowels are consistent acoustic correlates of
intonation. Hence in a noisy environment, a listener may only
perceive this nuclear syllable and there may be little or no
meaning if the other syllables of the same utterance were not
perceived. Contrarily, the syllables of an utterance in a tone
language like Igbo have equal prominence and thus they have
equal chances of perception in any environment. If one is
heard, the likelihood that others will also be heard is high and
this aids meaning and communication in a noisy environment.
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These arguments can be exemplified below:
Igbo: Ó tòrò ézígbó ógólógó. He is very tall.
3(sg) tall very tall
English: he is very ˋtall.
In the examples above, all the syllables of the Igbo utterance
have tones indicated on them while only the nuclear syllable has
the intonation mark indicated on it in the English utterance.
Additionally, the prediction of vowel harmony may have
facilitated the perception on the Igbo utterances. Igbo has two
sets of vowels as far as vowel harmony is concerned.
These are:
1. +ATR vowels ( e, i, o, u) /e,i,o,u/
2. –ATR vowels (a,[, q,x,) /a,,
3.
The Igbo utterance in the example above, has +ATR vowels.
Hence one of the test utterances used – Uche na-eche oke uche
(see third utterance of first male speaker) has +ATR vowels
while another test utterance, nka ka anyi na-arq gi (see fourth
utterance of first male speaker) is made up of –ATR vowels. In
these utterances, the listener, on hearing the first syllables (if
they are audible) could infer what the succeeding phonemes are.
Even in test utterances containing words with – ATR vowels as
well as those bearing +ATR vowels, this method of prediction
can also be applied. Furthermore, prediction may have been
enhanced because some of the test utterances are disyllabic
words while the short speech fragments are predominantly made
up of monosyllabic and disyllabic words. In Igbo, it is not
possible to have words like Ucha or Uchq. Hence the listener
can easily deduce what the second vowel of such a disyllabic
noun could be even when the speech is not very clear. The vowel
‘u’ for instance, can co-occur with only four possibilities - /o i e
u/ . This therefore makes for easier speech recognition in noisy
environment.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the effect of interruption rate on
speech intelligibility. Specifically, we used the Hearing In Noise
Test (HINT) procedure with the original HINT stimuli (English)
and Igbo stimuli. For a given noise level, the HINT test
provides an estimate of the signal level required for 50%-correct
speech intelligibility. This signal level (for 50%-correct
intelligibility) changes depending upon the interruption rate of
the noise. This phenomenon (called Masking Release) has been
studied extensively in English but not for Igbo-an African tonal
language spoken in predominantly in South Eastern Nigeria.
This experiment explored and compared the phenomenon of
Masking Release for (i) native English speakers listening to
English, (ii) native Igbo speakers listening to English, and (iii)
native Igbo speakers listening to Igbo. Since Igbo is a tonal
language and English is a non-tonal language, this allowed us to
compare Masking Release patterns on native speakers of tonal
and non-tonal languages.
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Our results for native English speakers listening to English
HINT show that the SNR and the masking release are orderly
and consistent with other English HINT data for English
speakers. Our results for Igbo speakers listening to English
HINT show that there is greater variability in results across the
different Igbo listeners than across the English listeners. This
could reflect different levels of ability in the English language
across the Igbo listeners. The average masking release values in
dB are less than for English listeners.
Our results for Igbo speakers listening to Igbo show that in
general, the SNRs for Igbo sentences are lower than for
English/English and Igbo/English. This means that the Igbo
listeners could understand 50% of the Igbo sentences in much
lower SNRs than are required for English either by native or
non-native listeners. The size of the masking release for
Igbo/Igbo, however, was similar to that for English/English.
The perception of Igbo utterances by Igbo subjects may have
been aided by the prediction of tonal and vowel harmony
features existent in the Igbo language. Our results also show that
in a noisy environment listeners are able to perceive their native
language better than a second language. The ability for native
language speakers to perceive their language better than a
second language in a noisy environment may be attributed to the
fact that:
a) Native speakers are more familiar with the sounds of
their language than second language speakers.
b) One of the features of language is that it is predictable
hence even in noise a native speaker may be able to
predict a succeeding word that is scarcely audible.
This is facilitated more by familiarity.
This multi-cultural voice-based experiment supports the
development and design of voice systems for English-speakers
and non-native English speakers using the Igbo tonal language
as our test-bed. It is expected that our findings and results will
have strong implications for designing voice-based systems for
online communication, the design of hearing aids, and it will
also determine the contributions of various properties of
background noise to the speech recognition difficulties
experienced by various categories of listeners when using voicebased mobile applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an open and distributed network environment such as a
multi-national business with many users on different
workstations across the network and globe, we would like
for servers to be able to restrict access to authorized users
and to be able to authenticate requests for services. In this
environment, a workstation cannot be trusted to identify its
users correctly to network services [1]. Several threats such
as impersonation, eavesdropping and packet-sniffing which
compromise the integrity, confidentiality and privacy of
information, data and services are rife. For example, a user
may gain access to a particular service server in pretence as
another user operating from a particular workstation. More
so, the advancement of technology has lead to a drift from
the trivial mechanisms in information access and services.
No person wants to join long queues for services such as
banking or paying bills. Similarly, service providers use
remote service technologies in their service provision since
it is more convenient for customers and as well cost
effective. Most of these services are routed through the
internet, which is an insecure place allowing ingenious
hackers who use sophisticated tools and mechanisms to
‘sniff’ passwords off of the network. Such that,
communication dialogues involving unencrypted passwords
and messages across the network are vulnerable to these
hackers.

One obvious way to counter these risks could be allowing
servers to confirm and authenticate the identities of client
users. This however would be so burdensome for servers
and could slow down network access to undesirable quality
of service levels- this is where Kerberos comes handy!
Kerberos currently is the main authentication system in
most large and heterogeneous network environments.
Kerberos was created by MIT as a solution to these
network security problems. The Kerberos protocol
uses strong cryptography so that a client can prove its
identity to a server (and vice versa) across an insecure
network connection [2]. After a client and server prove
their identities using Kerberos, they can also encrypt all
communications to assure privacy and data integrity.
In this review an overview of the Kerberos Authentication
Protocol is given. A detailed and critical review of how
Kerberos IV protocol implements, authentication and
access to services is then discussed. Based on this critical
and analytical review, the threats and technical security
deficiencies of Kerberos IV are identified and how
Kerberos V addresses and tackles some of these
deficiencies in its implementation discussed hand-in-hand.
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2. The AS verifies the client by matching client's username
and password stored in its internal database, creates TicketGranting Ticket and session key based on the password of
the client in a two-message reply, one for the client itself
and the other for the Ticket Granting Server (TGS)
encrypted with the Ticket Granting Server's (TGS) secret
key.

2. OVERVIEW OF KERBEROS PROTOCOL
Kerberos is a trusted third party distributed authentication
protocol based on symmetric key cryptography. It allows
clients to prove their identity to a server without sending
data and passwords over the network. The modus operandi
of Kerberos involves a secured and honest third party-a
Kerberos server which provides central point of reference
as a means by which other constituents of the network such
as user clients and servers can trust each other, restricting
access control and mutually authenticating each other as
they correspond requesting and granting services across the
network respectively.

3. The Client decrypts its own message from the AS's
reply by providing its password then makes a request to the
TGS sending along the message meant for TGS from the
AS which comprises a ticket and authenticator comprising
the user's name, network address, and timestamp to the
TGS.

Kerberos was designed and implemented by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the mid
1980's as a solution to the network security problems to
provide strong authentication for client/server applications
using secret key cryptography in project Athena [2].It was
named after Cerberus, the Greek three-headed dog that
guards the gates of the underworld, thematically indicating
the three areas of security that Kerberos provides:
Confidentiality, Integrity and Privacy. Kerberos employs
client/server architecture and provides user-to-server
authentication rather than host-to-host authentication [3].

4. The TGS decrypts the ticket and authenticator, verifies
request, and then creates a ticket for the requested service's
server in a two-message reply to the clients request, one for
the client and one for the Server holding the file/service the
client needs access to.
5. The Client sends a message to the server holding the
file/service containing the ticket and authenticator.
6. Server verifies that ticket and authenticator match, then
grants access to service in the case of mutual authentication
environment.
Fig 1 below shows an overview depicting the dialogue
exchanges involved in the Kerberos Authentication
Protocol dialogue [4,5].

A user seeking access to a service first runs a Kerberos
utility on a workstation called kinit which obtains the user’s
Kerberos credentials from the Kerberos Authentication
Server (AS) and have them cached on the user’s
workstation. The user’s credentials are now available for
any application that demands them.
The Kerberos authentication protocol includes three main
parts: Client, Key Distribution Centre (KDC) and Server.
The KDC comprises a dedicated Authentication Server
(AS) that holds all the passwords of client users in a central
database, sharing unique a secret key with each server
called the Permanent Key. The AS issues a Ticket Granting
Ticket (TGT) encrypted in the user’s password known only
to the user and KDC.
The KDC also contains the Ticket Granting Server (TGS)
which issues service tickets to clients upon request. As a
key distribution and user authentication service, Kerberos
uses the KDC to determine access permissions for the
network constituents to communicate. When access
permission is granted, the key distribution centre provides a
one-time session key for that connection.
When a client wishes to access a service such as files from
a server, this is a summary of the dialogue that ensues.
1. First of all the client logs onto a workstation and requests
a service by sending a request to the Authentication Server
(AS) which matches client's username linked with the
client's password stored in its internal database. The AS
creates a secret key based the password for client
authentication in its reply.

Fig 1-Overview of Kerberos Authentication Dialogue
Adapted from http://bit.ly/10pgjZu .
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The user client uses this ticket to request multiple servicegranting tickets, making it reusable. Also, to avoid spoofing
of the TGS by a 'Darth' who might have captured the
authenticated use's log in details, the ticket includes a
timestamp (TS1), indicating the ticket's date and time of
issue and a lifetime, indicating the validity time period of
the ticket.

3. KERBEROS IV AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL
Version 4 of Kerberos makes use of Data Encryption
Standard (DES), in a rather elaborate protocol, to provide
the authentication service. Miller and Neumann are the
primary designers of Kerberos IV with contributions from
Saltzer and Schiller [5].
The Kerberos authentication protocol dialogue starts with a
user client logging onto a workstation and request a service.
In order to elaborate the rather complicated Kerberos IV
protocol, let us progress steadily one step at a time
indicating the under pining of each stage. Fig 2 below
illustrates the dialogue involved in the Kerberos IV
authentication protocol.

2- In message (2), the Authentication Server (AS) extracts
and matches the user ID with the user's password on its
internal database. With a key encrypted with a derived key
from the user's password (Kc) to restrict decryption
recovery to only the user with the correct password, the AS
responds to the user-client's requests. The encrypted
message also contains session keys, Kc, tgs, (keys for client
and TGS). Only the client can decrypt the encrypted
message since it was encrypted with KC (session key of the
client). The ticket's session key is also the same, restricting
decryption to only the TGS whose session key (Ktgs) was
used for the encryption such that the session key to both the
client and the Ticket Granting Server are Secure [7]. The
encrypted message also contains the IDtgs, a second time
stamp for the session (TS2), a lifetime (lifetime2) for TGS
and a Ticket Granting Ticket (Ticket tgs) for the TGS.
Finally, the ticket-granting ticket is encrypted with a secret
key known only to the AS and the TGS to prevent
alteration of the ticket. Now the client has a ticket-granting
ticket and can have access to any service server in the
network using the subsequent steps in dialogue 3 and 4 [1,
6]
3-The client requests a Service-Granting Ticket, by
sending a message to the TGS containing the desired
service's Sever ID (IDV),
the ticket-granting ticket
(Tickettgs)
and a short lifetime
Authenticator
(Authenticatorc1) usable only once containing the ID and
address of the client's user and a timestamp. The TGS
checks the credentials such as name and address identities
from the authenticator matching them with that of the ticket
and network address of the incoming message after
decryption using the secret session key it shares with AS.
4-After the TGS decrypts the incoming ticket and validates
the client, it sends an encrypted message with the session
key shared by the TGS and client (Ekc,tgs) and includes a
session key to be shared between the client and the server
(Kc,v), the ID of the server (IDv), and the timestamp for the
Server(TS4) and a lifetime(lifetime4) of the ticket. The
ticket includes the same session key. The client now has a
reusable service-granting ticket for the server.

Fig 2 Showing Kerberos IV authentication Dialogue.
Adapted from [5].
1- In message (1) one, on behalf of a user logged onto a
workstation, the client forwards a message to the
Authenticating Server (AS) requesting access permission
to the Ticket Granting Server (TGS) and to ultimately
acquire a ticket access service from a server once per user
log on session. The message includes the Client user's ID
(IDc) and network address, together with the Ticket
Granting Service ID(IDtgs), indicating a request to use the
TGS service.

5-The service ticket is retrieved by the client and request
access to the service, wrapping the service ticket in the
request including an Authenticator, (Authenticatorc2) and
the Service Granting Ticket from TGS. The server decrypts
the Service Granting Ticket on receiving the message to
recover the session key used to decrypt the authenticator
granting a client user access to the service unless mutual
authentication is used, in which case the last step below is
required as elaborated in [5,7]
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6-The server returns the value of the timestamp from the
authenticator, with an increase of 1 encrypted in the session
key. The client can decrypts this message and recovers the
incremented timestamp. Due to the encryption with the
session key, the client is guaranteed that the server created
it and not a replay of a previous reply. Conclusively, the
client and server shares a secret key used to encrypt future
messages or communicate a new session key between
them.
What about two different networks with remote servers that
are accessible by different clients in the two networks?
How does Kerberos implement authentication in such
environments?
A. Bigger Networks - Realms and Multiple Kerberi
Kerberos been a distributed network authentication security
system, authenticate users to services in environments such
as a university network where generally it is impractical or
does not conform to administrative policy to have users and
servers in one administrative domain registered with a
Kerberos server elsewhere in different servers in a big
organization such as a university with different departments
and servers. A complete-service Kerberos environment
consisting of a Kerberos server, a number of clients, a
number of applications with the Kerberos server having all
the user clients' hashed passwords and user IDs registered
in its database and sharing a secret key with each of the
application/services servers is called a Kerberos Realm.
Fig 3 Showing Authentication in Kerberos Realms
Adapted from [1].

Kerberos provides authentication for inter-realm
authentication by enabling the Kerberos servers in interoperating realms to share a secret key with each other. It
requires that Kerberos servers in the two realms trust each
other with the authentication of client users.

4. KERBEROS V AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

A user requiring a service in a different realm would need a
ticket to access the different ream's server. The user client
follows the local dialogues in its own realm and requests a
remote ticket for a remote realm. From there the client then
requests a service granting ticket for that Remote Server
(Vrem) stating its realm of original authentication. In N
realms, there must be N(N- 1)/2 secure key exchanges so
that the two Kerberos realm can interoperate with all other
Kerberos realms as indicated in [1] Figure 3 below shows
authentication implementation in two realms A and B.

The Kerberos version V protocol is not so much different to
the Kerberos Version IV structurally. Only a few features
have been added to counter some of the vulnerabilities in
the version IV and to enhance the general security of
Kerberos. In order to explain how Kerberos V operates, I
will explain the functions of the added features. All the
features in Kerberos IV still have the same functions in the
Kerberos V authentication Protocol. Figure 4 below shows
an overview of Kerberos V authentication dialogue,
indicating some of the different features.
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Message (2) returns the requested ticket-granting ticket, the
user client's identification credentials, and a block all
encrypted based on the user’s password. These new added
elements of Kerberos V are also available in the ticket
granting service dialogues in message 2 and function as in
message 1 above.
During the client/server authentication dialogue, a lot more
new elements appear in Kerberos V. If mutual
authentication is required, some additional fields are
included by the authenticator as follows:
• Subkey: This is an encryption key chosen by the client
for mutual authentication but the ticket's session key could
be used if subkey is omitted.
• Sequence number: This field is also optional and states
the starting sequence for the server's messages to client
during a session for detecting replays. After that, the server
responds with message (6) if mutual authentication is
required. This message includes the timestamp from the
authenticator [1,5].
5.
MODIFICATIONS
OF
KERBEROS
V
COUNTERING SOME THREATS OF KERBEROS
IV.
It is worth noting that Kerberos V is intended to address the
limitations and shortcomings of Kerberos IV. Version V
was designed by John Kohl and Clifford Neuman. It
appeared as RFC 1510 in 1993 which was made obsolete
by RFC 4120 in 2005[8] with the intention of overcoming
the limitations and security threats of version IV [9].

Fig 4 Showing Kerberos V
Adapted from [5].

To indicate some of the modifications in Kerberos V, the
threats and vulnerabilities they address, and how they are
implemented to achieve this, we make a critical comparison
of Kerberos IV and V authentication protocols outlining the
limitations in Kerberos IV and how Kerberos V makes
changes, improvements and counter these threats and
limitations in Kerberos IV in its implementation. Some of
these limitations and constraints in Kerberos IV are
environmental constraints in the sense that they arise as a
result of the original assumptions in the MIT Athena
Project environment since Kerberos was initially designed
for that purpose while others are Technical deficiencies
arising from the implementation of the Kerberos structure
itself because as time elapsed and formal verification
techniques are standardized, certain loop holes in Kerberos
where created. Below are some of the key areas that these
modifications where made in the Kerberos version IV-to-V
transition.

Authentication Dialogue

[1,5] explains the new elements that are added to the
Kerberos version V protocol as below.
• Realm: This indicates the realm of the user client, a
complete Kerberos environment managed by a single KDC.
• Options: This allows for flags to be included in the ticket
that is returned.
• Times: The client uses this for time setting requests such
as used by the client in requesting the time settings in the
ticket such as start time and expiration time.
• Nonce: This is a mechanism to check a replay from a
‘Darth’ by assuring the server that the response is new
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1. Encryption system: Version 4 allowed the use of only
Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithms with a very
short 56-bit key size Encryption using a nonstandard mode
of DES known as Propagating Cipher Block Chaining
(PCBC) which is vulnerable to an attack involving cipher
text block. This is a weakness and a threat because of
export restrictions and cryptographic strength of DES's
PCBC since it can be cracked using backwards decryption
of a hijacked password. Kerberos version 5 makes a
modification to counter these threats providing explicit
integrity mechanisms in its use of CBC mode for
encryption. Kerberos V provides support for "plug-in"
symmetric encryption algorithms such as triple-DES or
IDEA using cipher text tagged with an encryption-type
identifier so that any encryption technique may be used.
This allows users to use independent encryption algorithms
allowing for the opportunity to make the encryption as
powerful as possible to avoid easy attacks and making it
difficult or practically impossible for even a compromised
password to be decrypted by an opponent.
Encryption keys are tagged with a type and a length,
allowing the same key to be used in different algorithms
and allowing the specification of different variations on a
given algorithm. This allows for discarding the Plaintext
Cipher Block Chaining (PCBC) DES mode for a standard
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode with an embedded
check sum over plain text if an algorithm's plain text
protection mechanism is not very strong [11].

4. Ticket lifetime: The 8 bit length encoding of lifetime
values in Kerberos IV in bits of 5 minutes allows a little
over 21 hours lifetime [7]. This fixed life time may be
inadequate for some applications (e.g., a long-running
simulation that requires valid Kerberos credentials
throughout execution). The fixed life time in Kerberos IV
makes it vulnerable to brute-force and replay attacks since
a user has enough time to guess passwords. In version 5,
tickets include an explicit start time and end time, allowing
tickets with arbitrary lifetimes. Also, tickets issued by the
KDC as initial tickets are flagged appropriately allowing
servers to require that a client present a ticket obtained by
direct use of the client's secret key. Tickets issued as
renewable tickets have two expiry times, one for the near
future and one latter.
5. Authentication forwarding: In Kerberos IV, credential
forwarding is prohibited. Therefore a server cannot access
another server for a client that is authenticated to it. If
authentication forwarding existed, a print server request by
a client for printing can access a clients file from the from a
file server using the clients credentials which are already
authenticated to it and confirmed. Kerberos V however
includes this capability in its protocol.
6. Inter-realm authentication: In version 4,
interoperability among N realms requires an order of N2
Kerberos-to-Kerberos relationships, as described earlier.
Version 5 supports a method that requires fewer
relationships.

Kerberos 5 also incorporates more information into the key
using mechanism salt which ensures that passwords for
different users have different encryption keys.

7. Double encryption: You would have noticed that in
Table 4 [messages (2) and (4)] that there is double
encryption on ticket provided to client, first with a server's
secrete key and subsequently with a key known to the client
which is unnecessary and is computational wasteful and as
such Kerberos version V eliminates this.

2. Internet protocol dependence: Kerberos Version 4 uses
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. It does not support other
address types, such as IPV6. IPV4 has a shorter address
length than IPV6 and could easily be compromise since the
internet is the background on which crimes such as IP theft
are committed. In the more versatile Kerberos version 5,
network addresses are tagged with type and lengths,
allowing any network address type to be used such as
IPV6.

8. Session keys: In version IV tickets are issued with a
session key used for the encryption of the authenticator by
the client. This session key could be use subsequently by
both the client and server for message protection. This
however poses a replay type security risk especially with a
long life time of 21 hours. Kerberos version 5 offers a
modification to this by providing avenue for a negotiated
sub session key by the client and server for only a single
connection and a new one for any other subsequent
connections.

3. Message byte ordering: Kerberos version 4 employs the
'receiver knows it' philosophy in message and byte
ordering. The sender chooses its own byte ordering which it
tags the message indicating the least significant byte in
lowest address or most significant byte in lowest address.
This technique works but does not follow established
conventions. In version 5, all message structures are
defined using Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) and
Basic Encoding Rules (BER), which provide an
unambiguous byte ordering.
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9. Password attacks: Technically both versions have
security risks that make them vulnerable to passwords
attack. An Authentication Server’s (AS) reply en-route to
the client could be captured and decrypted by password
guessing or backward decryption. And since its encryption
is based on the client's password, it can be used to obtain
authentication and access to a server. Also, authentication
is not required in requesting a ticket, therefore giving an
attacker the opportunity to make several ticket requests to
equal the number of password trial guesses in trying to
decrypt a captured message from AS to the client. Bruteforce attacks on passwords are also easier in Kerberos IV
due to the encryption algorithm used (DES) since it is very
short and an publicly known. Kerberos V provide preauthentication, as a mechanism which makes password
attacks more difficult, but it cannot prevent it [12,6].
6. ANALYSIS OF STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
IN KERBEROS.

in practice. Ticket expiration is also a challenge especially
for long running background jobs that last for more than 24
hours.
Moreover, because Kerberos does not generate passwords
for users automatically, password guessing is still a
problem. A poor user client password could be cracked by
an intruder using offline guess decryption on messages
intercepted.
In addition to the above, there are no administrative
standards for the implementation of the Kerberos servers in
different environments as is evident in the optional
encryption techniques. This can sometimes make it difficult
for the design of emerging technologies that need a
standard to build their applications. Most of these details
are elaborated in [1, 5, 10].
7. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Kerberos has a number of obvious strengths that makes it
robust and stable over other security models.
Only encrypted messages are transmitted over the network
in the Kerberos dialogue, thus avoiding impersonation
using user passwords. Even if an encrypted message is
intercepted by an opponent, decryption is very difficult
depending on the strength of the user password based on
which the Authentication Server encrypts the message and
the strength of the encryption algorithm itself.

Kerberos though very compact in delivering authentication
could be more complete with a few additions. For example
standardizing the protocol will allow issues relating to
time-base authentication and credential encoding to be
resolved. Also, in addition to decrypting Kc, Kerberos
standard could also explicitly allow authentication that
answer a challenge question to decrypt a ticket. There could
also be a support extension for special hardware such as a
keystore.

Kerberos authentication typically uses short ticket lifetimes
to curtail brute-force and replay attacks since attackers have
only a limited time to break the encryption.
Been free to use, Kerberos benefits a lot from the open
source community who help the consortium to evaluate and
provide continuous support thereby improving the security
and addressing threats as new vulnerabilities emerges.

The Kerberos Authentication protocol (KDC and Services)
could be strengthened to add intelligent machine learning
modelling techniques, which could learn the behaviour
pattern of users and possibly enhance the identification of
intruder users whose activity will diverge from the
authenticated user.

This notwithstanding, the Kerberos security model also has
certain weaknesses. The functionality of Kerberos
authentication protocol depends on the availability of the
Kerberos server i.e. Key distribution server (KDC). This
could however be mitigated if provision is made for several
KDC servers in a realm to avoid a single point of failure.

There could also be an add ability so that the Protocol
stores all authenticators in a central location such that an
authenticator in use cannot be reused and as such prevent
eavesdropping.
An additional enhancement to the server, to limit the rate of
requests from a single source, may be useful in preventing
an intruder requesting many different tickets in order to
engage in password-guess the password attack.

Login Spoofing: Let us imagine that in the workstation
environment, an intruder changes the normal login
command as in Windows or Unix replacing it with a
version that can record the login details of a user? The
intruder can have access to the user’s login details
defeating the underlying rational in the Kerberos
Authentication Protocol which is to exchange information
without transmitting a password across the network.

Also, to curtail login spoofing, a one-time session approach
can be implemented such that a user and the server share a
secret key through an encryption device in the procession
of the user. The servers transmits a random number to the
user’s device which is encrypted by the device with a key
and sent back by the user to the server as is done in so
many banks today for online payments[10].

Also, they could be a challenge in time resolution between
the client systems and the authentication servers during
ticket exchange if their times are not synchronized. A
difference in time between them could in effect out live
lifetimes of tickets and cause problems with timestamps.
This challenge could be however avoided using network
protocol time daemons to synchronize time as mostly done

Kerberos V does a good job at expanding the cryptographic
options and adding more flags to the protocol to further
enhance authentication, privacy and confidentiality as the
Kerberos protocol seeks to achieve.
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ABSTRACT
Contemporary, global cyber terrorism via the internet have changed the landscape of security implementations in cooperate
organizations. This paper discusses analyses and develops novel security architecture for secure transactions in Virtual Private
Network (VPN) environments. Open standard VPN has been in use for a long time without addressing the security holes in VPN
wired and wireless networks. Several proposals have been made in the context of enhanced intrusion detection system (IDS) and
reliable VPN design which is presumed to provide an in depth solution that guarantees secure operations of the enterprise net work.
However, this work presents SMART Network Security System (SNSS) which is shown to be very reliable and supports multiple
functionalities for both LAN and WLAN VPN setups. The SNSS models have a Multilayer Access Point Intrusion Detection
System (MAPIDS) sensor for monitoring traffic and network behavior. Also, cryptographic security features viz: authentication,
confidentiality, integrity and auto-replay characterize the model. As such, the system is developed for multiple integration and cost
effectiveness for its deployment. Performance parameters such IP VPN tunnel TCP behaviour as well as SNSS traffic throughput
effects, were analyzed. The modeling and simulation was executed with OPNET IT Guru application while generating our
validation plots in the network model.
Keywords: VPN, Novel, IDS, cryptographic, security, L2VPNS, MPLS, SNSS
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
K.C. Okafor, C.C. Okezie, C.C. Udeze, N. Okwuelu (2013). SMART IDS: An Enhanced Network Security Model in IP-MPLS Based Virtual
Private Network. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 6, No. 3. Pp135- 146.

1. INTRODUCTION
This research develops an enhanced security model for
enterprise VPN known as Self Monitoring, Analysis and
Reporting Technology Intrusion Detection System (SMART
IDS) for enhanced QoS. The model leverages on enhanced
IP/MPLS internet backbone for data tunneling. According to
[1], Intrusion detection is the act of detecting unwanted
traffic on a network or a device. An IDS can be a piece of
installed software or a physical appliance that monitors
network traffic in order to detect unwanted activity and
events such as illegal and malicious traffic, traffic that
violates security policy, and traffic that violates acceptable
use policies. Many IDS tools will store a detected event in a
log to be reviewed at a later date or will combine events with
other data to make decisions regarding policies or damage
control [1].

VPN maintains data privacy through the use of a tunneling
protocol and security procedures. This work considered two
most common types in order to develop our model viz:
Remote access VPN and site-to-site VPN. The Remote
Access VPN configuration is used to allow VPN software
clients such as mobile users to securely access centralized
network resources that reside behind a VPN server [3], as
shown in figure 1. The site-to-site VPN allows creating
dedicated, secure connections between locations across the
open Internet or public connection. They can be either
Intranet-based or Extranet-based. In its simplest form, by
encrypting data while it is sent and decrypting it at the
receiver, the data is effectively sent through a tunnel that
cannot be masked in the communications process [2].
It involves placing a packet within another packet and
sending it over a network. The protocol of the outer packet is
understood by the network at both points, called tunnel
interfaces, where the packet enters and exits the network [3].
Figure 2 shows the site-to-site VPN model. Basically, this
work models a SMART VPN for secure transaction that
rely on tunneling to create a private network that reaches
remote locations via the Internet. Data file from branch LAN
is broken into a series of packets to be sent and received by
computers connected via Internet.

As organizations are in dear need of scalable and secure
communication path for their business processes, virtual
private network (VPN) on-site or off-site (collocation
facility) offers a viable solution. A VPN is a network, built
on top of existing physical networks that can provide a
secure communications mechanism for data and other
information transmitted between two endpoints [2]. Because
a VPN can be used over existing networks such as the
Internet, it can facilitate the secure transfer of sensitive data
across public networks (internet) [2].
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Tunneling is the process of placing an entire packet within
another packet before it's transported over the Internet to the
remote location. Using encapsulation packet layering (EPL),
the data packet is protected from public view or attack and
ensures that the packet moves within a virtual tunnel. The
tunnel interfaces on the branch LAN for both tunnel ends
encapsulates outgoing packets and reopens incoming
packets. Users at one or both ends of the tunnel use the link
based on the configured tunneling protocol which serves as a
standardized way to encapsulate packets by adding a layer of
security that protects each packet as it transverses over the
public Internet.

The packet is transported with the same transport protocol
which defines how each computer sends and receives data
over its ISP. The network architecture developed in this
work comprises the N+1 Branch LANs (intranet),
Infrastructure management Switch supporting Virtualization
firmware, SMART IDS Access Points (2), Management IDS
Server, Network Access Server (RADIUS AAA server), the
IP/MPLS internet backbone and the Main LAN office with
Data center network.

IP/MPLS VPN

IP Core
[Internet]

Branch LAN-2
Client Software

NAS

Main LAN
DCN
WLAN

Secure VPN Tunnel

Figure 1: Remote VPN Model

The network model adopted in this research is a Site 2 Site
VPN model for LAN and wireless supports. The SMART
IDS APs establishes connections to both LAN and
WLAN nodes directly connected to the management switch
and APs hotspots respectively. SMART APs creates the
gateway link to the IP cloud. The internet backbone for the
VPN tunneling is an IP-MPLS service offering which in
MPLS-based VPNs adhere to the “true peer VPN” model
since they perform traffic separation at Layer 3 through the
use of separate IP VPN forwarding tables [4].

The scope of this paper is majorly on SMART AP IDS
traffic regulation, Network Access Server (NAS), IP/MPLS
backbone, Enhanced end to end security implementation and
throughput consideration as the metrics of interest in the
SMART VPN design. The paper is organized as follows: In
section II, the literature review was discussed, the general
system model and assumptions for SSNS was presented in
III. In IV, SNSS mechanism is presented. Section V gives
the simulation results to support our propositions. The paper
ends with the conclusions and future directions.

MPLS-based VPNs enforce traffic separation between
customers by assigning a unique (Virtual Routing and
Forwarding) VRF instance to each customer’s VPN.
Forwarding within the service provider backbone is based on
labels; MPLS sets up label-switched paths (LSPs), which
begin and terminate at the provider-edge routers. The
provider-edge router determines which forwarding table to
use when handling a packet because each incoming interface
on a provider-edge router is associated with a particular
VPN. Therefore, a packet can enter a VPN only through an
interface that is associated with that VPN [4]
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2. RELATED WORKS
The authors in [2] opines that the best security solution in a
wireless domain could be found in open, standard-based
technologies delivered by Virtual Private Networking (VPN). The
work explained that by integrating wireless LANs into an IPSec
infrastructure, this will allow WLAN infrastructure to focus on
simply transmitting wireless traffic, while the VPN would secure
it. The work in [5] presents Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) virtual
private networks (VPN) as an approach to secure remote
access to organization’s resources, (See figure 1). It further
explained and classified Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) virtual
private networks (VPN) into SSL Portal VPNs and SSL Tunnel
VPNs. In the former, users use a single standard SSL connection
to a Web site to securely access multiple network services. The
remote user accesses the SSL VPN gateway using any modern
Web browser, and is authenticated to the gateway using an
authentication method supported by the gateway, and is then
presented with a Web page that acts as the portal to the other
services.
The later allows a user to use a typical Web browser to securely
access multiple network services, including applications and
protocols that are not web-based, through a tunnel that is running
under SSL. The white paper in [6] compares the IPSEC and SSL
VPN implementations for secure remote access to an
organization’s resources. IPSEC VPNs are the best solution for
office-to-office secure LANs, especially with trusted and secured
applications. The authors in this work agrees with the views of [6]
since in a site to site VPN, this allows the greatest flexibility
while maintaining high security.
The sampled literature in [7] discusses VPN in the context of
economics of communications and communications privacy at
large. In a VPN setup, intrusion detection system (IDS) model can
be host-based IDS (HIDS) or network-based IDS (NIDS) [8].
HIDS is installed at a host to periodically monitor specific system
logs for patterns of intrusions. In contrast, an NIDS sniffs the
traffic to analyze suspicious behaviors. A signature-based NIDS
(SNIDS) examines the traffic for patterns of known intrusions.
SNIDS can quickly and reliably diagnose the attacking techniques
and security holes without generating an over-whelming number
of false alarms. This is because SNIDS relies on known
signatures. However, anomaly-based NIDS (ANIDS) detects
unusual behaviors based on statistical methods. ANIDS could
detect symptoms of attacks without specific knowledge of details
[8]. The authors in [9] discusses how the integrated security
gateway can be implemented using the open source packages. Ron
Gula [10] presents the vulnerability correlation with the IDS alerts
and specifies two methods of correlating the vulnerability with the
IDS alerts

From our sample surveys, this paper argues that a VPN model
with an enhanced security specification can establish secured
virtual links among different organizations via an IP/MPLS
internet backbone. Packet Tunneling facilitates the virtual lease
line while cryptographic technologies prevent private
information passing through the public Internet from being
hijacked. However, when complex cryptographic algorithms
are adapted for encryption and decryption within VPN tunnels,
it creates a cost overhead for such design models.
Consequently, this paper presents a SMART IDS model over an
IP/MPLS backbone to enhance security, maximize throughput,
minimize the latency and reduce deployment cost as shown in
figure 3. Modern VPN technologies such as PPTP, L2TP, and
IPSec PPTP and L2TP work at the data link layer and are
suitable for secure remote access between mobile users and
enterprises and it’s integrated into modern AP routers. In
contrast, IPSec works at the network layer.
3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. System Model
The high performance SMART IDS VPN model in this
research takes cognizance of throughput effects, latency, IP
tunnel delay and ping response times for each branch LAN and
WLAN for tunnel interfaces shown in Fig. 3. It assumed that
the management switch supports virtualization partitioning for
all interfaces. Also the SMART AP is a composite powerful
intelligent monitoring device combined with radio which acts
as a sensor, traffic analyzer/optimizer with user interface
authentication. The throughput model developed by [11]
provides an accurate and simple analytical model for a finite
number of terminals and ideal channel conditions.
The probability that each node in the branch LAN transmits is
given by

Where, p is the conditional collision probability and m is
maximum backoff stage, also b0,0 is expressed as:
b0,0 =
Where W is the contention window.
An infinite population model was assumed in this work for our
terminal LANs, but not stated outrightly. New data packets were
generated according to a Poisson process with rate λ packets.
Hence, the following performance indices were derived for all
the tunnel interfaces. The total throughput of a LAN channel
is given as:

M

S  To  Si / Ti
i 1

Where,

To =

time needed to transmit a packet on a single

broadcast channel
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Where,

M = parallel broadcast channels, i

Gi = offered traffic in the ith channel, M = numbers of
 = length of jammed time after collision,

parallel link channels,

Si  To

ao = normalized propagation delay

(4)

To =

time needed to transmit a packet on a single broadcast

Ti = time needed to transmit a packet on an i broadcast channel

channel with bandwidth Wi.

Where,  = packets/s according to Poisson process
Throughput of non-persistent branch tunnel interface is given viz:

Throughput of a random choice carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection CSMA-CD-RC

S  Si 

Gi e aGi / M

 ao     aGi / M
 a  
 Gi  3 o 
1  Gi 1  
e

 M MTo  
 M MTo 


(5)
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(6)

S = throughput, Pii = the probability that a station senses
M = numbers of parallel link
X o = average transmission delay normalized to

the chosen channel idle,
channels,
(7)

Where, Do = average packet delay normalized to To ,

G = offered traffic in the ith channel
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The branch LANs were assumed to be a continuous
time CSMA/CD (carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection) system with a finite number of
homogeneous Stations, each possessing an infinite buffer.
The system was decomposed and approximately treats each
LAN as an independent M/G/1 queuing system. With this
analysis, the mean traffic delay can be numerically
obtained.

L (z) = P0

(10)

Where, P0 = probability of passive node in the system model
at traffic arrival instant, Hence,
R = L λ (11)
Where, R = mean response time, L = mean queue length.

C. Access Protocol (Ethernet CSMA/CD)

Conclusively, the stability of the system becomes more
sensitive to the retransmission interval as the number of
LAN nodes increases, [12].

The implementation of a local area network operating
under CSMA-CD protocol was analyzed in our context. In
generating another form of throughput, a generalized
protocol combining contention mode in the idle state of the
channel and reservation mode in the busy state of the
channel was proposed in [13]. Figure 4 shows the model
layout for terminal (DTEs) devices on layer 2 and layer 3
of the OSI model.

B. Queue Stability
The M/G/1 queuing system model was adopted to perform
this task and consequently, the expression was illustrated
thus:
1
1
(8)

 (T  D )



zG1* (  z )  G2* (  z )
z  G2* (  z )

Following our discussions in equations (3), (5) and
(6), this work summarizes throughput for our model in
equation (12) and (14), given as:
(Number of successful transmissions)*(Message length)
(12)
S
(Total transmission time



Where, γ = exponential distribution parameter, λ =
Poisson process parameter, T + D = service time
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of service time
distribution function

S MAX 

G1* (S) = b1 exp [-S (T + D)] + (1 – b1) G*(s)

(9)
Where, b1 = the probability that a node senses an idle
tunnel interface and succeeds in transmission
T = transmission time of a data packet
D = maximum propagation delay
The probability generating function of the stationary queue
length distribution at arbitrary constant is given as:

P
(P  F )

Where, P = time length of a message, F = time length
for an interframe time fill.
The maximum throughput for Expressnet SNSS model is
given as:

Figure 4: SNSS Conceptual layout for Ethernet DTE devices on layer 2 and layer 3 of the OSI model.
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S MAX 

N *P
2 D  (r  P)  ( N  1) *( F  r  P)

vi.

(14)

Where, N = number of LAN stations, P = time length of
packet traffic, D = end-to-end propagation delay, 2 D =
period after collision detection, r = reservation signal time
length, F = reservation signal time length
The protocol combining contention mode in the idle state
of the channel and reservation mode in the busy state of the
channel was proposed in [13]. Figure 4 shows the model
layout for terminal (DTEs) devices on layer 2 and layer 3
of the OSI model. GA1 to GAn represents the traffic sources
for the LANs.

vii.

viii.

E. System Design Goals

Network Access Server (NAS) with back office
Applications
(For
Network
Monitoring,
Configuration, Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting (AAA Server)). NAS or VPN
Concentrator replaces an AAA server installed on
a generic server. The hardware and software
work together to establish VPN tunnels and
handle large numbers of simultaneous
connections.
VPN-enabled/VPN-optimized Router -- This is a
typical router that delegates traffic on a network,
but with the added feature of routing traffic using
protocols specific to VPNs.
VPN Client – This is software running on a
dedicated device on branch LANs that acts as the
tunnel interface for multiple connections.

Since VPN setups offers various security encryption
options, such as PPTP, pure IPSec, or L2TP in its
implementations, this work leverages
on
these
technologies to present a SMART IDS which is scalable,
flexible and uses its dynamic adaptability to mitigate the
weaknesses of WEP and other weak encryptions on VPN
devices while smartening the traffic throughputs and
harnessing latency for all tunnel LAN interfaces . In
addition, the authentication required by the SNSS VPN
model adds another layer of control over access to the
branch LANs by wireless and wired clients). Figure 3
shows our proposed model to achieve a more reliable
secured remote data transmission.

From figure 3, the SMART IDS is an integrated module
that monitors and takes input from various sources,
including network packets, log files, and system call traces.
Input is collected, organized, and then forwarded to one or
more analyzers which then determine if an intrusion has
actually occurred. Output from the analyzers will include
an evidence supporting the intrusion report as well as
providing recommendations and guidance on mitigation
steps. The user interface component of the SMART IDS
provides the end user a view and way to interact with the
system. Through the interface the user can control and
configure some authentication credentials. It can also
generate reports as well.

The SMART IDS AP monitors all the devices (MAC, IP
and passwords) as well as user activities.

Finally, the SMART IDS management server which acts as
an analyzer is deployed for mapping with the sensors. IDS
Management server connects to sensors via a management
network and makes decisions based on what the sensor
reports. Besides, it can correlate information from several
sensors and make decisions based on specific traffic in
different locations on the network and execute some
security policy and controls. It has a management logging
databases, and consoles which are unique in that they can
be run in centralized or decentralized modes. In centralized
systems, the data is correlated at a central location and
decisions and actions are made based on that data. In
decentralized systems, decisions are made at the sensors
only.

Figure 4: SNSS Conceptual layout for Ethernet DTE
devices on layer 2 and layer 3 of the OSI model.
4. TESTBED FRAMEWORK
In our testbed, we assumed that a collocation data center
will house all our VPN components for scalable and secure
access. The infrastructure components adopted in our
deployment model include:
i.
Three Active Sites (Branch LANs) with WLAN
and LAN Supports (250 Nodes each)
ii.
A Management Switch with virtualization
support.
iii.
2-SMART IDS APs for traffic screening,
optimization, and accreditation of tunnel
interfaces.
iv.
IDS Management Server (Enterprise Red hart
Server)
v.
VPN-enabled Firewall -- This is a conventional
firewall protecting traffic between tunnel
interfaces with added feature of managing
traffic using protocols specific to VPNs.
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In context, our SNNS model satisfies the following
essential metrics viz:
 Robust Security – The SNSS VPN model protect
data while traversing via the public network.
Hence, it optimizes traffic and deploys SMART
encryption based on permanent key integrity
protocol (PKIP).
 Reliability- Remote users can connect to the VPN
model at any time and it provides same quality of
connection for each user even when it is handling
its maximum number of simultaneous
connections. Essentially, it has high quality of
service guarantee class.
 Scalability – It supports enterprise scalability
with legacy technology.

5. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Table 1 shows our simulation parameters in this research.
The work in [14] outlined comprehensive steps involved in
developing a simulation model, designing a simulation
experiment, and performing simulation analysis. In this
work, to validate the system performance of the proposed
SNSS model, OPNET Modeler [15] was used to achieve
the objective. OPNET Modeler is a graphical network
simulator mainly used for simulation of both wired and
wireless communication networks and information systems
[15]. The network model, node model and process models
were accomplished in our test bed using OPNET modeler.
After setting up the model, a simulation run was carried out
to generate our graphical plots shown in this work (Fig 3).
Also, as in the case in [15], a consistency test was carried
out which shows that the design model is stable and
consistent before the simulation execution.

Table 1: VPN Configuration Table
Tunnel Source
Name
L2TP Access Server
Network Access
Server (NAS)
Network Access
Server (NAS)

Tunnel Destination

Delay Information

Operation Mode

LNS/
Branch LAN
Firewall

Encryption Delay (Sec) =
0.05
Decryption Delay(sec)
= 0.05
Decryption Delay(sec)
= 0.05

Compulsory

Remote
Client
List
LAN Branch 1

Compulsory

LAN Branch 2

Compulsory

LAN Branch 3

Firewall

6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results shown from figures 7 to figure 13 validates performance improvement and stability of SNSS model. Figure 5a
depicts the network model developed in this work. Also, figure 5b shows th SNSS initialiazation as well.

Figure 5a: SNSS OPNET Network Model
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The IP mapping, MPLS configurations and parameter characterization were injected into the system workload; however with our
remote client list without considering stochastic perturbations, the simulation convergence presents a stable SNSS as shown in
figure 5b.
Table 2: SNMP/Logging Configuration Table
Parameters
Queue Length
Packet Size (MTU)

Values
10
1500

Timeout

30secs

Source interface

Outgoing

SNMP Reload

Enabled

SNMP manger

Enabled

Location Information

Promoted

Contact Information

Promoted

Nabled traps

MPLS-Traffic Engineering

Console Login
Internal buffer Size
Logging
Link Port a
Link Port b

Debugging(7)
4096
Notification(5)
L2TPNAS.PPP
Internet.PPP

Table 2 shows a logging configuration table for our model. The branch LAN sources have tunnel interfaces which peridoically
sends out 256kb data encrypted over the IP/MPLS backbone while allowing the multilayer SMART IDS AP to monitor and analyse
the entire end to end devices. All packets have a maxium translation unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes.

Figure 5b: SNSS OPNET initialization characterization
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Fig. 6 shows the completed network simulation representation used in OPNET for our experiments. Two separate scenarios were
used. The first is used for the VPN experiment, and the second for the SNSS FTP session. Both representations contained the same
elements as shown in our testbed in section IV; with the difference that the former was created from custom process model to
simulate more accurately the exact characteristics of the VPN testbed and the latter uses the standard and a custom tuned version
of VPN traffic flows.

Figure 6: SNSS completed Simulation
Figs. 7 and 8 show higher throughput for the network testbed. Essentially, the end to architecture that allows IP/MPLS internet
backbone to tunnel data creates an efficient traffic flow via the tunnel interfaces. This justifies a reliable system model since the link
latency is very insignificant in our case.

Figure 7: SNSS branch LAN Node throughput behavior
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Figure 8: SNSS branch LAN throughput behavior

Figure 9: SNSS TCP Traffic Behavior
The integration of SNSS VPN definitely affects the way the TCP services flow through the tunnels. The SMART IDS (monitors)
at the edge of the network (end to end) smartens http requests and acknowledgements by the remote active users. Security
implementation with our testbed infrastructure creates terminal tunnel confidence at different times as shown in fig. 9. Hence, the
proposed model in this work is envisaged to be very secure from any form of traffic. Also a number of security parameters are
affected whenever a change is made on the NAS server.Figure 10 shows an efficient site to site throughput response against the
branch LAN load index.
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From fig 10, to assess and justify the link throughput in our model, we first used the Ethereal wireshack tool[16] to analyze real
packet flow policies in a typical site 2 site VPN model as well as in some local production networks in an area.

Figure 10: SNSS Site 2 site throughput behavior
In many cases, the ethereal protocol analyzer has shown to
be effective by discovering many packet conflicts from a
source to a destination that cannot discovered by human
visual inspection. We made an attempt to quantitatively
evaluate the practical consequences of unverified packets
from sources on the network throughput. The Ethereal tool
provides a wide range of network statistics which ranges
from general information about the loaded capture file (like
the number of captured packets), to statistics about specific
protocols (e.g. statistics about the number of HTTP requests
and responses captured) in LAN testbeds.
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ABSTRACT
Most mobile phones in the recent days have applications that perform many digital functions which can be utilized in different ways
for educational improvement. Unfortunately, some of Nigerian technology teachers who possess these phones do not know the
possibility of utilizing it for their professional development purpose. Hence the need to get them informed. The major purpose of
this study was to identify the utilization factors of MCT for creating opportunities for reflection and collegiality among te chnology
teachers in Anambra state for professional development purpose. A research questions and a hypothesis, guided this study. The
major findings of the study, among others include: Teachers can use SMS to remind and communicate information to their
colleagues about next professional development programme; mobile phones necessitate easy networking for team projects and
setting up self-help groups among teachers thereby supporting collegiality; mobile phone enables fast exchange of thought, ideas,
and information among teachers and this enhances reflection and collegiality. The study concluded that mobile communication
technology which is affordable, cheap, accessible, etc, now posses some enhanced feature which can be used to fill some
professional development needs for teachers. It was however recommended among others that workshops and seminars should be
organized regularly to create awareness and train teachers on the capabilities of mobile phones and how to use the features for
educational purposes.
Keywords: Mobile Phones, Professional Development, Teachers, Opportunities, ICT Utilization and Anambra State.
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
I.M. Onwusuru, C.S. Uka and C.C. Udeze (2013). Utilization factors of Mobile Communication Technology (MCT) for Creating Opportunities for
Reflection and Collegiality for Professional Development Purpose of Technology Teachers in Anambra State of Nigeria.
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1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

2. CURRENT TRENDS

Educational systems keep changing with change in time
around the world. In the recent years, many societies are
engaging in serious and promising educational reforms. One
of the key elements in most of these reforms is professional
development of teachers. Societies are finally acknowledging
the fact that teachers are the most significant agent in
education. The double roles of teachers in these reformsbeing both object and subject of change – makes the field of
teachers professional development a growing and challenging
area, and one that has received major attention during the past
few years[3].

Current trend moves towards integration of technology into
educational systems. Professional development of teachers
being a key educational element cannot be overemphasized.
With the increasing desire for lifelong professional
development by academia, the need for supportive handy
device becomes prominence. Most teachers of tertiary
institutions are constantly on the move and require devices
that support their professional development on-the-go.
Woukeu [9] noted that typical e-learning systems have failed
to provide on-the-go professional development because they
are usually situated in fixed environments. They are tailored
toward PC based web access and are not customized for
mobile devices [5].
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Hence mobile communication technology comes in handy to
support the on-the-move professional development of
teachers. However, professional development is the act of
improving teacher’s expertise to improve student’s
achievement [5]. This involves the process of letting teachers
know a lot about teaching and to work in an environment that
allows them know students well. Professional development
does not only entail transmission of knowledge and skills, but
also refers to analytic and reflective cognitive process. The
overall effect of professional development of teachers is that it
improves the quality of schools, prepare and support educators
to help all students achieve to high standard of learning and
development. Professional development surround teachers
with a culture and support the structure that encourage
professional learning, innovation, experimentation and the
collegial sharing of new ideas and practices. FRN [4] pointed
out that teachers should continue to take cognizance of change
in methodology and in the curriculum.

Advances in mobile phones today which include; intelligent
user interfaces, context modeling, wireless communications
and networking technologies (WI-FI, Blue Tooth, GPS, GSM,
GPRS, 4G) have precipitated their support for the achievement
of the professional development need highlighted by Spark
[7]. Many countries across the world have involved this cheap
and most convenient technology in the improvement of their
teacher quality. Nigeria should not be left out. Statistics has
shown that four fifth of the practicing technology teachers
(both rural and urban dwellers) own mobile phone. This
device, has equally been certified the most convenient and
cost-effective device for ICT. Although varying educational
background such as NCE, B.Sc, etc, could, affect teacher’s
proficiency in the use of technologies, these however cannot
mar the improvement of their professionalism. Exploration of
mobile phone and its features therefore becomes of necessity
in order to identify the ways in which it could be used by
practicing technology teachers to achieve their professional
growth needs.

They should regularly be exposed to innovation in their
profession. In this regard, Spark [7] noted that professional
development needs of technology teachers should focus
among others on updating subject matter knowledge of
practicing teachers, improving pedagogical skills, creating
opportunities for reflection and collegiality, enhancing sense
of collaboration/networking among teachers, establish
database for classroom experiences and mentoring, etc. Any
professional development program of technology teachers
should therefore aim at achieving these needs. On the other
hand, mobile communication technologies are modified
computers with the features to simplify their usability,
accessibility and portability. These devices have the capability
of transmitting, processing and receiving data, voice and video
signals through wireless link. According to Darby [2], mobile
communication technologies can be defined as those
technologies which depend upon the broader phenomenon of
internet protocol (IP) convergence when data, voice and video
travel over a single channel.

3. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The main purpose of this study is to identify the utilization
factors of mobile communication technology for creating
opportunities for reflection and collegiality among technology
teachers for their professional development purpose.
3.1 Research Questions
The study found answers to this question:
In which ways can MCT be used in creating opportunities for
reflection and collegiality for technology teachers?
3.2 Research Hypotheses
HO1:
There is no significant difference in the mean of the
responses of teachers in Awka zone and Nnewi zone
on the use of MCT in creating opportunities for
reflection and collegiality for technology teachers.
3.3 Research Design
The study adopted survey research design. The population of
the study comprised all the 137 technology teachers in 10
technical schools in Anambra state of Nigeria. According to
the data collected on 3rd March 2008 from the State Education
Commission headquarters Awka, there are 10 technical
schools in Anambra state which include GTC Umunze (12
technology teachers), GTC Umuchu (12 technology teachers),
GTC Umuleri (18 technology teachers), GTC Enugwuagidi
(16 technology teachers), GTC UTU (16 technology teachers),
GTC Nnewi (14 technology teachers), GTC Nkpor (12
technology teachers), GTC Alor (8 technology teachers), GTC
Osamala (3 technology teachers), and GTC Onitsha (26
technology teachers). Since the population of this study is not
very large, the study did not make use of sample, rather, the
entire population was studied.
A researcher designed
questionnaire was used for the data collection.

The IP contains devices such as internet, which converts the
package that belongs to a voice, data or video exchange into
the appropriate presentation. Mobile communication
technologies combined World Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMax) and pocket computers. The WiMax enables
the acceleration of IP convergence as it brings high rate
communication services to relatively inexpensive portable
computer devices (the pocket computers). Some available
mobile communication devices include Personal Digital
Assistance (PDA), mobile phones, personal audio player, hand
held audio and multimedia guide, handheld game console etc
[6]. However the most commonly possessed and accessed
mobile technology is mobile phone locally known as GSM.
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The questionnaire was made of two sections; section A and B.
Section A consisted of items on the background information of
the respondents while section B was made of items eliciting
information on roles of MCT in enhancement of reflection and
collegiality among technology teachers. The questionnaire was
validated by three experts from Industrial Technical
Department, University of Nigeria Nsukka, and two experts in
information communication (ICT) from Management

Information System, (MIS), University of Nigeria Nsukka. A
5-points Likert rating scale of strongly agree (SA), Agree (A),
Undecided (U), Disagree (D), and Strongly disagree (SD) was
used with values of 5,4,3,2 and 1 respectively. Mean and
standard deviation was used to answer the research questions.
In analyzing the hypotheses, t-Test was used.

4. RESULTS
Research Question
In which ways can MCT be used in creating opportunities for reflection and collegiality for technology teachers?
Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation of Respondents on MCT and creation of opportunity for reflection and collegiality
for technology teachers.
N/O
ITEM STATEMENT
Mean
Std. Deviation Decision
1

Phone enables teachers pass professional development information to
their colleagues who do not have another access of getting information

4.28

0.96

Agree

4.07

0.86

Agree

4.12

0.77

Agree

4.14

0.90

Agree

4.69

3.63

Agree

4.25

0.91

Agree

4.61

3.38

Agree

4.77

4.41

Agree

4.41

0.70

Agree

4.45

0.60

Agree

and this enhances collegiality among them.
2

Teachers with time constraints can use mobile phone as their life folder
for easy access and reflection on their materials.

3

Using mobile phones, teachers can share data while maintaining
privacy thereby encouraging collegial interaction.

4

Mobile phone can enable teachers capture experiences (videos and
pictures) in any setting which they can reflect on and share with
colleagues for professional development purpose.

5

Teachers can use SMS to remind and communicate information to
their colleagues about next professional development programme.

6

Mobile phone can act as tool that allow teachers to chart and reflect on
changes in a learner overtime thereby encouraging teachers’ reflection
for student’s academic welfare.

7

Mobile phones necessitate easy networking for team projects and
setting up self-help groups among teachers thereby supporting
collegiality.

8

Mobile phone enables fast exchange of thought, ideas, and information
among teachers and this enhances reflection and collegiality.

9

Teachers can use mobile phones to provide study tips, reminder and
alert for themselves and this supports collegiality among them.

10

Mobile phone can be used to provide quick administrative information
among teachers for collegial meeting.

Table 1 shows that all the framed items were agreed by the respondents to be roles of MCT in enhancement of reflection and
collegiality among technology teachers in technical schools in Anambra state.
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4.1 Hypothesis
HO1:

There is no significant difference in the mean of the responses of teachers in Awka zone and Nnewi zone on the use of
MCT in creating opportunities for reflection and collegiality for technology teachers.

There are numerous educational zones in Anambra state, among which include Awka and Nnewi zones. Among the respondents,
sixteen (16) came from Awka zone while thirty six (36) came from Nnewi zone. The responses of each of the groups were
recorded and the mean and standard deviation of each of the group were calculated.
Table 2: t-Test Analysis of Mean and Standard deviation of Responses of teachers in Nnewi zone and Awka zone
S/N
AWKA
NNEWI
t-cal
Sig (2-tailled)
X1

S.D1

X2

S.D2

1.

4.00

0.89

4.25

0.88

-0.92

0.36

2.

3.63

1.15

4.06

0.72

-1.62

0.11

3.

3.63

1.26

4.31

0.59

-2.59

0.01*

4.

3.63

1.26

4.31

0.59

-2.59

0.01*

5.

6.88

10.18

4.34

0.83

1.41

0.16

6.

3.81

1.22

4.38

0.90

-1.80

0.08

7.

6.25

9.57

4.44

0.67

1.08

0.29

8.

4.25

0.78

6.00

8.78

-0.79

0.43

9.

4.50

0.63

4.50

0.62

0.00

1.00

10.

4.44

0.63

4.50

0.57

-0.35

0.73

N1 =
N2 =

16,
32,

DF = 46 * = Significant (reject hypothesis)
Level of significance = 0.05

In the analysis, “sig (2-tailled)” are the figures showing the
probability/significance level in which the calculated tvalue were significant. From table 2 above, the significance
levels of all other items except items 3 and 4 are greater
than the stated 0.05 level of significance therefore the null
hypothesis is accepted. The significance level of items 3
and 4 are less than 0.05 therefore the null hypothesis is
rejected.
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5. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Based on the outcome of the study, the following are the listed
major findings of the study.
1. Phone enables teachers pass professional
development information to their colleagues who
do not have another access of getting information
and this enhances collegiality among them.
2. Teachers can use SMS to remind and
communicate information to their colleagues
about next professional development programme.
3. Mobile phones necessitate easy networking for
team projects and setting up self-help groups
among teachers thereby supporting collegiality.
4. Mobile phone enables fast exchange of thought,
ideas, and information among teachers and this
enhances reflection and collegiality.
5. Teachers can use mobile phones to provide study
tips, reminder and alert for themselves and this
supports collegiality among them.
6. Mobile phone can be used to provide quick
administrative information among teachers for
collegial meeting.

Carlson [1] however has alike his views with the above
when he stated that teachers who develop the necessary
skills and knowledge in the effective use of mobile
technology for educational purpose have the opportunity to
participate in (or lead) topical discussions, conduct and
attend course activities; find resources, experts, and new
colleagues; and serve as resources for other educators.
Backing up this finding still, Thoma [8] had remarked that
Teachers do not update their knowledge from one source,
rather from different materials put on net by different
authors.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Despite supporting reflection, mobile phones have the
features that promote collegiality among teachers. Most
teachers in Nigeria especially those in the rural areas have
these devices and use it for just calling and receiving calls
without knowing all its other capabilities. Should the
capacities of these devices be explored and be made known
to the teachers, their benefit in their professional
development programmes will be maximized.

In line with the findings of this study, the following
recommendations were made
 Findings of this study should be made available
to teachers so as to let them know that their
mobile phones can do more than just calls and
can be utilized for their professional
development purpose;
 Workshops and seminars should be organized
regularly to enable teacher know the capabilities
of mobile phones and be trained on how to use
the features for educational purposes;
 The teacher trainers, in their teachings to meet
the demands of the society, should stress the
importance of exploring the features of mobile
phones and utilize them for educational purpose.

6. DISCUSSION
Mobile phone technology is the handiest and simple
technology which can be used to support teacher on-the-go
professional development. Previous studies have shown
that advanced countries have identified the advantages
obtainable in mobile phone if utilized for educational
purpose. As it was discovered in the literature, the thought
of using mobile phone for academics purpose has not been
raised in Nigeria. However, the findings of this study
revealed the utilization factors of Mobile Communication
Technology for creating opportunities for reflection and
collegiality among technology teachers for their
professional development purpose.
It was found that phone enables teachers pass professional
development information to their colleagues especially
those in the rural areas who do not have another access of
getting information and this enhances collegiality among
teachers. Regarding the ways MCT can be used in creating
opportunities for reflection and collegiality for technology
teachers, more findings where made as follows; Mobile
phones necessitate easy networking for team projects and
setting up self-help groups among teachers thereby
supporting collegiality; Mobile phone enables fast
exchange of thought, ideas, and information among
teachers and this enhances reflection and collegiality;
Teachers can use mobile phones to provide study tips,
reminder and alert for themselves and this supports
collegiality among them; Mobile phone can be used to
provide quick administrative information among teachers
for collegial meeting.
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ABSTRACT
This paper present the electron charge pumping technique using the various charge pumps circuits for interface trap density a nd
edge leakage reduction that is major concern in GAA short channel nanowire structure. Latched and bootstrap charge pump
circuit has been simulated and analyzed for GAA structure. The charge pumping technique requires body contact of FET which
has been implemented for GAA nanowire structure. Silicon nanowire field-effect-transistors (FETs) are one of the promising and
potential candidates for reduction of scaling effect as compared with double gate, fin-FET and planar FETs. Gate-all-around
structure having four side of gate material therefore body contact cannot be achieve therefore we have applied different charge
pumping mechanism to observe the trap density at the oxide and nanowire interface. Experimental result shows minimum
5.4×1011 cm-2eV-1 trap charge density in GAA nanowire structure.
Keywords: GAA, Silicon nanowire, Charge Pump, Bootstrap CP, Latched CP, Subthreshold, Interface trap charge density,
Noise, Leakage Power.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon nanowire Gate-All-Around (GAA) field effect
transistor has been researched excellent electrostatic control
over the channel surrounded by conducting gate and higher
trans-conductance [1]. Simulation and analysis show's gateall-around GAA configuration provides an excellent
performance owing to considerable effect of short channel
as compared with other structures. The Performance of
relative transistors is drastically reduced as the scaling of
channel length occurs. There is the need of transistors
having SS below 50 mV/decade for ultra low power
application [2],[3].

Charge pumping technique is employed here for analyzing
the electrical properties of oxide-nanowire interface .In
present scenario excessive leakage current and high power
dissipation have been a problem while scaling of CMOS
technology becomes challenges. GAA structures contains
oxide-nanowire interface therefore these interface may
have higher number of charge traps as compared with
classical Sio2 interface. Since charge (electron/hole) could
be diminished in these defects may result the deformed
level of threshold that provides instabilities comprises this
interface [10]-[16]. Nanowire FET become floating body
structure therefore conventional CP technique is not
applicable at all then different technique such as latched
and bootstrap charge pump circuit are applied at the input
of corresponding silicon nanowire n-FET.

Germanium and other material could be capable over
silicon material channels but silicon nanowire channels
having low DIBL and higher subthreshold being better but
electrical characterization property such as interface charge
density is a concerned factor therefore correct calculation
and measurement of electrical interface properties of oxidesilicon nanowire structure [4]-[7]. Literature has been
shown full conductance method and transient CP technique
for realizing the corrective measure of the interface
problem [8]-[9] but transient CP technique provide the
impact ionization mechanism to supply majority charge
carriers into nanowire FET floating body structure but it
can be generated interface traps which become unnecessary
provide instabilities .

Majority carriers that reside at oxide-silicon nanowire
interface is removed by single pulse of charge pump circuit
but due to body contact are not existed in floating body
structures majority charge carries is excited to fill the
vacant interface traps that become charge balance inequilibrium state generated in floating body devices which
provides temporal variation of drain current. CP is
generally made with capacitors and nMOS therefore it is
always applicable for silicon integrated devices. CPs is
generally used in much application such as smart power IC
and nonvolatile memory.
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Since the silicon area is directly related from CP total
capacitance in case, CP area and charge consumption
minimizations are used for different application.

The Silicon nanowire integrations are to be done with gate
spacing 160 nm, source to drain S/D length extension of
140 nm, S/D metal width 60 nm and gate width 120 nm
leading to implementation of a nanowire. In this paper
nanowire consider as the channel of length 45 nm.
vi
n

(1)

(2)

vss

Where CT,Aop and CT,Qop are the total charge capacitance of
area and charge consumption minimization, α is the
technology dependent parameter.

vdd

Section II describes the analysis of different type charge
pump circuits and section III describes the results and
comparison of various CP circuits is done to be here.
Section IV comprises the conclusion part of the paper.

nsub
Figure 1. GAA Nanowire n-FET schematic .

2. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
A. GAA silicon nanowire structure
Figure.1 describes a circuit comparable to a developed
model of GAA NW FET with applied drain to source
voltage (VDS) of 1.2 V in 45nm technology.GAA NW FET
circuit implementation is achieved by three parallel
transistors corresponding to the gate surround at front and
two lateral junction. Substrate can be used as the back gate
to form a gate-all-around GAA structure. Diameter of
nanowire is equivalent to width W for CMOS p-transistors
and n-transistors (same for both cases) with gate length L to
be fixed.

B.

Charge Pump Topologies

1.

Dickson Charge Pump

The Dickson charge pump comprises capacitors with
nMOS instead of diode based Dickson charge pump.
NMOS based Dickson charge pump can be easily
implemented on silicon based integrated devices [17]-[19].
The main disadvantage associate with his charge pump
topology similar to Dickson charge pump is the reduction
of charge pump output voltage level therefore this charge
pump is not considered for floating body structure and
charge pump CP pulse current is not attained at maximum
value and it occurs at low level. Figure 2 describe the
schematic of Dickson based charge pump.

VD
D

C

C

C
L

VC

VCKba

K

r

Figure 2. Schematic of Dickson based charge pump
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2. Bootstrap Charge Pump
Bootstrap charge pump is mostly used technique associated
with clock signals applied at the capacitors attached in CP
circuit. NMOS is generally used in place of switches
connected in CP. The use of switch is a main drawback that
CP voltage levels at the switch terminal are higher than the
operating voltage supply is applied at the device input.
Figure 3 shows the generic stage of bootstrap charge pump.
NMOS is switched ON by applying gate biased voltage
that is higher than voltage applied at source terminal.
Higher gate voltage is generated by adding extra NMOS
and capacitors are connected in CP [20]-[26]. Two stage
bootstrap charge pump generic stage plus capacitor
describe as given schematic. J-1 and J are the
corresponding points between upper transistors. Figure 4
shows the schematic of bootstrap charge pump.

J-1

CL

CB

VCK

Figure 3. describe the generic stage of bootstrap charge
pump

J-1

VD

J

J

D

CL

IL

C

C
B

CB

VCK

VB1
VB2
Figure 4. Schematic of bootstrap charge pump.
Figure 5 explains the clock pulse for two stage periods. During half period of pulse whenever there is no charges transferred
occurs upper or horizontal NMOS is open that means signal V B1 is the low and vertical transistor become closed. The capacitor
CB is captured or stores the charge that is equal to
(3)
Where VDD is the operating voltage and j are the generic point described in generic stage and during next half period of clock
pulse VCK and VCKbar inverse their values such as 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 therefore upper and vertical transistors change their position
from open to closed or closed to open. Gate voltage of upper transistor become equal to
(4)
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VCK

VCKba
r

Figure 5. Charge pump clock pulse behavior for two stage
That becomes higher by
(5)
This topology becomes better CP technique but at the cost of complex clocking circuits.
3. Latched charge pump
Double charge pump is being considered better charge pump CP technique because it reduces the output ripple that is generated
at the output voltage level by using the same total capacitance of CP. Figure 6 describes the schematic of latched based char ge
pump.
C/2

VCK

VCK
C/2

VDD

C

IL

L

VDD
C/2

C/2
VCKbar

VCKbar

Figure 6.Schematic of Latched based charge pump.
The output voltage is generated is the same as it previously
employed CP but ripple is to reduce greatly.

(7)
When

(6)

(8)

Since latched CP provide a latch stage for high clock
frequency. Latched CP require only two phase clock.
Charge redistribution between generic period of clock is
described as [27]-[28]

(9)
(10)
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After one and two clock period

The transfer characteristic of nanowire GAA FET is
reported at drain to source voltage 1V and corresponding
GAA silicon nanowire FET exhibit higher ION/IOFF ratio.
Subthreshold slope is achieved 95mV/decade. Higher value
of subthreshold means higher interface trap charge density
at si-sio2 interface. A strong CP pulse means higher voltage
level at output of charge pump circuits provides large
interface trap charge density.Subthreshold swing can be
used to extract interface charge density. Subthreshold can
be estimated with the help of equation is given below and
subthreshold value describes in figure 7.

(11)
By using power series
(12)
Where CL is the load capacitance attached with charge
pump and C is the intermediate capacitance value.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

(13)

Figure 7. Subthreshold behavior as gate voltage sweep across charge pump circuit
Where S is subthreshold slope, Cit is the interface trap
capacitance and COx is oxide capacitance. Interface trap
charge density Dit is achieved of 5×1012 cm-2eV-1 is
estimated from subthreshold value. Whenever the higher
pulse current is provided by charge pump circuit nanowire
surface is observed between inversion and accumulation
region. ICP charge pump current is measured for different
charge pump circuits. In each clock cycle applied for
different charge pump circuit’s, large fraction of holes is
recombined with trapped electrons a si-sio2 interface. CP

current pulse strongly depends on frequency is given by
equation shown below.
(14)
Figure 8 describes maximum charge pump current ICP for
different charge pump circuits as derive above. Maximum
ICP of 882.4pA is attained for latched based charge pump
therefore interface trap charge density can be calculated of
5×1012 cm-2eV-1 which is helpful for reliable operation of
devices that is made by GAA silicon nanowire structure.
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Figure 8(a) and 8(b). describe the charge pump current I CP for Dickson based and bootstrap charge pump circuit

Figure 8(c). describe the charge pump current I CP for latched based charge pump circuit
Where Ag is the gate area, q is he electron charge and

is the surface potential. Total charge pumped is described as

(15)
Whenever total charge pump is differentiated then trap concentration per unit volume at si-sio2 interface then it is found that
pumping current will be in hat shaped. Figure 9 describes the accumulation and inversion region which become derived from
hole and electron emission.ICP can be evaluated as integration boundaries are holes and electron emission which depends on
temperature [29].
(16)
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Depletion

Inversion

Accumulation

Figure 9. Charge pump signal ICP base level description
Thermal noise is the most dominant factor of noise analysis that is generated by the resistor connected at output load. The RF
input voltage source can be the noise source which is shown below.
(17)
Where K is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the room temperature, RL. is load resistance,
is the bandwidth at frequency of
2.4G Hz. Various Charge pumps is analyzed and simulated for noise .at 2.4G Hz frequency, latched based charge pump
generates a peak noise value of 9.681×10-10
(V2) at 129.4m Hz. Noise analysis is performed for Dickson and bootstrap
charge pump that shows approx. similar noise value.

Figure 10(a) and 10(b). Show the noise analysis of Dickson and bootstrap charge pump
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Figure 10(c). show the noise analysis of latched charge pump
Figure 11 describes the comparison analysis of different charge pump circuits. Leakage current is analyzed at the input of GAA
whenever the pulse of charge pump is applied as a gate pulse therefore latched based charge pump show the minimum leakage
current as compared with other two charge pump circuits.

Figure 11.desceibe the comparison of charge pump current for different CP circuits.
Figure 12 explains the leakage power dissipation whenever higher voltage is applied at charge pump circuits. Leakage Power of
17.26µW for latched stage charge pump which is applied for GAA silicon nanowire structure.
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Figure 12. Shows the leakage power analysis for different charge pump circuits.
Table 1. describe the comparison of different charge pump circuit for GAA silicon nanowire structure
Parameters
Dickson based charge pump
Bootstrap charge pump
Latched charge pump
Average Power Dissipation

9.238 µW

22.25 µW

39.71 µW

Leakage Power

188 µW

207 µW

17.26 µW

Subthreshold Slope

49.67 mV/decade

67.32 mV/decade

95.45 mV/decade

Noise

9.681×10-8

4.789×10-9

4.088×10-9

ION/IOFF ratio

9.89×106

3.43×105

5.43×108

Interface trap charge density

4.56×108

9.78×1013

5×1012

Delay (CP pulse current)

6.32 ps

77.54 ps

522.4ps

Table 1 shows the comparison of different parameters and describe the latched charge pump is lower power consumption of
39.71 µW as compared with dickson and bootstrap charge pump. Minimum pulse charge pump input delay of 6.32 ps is
achieved in Dickson based charge pump as compared with other two charge pump wherever latched charge pump is achieved
522.4ps that is becomes higher than bootstrap but remain still low. Interface trap charge density calculated 5×10 12 cm-2eV-1 and
9.78×1013 for latched and bootstrap charge pump. Higher ION/IOFF ratio of 5.43×108 show latched charge pump provides better
on-drive capability for GAA nanowire configuration. Figure 13 describes the percentage of trap charge density for different
charge pump.
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Figure 13.Percentage of trap charge density for different charge pumps.

4. CONCLUSION
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